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Foreword

With the gyowth of the social sciences, there has been increasing
interest in use of their products to throw light on and also to solve
some of the pressing social problems of our society. A concerned
public and concerned policymakers are increasingly asking the
question: What can social science research contribute to our
planning process, particularly planning to effect inttitutional
change to more clearly meet basic mental health needs? And,
indeed, policymakers have for_ some time made use of social
science theory and research findings in their planning process.

It is important, then, to learn more about how social science is
utiliked, by whom, and with what effect. It is important to obtain an
evaluation of the products of such use both by the change.agents
and by those to whom the change was directed. Su'ch knciwledge
should be of value to social science therry, to social sciepce
research progam development, and to the policy planning process.

This monograkh, the first in a series of studies on social change,
reports on an analysis of applications of social science theory and
research to, programs of institutional change. It includes a
state-of-the-arts review of the literature, both scientific and public
policy oriented, and a study of imPortant questions raised by this
literature. Finally, it offers a proposal to bridge the gap between
the social sciences and public pulicymaking. By this means it
brings us closer to the goal of directing knowledge toward the
satisfaction of basic mental health needs.
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Juan Ramos, Ph.D.
Director
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CHAPTER 1

THE NATURE OF INSTITUTIONAL
CHANGE

Planned institutional change involves the efforts of people to
alter that part of their environment which is goveved by a set of
rules and power relationships which are established within the
context of a larger social order. A newly elected Governor seeks to
change the deplorable conditions .in a State prison system;. a
Federal agency tries to get 'a local school system to become more
responsive to the needs of minority groups; and low-income
resideilts protest the lack of decent and affordable health care in
their community. Such efforts, while often heroic in proportion to
the resistance against which they contend, fall short of being
revolutionary in that they are not directed at changes in the larger
social ordef. Rather, that social order is used to bring about a
desired change in one of its constituent institutions. Such efforts
are variously teferred to as.social reform, intended social change,
o institutional change. The latter term reflects, we feel, a more
precise understanding of the process involved.

Interest in institutional change waxes and wanes with the
fluidity of the larger social order which affects the promise of its
attainment. Thus, during the Great Depression of the 1930s; the
Second World War of the 1940s; and the convergence of the civil
rights movement, the peace movement, and urban riots of the
1960s; interest ran high. But during the relative stability and
quiescence of the 1950s and the 1970s, interest subsided. Yet
efforts at institutional change never completely disappear. As long
as there is government, or dependence on a collectively organized
way of doing things, there will be attempts on the part of one
group or another to alter those organized ways in order to redress
grievances or bring about a fuller measure of social justice.

The purpose of this book is to add to our current understanding
of the process of institutional change. It is our hope; in so doing,
to assist those within the Government who have the responsibility,'
as well as those outside who advocate such responsibility, to rnakE,
institutional arrangements more responsiVe to the people ana

1



9 SOCIAL SCIENCE AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

purposes, they were originally intended irci serve. More specifically,
our purpost is to aasess the state of the art as reflected in the
writittgs and research of social 'scientists wind as tempered by the
experiences of planners, administrators, 'politicians, and citizens
who are the practitioners of this art. We cannot hope to be
comprehensive or definitive. The effort to conceptualize the
process cif institutional change is as old as institutions themselves
and spans many disciplines and many perspectives. Oureffort can
be unique only in the sense that it tries to integrate the
contributions of the most recent literature With 'more historic
'themes in a manner which is relevant to the practice of public
planning or decisionmaking.

The social sciences have much to contribute to the piocess of
histitutional change, yet their offerings often are not accepted.
The, limited success with which social science research findings
have been adopted in the policymaking process is a many-faceted
problem. 'On the one hand, social scientists tend to pose issues in
terms which are highly abstract, not related to actions that can be
applied iii a practical way. In a word, the social sciences tend to be
descriptive rather than prescriptive. On the other hand, groups
who have the most to gain from institutional change often couch
their proposals in highly emotive, imprecise terms and exhibit
little patience to examine any larger set of issues that transcends
their immediate experience. They shun the rational process that is
the trademark of the social.scientist. And finally, there are what
Undblorn (l963) calls the "proximate policymakers," those
legitimized by the larger society to make decisicrs involving
institutional change (p. 70). They' are caught in a compa_x web of
forces and values which surrounds a particular issue, only some of
which are reflected in the rational analysis of the social scientist or
the proposals of participating interest poups.

For this reason, a secondary objective of this inquiry is to
es:amine the utilization of social science theory and research in
institutional change. In thisconnection, we seek to learn the rote
whirli social science plays in such planned change, as well as the
factors which facilitate or hinder that utilization.

Definition of doncepts

Before vproceeding with a further description of our task, we
will pause to define the basic concepts' which underlie it. In
.summary form, we cl?fine planned institutional change as any
planned or intended alteration in the goals, program, or structure
of an Organization ulich is operating in the public intemst. We

9
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NATURE OF CHANGE 3

will 4amine each of the eletnents of this definition in more cittail.
Historically, the term institution has had two different mean-

ings. (1) It has been construed very narrowly to refer to a
culturally defined set of norms governing behavior which servet
sonic group purpose, such as marriage. (2) The term has also been
used more generally to refer to organizations which serve some
larger social purpose, such as thezhurch or the courts. It is in this
latter sense that we use the term . This use requires that the
characteristics which distinguish institutions as aa subset of
organizations be identified. Blase (1973) defines institutions as

. . . organizations which embody, foster, and protect norma-
tive relations and action patterns, and perform functions and
services which are valued in the environment (p. 261).

The implications of this definition are twofold: (1) Institutions are
organizations which ire view'ed as subsystems of a ?larger system;
and (2) .institutions are- organizations that are normative in
pu,rpase, that is, they have been imbued with a purpose or goal
which is valued by the larger system. Thus, in this study we are
concerned with institutional change as it occurs in some formal
organizations over which public decisionmaking has direct in-
fluence, rather than 'changes which occur at a societal level, such as
changes i the family, the economy, or belief systems.

This definition gives values an explicit role in diStinguishing
institutions from other types of organizations. Institutions are
defined by the values they hold for some larger gaup. Examples
are prisons, schools, and hositals. Organizations which are not
institutions are defined on the t is of their self-interest. Examples
are a business enterprise or a fra al order. This distinction does
aot deny the fact, that all organizations have a value system which
governs their operation. The distinctioo rccognizeg that, in the
case of an institution, the good or service rendered has beenillw
explicitly acknowledged in some manner as of value t2 the larger
society. In this sense, institutiasis can be th3ught of as organiza-
tions which act in the "public interest."'It is this quality which
makes them appropriate targets of social policy. Much of the
literature with which this study deals does not make this
distinction when discussing organizations of an institutional
nature. Therefore, we will use the terms interchangeably, even
though we are referring-to institutions.

-

This brings us to the delicate matter of defining what
constitutes change in any institution. The simplest definition is
that change is any measurable difference in a state or property of
an institution over time. It should be noted that change refera to a
state of a system and not to idiosyncratic or ad hoc behaviors.
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This definition rules out specific acts of an organization which
depart from established policy or procedures and are taken in
response to some pressure from its environment. Thus, to
constitute institutional change, the alteration in question must
become a part of the standard operating procedures of the
institution, and it must persist. over time.

The definition we have used often precipitates the question:
How big must the alteration be to constitute institution& change?
To this question there is no definite answer. Although most
proponents of instfwtionfil "change think implicitly of a scale that
is large, we believe that size is not an inherent requirement.
Change can be either large or small, as long as it is reflected in 'a
system state and is measurable. If ,size is to be considered a
property of a particular institutional change, it must be so,
specified in advance to determine whether or not such a change
takes place.

A detinitidn of institutional chang" is also frequently ques-
tioned on the basis of its effectiveness. Change in one institutional
state is usually proposed because someone wants to bring abdut a
change in another state. For exzmple, cit4zen participation in the
inanagenwnt of a public agency may be proposed as a way of .

bringing about a change in the type of services provided. When the
desired effect does not ensw. there is a tendency to say that
institutional change did not occur. We believe there is nothing
inherent in the nature of institutional change that implies success
in bringing abouc changes in other institutional states. Thus size
and effects are norms by which a given institutional change can be
evaluated. But to determine that such a change has occurred, one
need simply observe a difference in the nature or size of a system
state over a specified time period.

Institutional -einange should be distinguished from innovation.
An innovation involves the adoption of a policy, piogram, or
structure which is pew to the adopting institution.:While institu-
tional change may, indeed, constitute an innovation, it need-not
necessarily do so. Institutional change could constitute the
reestablishment of a former system state Or property.

And finally, planning is defined in this study as a public social
process in which a choice is wade among alternative ends or
among alternative means for attaining desired ends. Such choices
are made on the basis of some analysis of 'the Imticipated
consequences of each alternative. This definition excludesrinstitu;
tional changes that were unintended consequences which flow
from natural or unplanned events. Planning that is to be
Oonsidered in this study takes place in some agency of government
or in a formal organization providing some public good or service.

1 1



NATURE OF CHAME 5

Planning can be carried out by a single actor or a set of actors
designated to function in this .capacity on behalf c.f. a group.
Planning can also be carried out by a group acting collectively, as
in the case o: commurfal organizations which operate on the basis
of ..,ass participation.

Method of Study
This bool- reviews literature on the nature of planned

institutional change published during the last 10 years and the role
of social science in that process. The findings from this review are
tempered by field studies of ,four selected cases of such change.
Our objective is to assess the current state of knowledge about
planned institutional change and to identify issues which need to
be addressed by further research and development activities.

Since the subject matter with which we are dealing is so broad,
and the literature in which it is covered is so diffuse, an attempt
has been made to develop a systematic strategy for searching out
the literature to be reviewed. We divided our study into three
topics: (1) theory and research on planned institutional change,
(2) thc utilization of social science in planned institutional change,
and (3) case studies of planned institutional change in the criminal
justice system and a! local public school systems. The latter two
fields of application were picked from among those of interest to
the sponsors of this study because it was believed they would
provide the clearest examples. Since criminal justice is a relatively
closed system and local public education is a relatively open
system, it was believed that this contrast would more fully
elaborate the process involved.

Six data bases were used for the literature search:
j. Research in Education (ERIC)
2. Sociological Abstracts
3. Abstracte.d Business Information (ABI(INFORM)
4. National Clearineiouse for Mental Health Information.,
5. Psychological Abslracts
6. Poverty and Human Resources Abstracts
The first four data bases were searched by computer, and the

latter two were searched manually for the period 1967;77. Our
first topic was the most difficult to search, for the term "planned
institutional change" was not widely used. Theisefore, we added
terms such las reform, planned social change, organizational
change, social peicy experiments, and administrative change to
expand our findings. The second topic was adequately handled by
the inrersection of the term "social science" with "public policy"

...ob. 4,
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and several variants. For watching out case studies, we used
specific issues in the respective fields which had become identified
with institutional change. With respect to criminal justice these
terms were prison reform, deinstitutionalization, community-
police relations, and indeterminate sentencing. With respect to
education these terms were decentralization, education vouchers,
and community control.

Our search yielded over 700 listings. We made no attempt to
cernprehemively review so extensive a list. Ratiier, we searched for
a framework by which its major themes might be portrayed A
perusal of the literature on planned institutional change suggested
thrm types of theories: (1) those adopting ideology as the key to
institutie.rial change, (2) those approaching the subject from a
social structural perspective, and (3) those focusing on interper-
sonal rc ations as the key to such change. The literature on the
utilization of social science in institutional change was more sparse
and focused. It reclUired,no ;trateizr for reduction. With respect to
case studies, two were selected from each field of application that
seemed to provide the greatest potential for insights into the
institutional change process. They were: (1) the design and
construction of an experimental Federal Correctional Institution
a' Butner, North Carolina; (2) the deinstitutionalization of Oe
Mass4chusetts juvenile correctional system; (3) the adoption of a
voucher-market system by the Alum Rock (California) Union
Elementary School District; and (4) the decentralization of the4 Detroit Public Schools.

After the literature on each of the four cases of planned
institutional change was read and analyzed, a 3-day field visit was
conducted at each site. The purpose dr-stich visits was to verify
arid amplify,. our understanding of tHe process of planned
institutional change that occurred in each respective caSe-----as
reported in the literature. This purpose was pursued by interview-
ing a selected set of actors in each case: (1) those who planned the
change, (2) those who administered or cirried it out, and (3) those
who were to benefjt from it. Every effort was made to include
persons who favored as well as opposed the change, those who
participated at each significant level of the organization, and,those
by whom the effort was evaluated a success as well as a failure. As
a result of these field visits, we were able to resolve significant
contradictions about the way in which institutional change came
about. as well as gaps in information contained in the literature.

The findings of our study are presented itiLt manner which
follows closely the steps in which it was carei out. In the
remainder of this chapter, a mot of planned institutional change
is presented which we found usefulb. general guide in our review
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of the literature. It is not presented as a definitive statement by
which all theories must be judged, but rather F a heuristic device
to suggest the range of variables which should be covered in any
comprehensive discusaion on the subject. Chapters 2, a, and 4 are
devoted to each of the three basic themes we found among
theories of institutional change, those emphasizing ideology,
social structure, and interpersonal relations, respectively. Chapter
5 assesses the role of social science in planned institutional change
and the factors which affect its utilization. Chapter 6 analyzes two
cases of institutional change m the criminal iustice system.
Chapter 7 analyzes the adoption of education vouchers in the
Alum Rock Schools; and chapter 8 analyzes efforts to decentralize
the Detroit City Schools. Chapter 9 provides a summary of what
we have learned about the process of planned institutional change.
It identifies the points at ;which alternative theories might be
integrated and suggests areas for further research and experimenta-
tion.

A Model of Institutional Change

Prior to undertaking an investigation of such a broad topic as
institutional change, it is helpful to develop a model or conceptu-
alization of the underlying phenomenon in order to establish some
boundaries and to bring focus to the investigation. We were
fortunate in finding early in our search such a model that has
proved very useful for our purposes. It comes from the literature
on national development planning and was prepared by the
Midwest Universities Consortium for International Activities, Inc.,
based at Michigan State University. The work of the Consortium is
reported by Blase (1973) and elaborated by Bumgardner et al.
(1972). We have already reported their definition of an institution
as an organization that performs some vital, function which is
explicitly valued by a larger system.

Description of the Model

The model which Blase and his colleagues have developed
applies to institution building. Institution building refers to the
proeess of developing new organizations or reconstructing existing
ones in a manner that gives the institution the desired innovative
qualities for effecting innovations in society. The situation for
which the moklel was constructed was a developing Nation in
which new institutions are being built to facilitate or guide the
development process. However, we think tip model has equal

.4'



8 SOCIAL ScIENCE AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

applicability for reconstructing or changing existing irAtitutions ir /
developed societies where other goals may predominate.

Blase and Bumgardner et al. describe three elements which
interact to define the shape of the changing or emerging
institution. These are: (1) institutional variables, (?)'llnkages, and
(3) transactions. Institutional variables describe \the key com-
ponents of institutions. Linkages refer to the relationships or
interdependencies between the institution and its environment.
Transactions refer to the processes or exchanges by which an
institution's linkages with its environment are established. These
elements will be described briefly.

Institutional variables include: (1) leadership, (2) doctrine, (3)
program, (4) resources, and (5) internal structure. These five
components interact and complement each other in the process of
institutional change or development. Leadership is defined as "the
group of persons who are actively engaged in the formulation of
doctrine and programs of the institution and who direct its
operations and relationships with the environment" (Blase 1973,
p. 266). In short, leaders are persons who direct the internal
operations of the institution and manage its relations with the
environment. Properties of 'leadership which may determine its
effectiveness include its political viability, professional status,
technical competence, commitmento and continuity. The im-
portance of leadership style may fluctuate with variations in the
other institutional variables.

Doctrine, Gr ideology as we prefer to call it, provides the
motivational basis for action in shaping institutional change.
Doctrine is the specification of the major purposes or goals to be
sought by the institution and the operational methods by which
those goals may be pursued. Doctaine is more than jiist a
statement of objectives; it is a justification of the institution's very
existence in relation to some larger social purpose. Properties of a
doctrine which are relevant for institutional change include its
degree of specificity, its relation.ship to existing norms within the
institution, and its relationship to societal preferences and
priorities. Doctrine serves three important purposes: (1) It
provides a means of gaining acceptance of the activities of the
institution by linking it to the values of the larger society of which
it is a part; (2) it serves as a motivating force for personnel within
the institution; and (3) it proVides criteria by.which-to judge the
relevance of the institution's program. Disagreements may ac-
company attempts to specify doctrine. These disagreements can
result in decreased clarity, potentially hindering effective change;
or they can result in wider flexibility which, if carefully managed,
can facilitate change. Where doctrine departs from the traditional

15
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norms of society, conflict may be engendered, arising from outside
the institution as well as from within.

A program is the action plan of an institution. It represents the
translation of doctrine into action and the allocating of resources
to carry out those actions. The adequacy of a 'given program for
institutiOnal change can be evaluated by reference to a number of
ctiaracteristics: comprehensiveness, relation to societal needs,.
relation to doctrine, use of available technology and resources,
timing, and consistency. Staff understanding and support for a
given progrearn are critical to the implementation of planned
change. The feasibility of a program will he determined by the
availability of technology and resources. Timing is a key factor in c.
programs that are highly dependent on .political support, for
results must often be produced within a fixed time period to
justify the progam's continued existence.

Resources are those inputs to the incti.tution that are needed in
Order to produce the desired goods or services. Resources are of
two types: flow and stock. Flow resources are consumable or
tangible elements such as money, material, and Manpower. Stock
resources are intangibles such as legitimation, political support,
and propensity to change. Resources can be evaluated -by their
availability and source. Availability refers to their quality and
quantity. Source refers to the particular origin of the-resources
and the extent of alternative sources in the environnient. Although
the level of resources is influenced by external variables, it also is
considered a function of the effectiveness of leadership and
progam. When existing resources are used wisely and imaginative-
ly, their flow can increase.

Internal Structure refers to the distribution o-fauthority-and the
division of responsibility among the units of the institution. It is
also meant to inchride the means and channels of communication
and decisionmaking. Characteristics in whi,th structures might vary
are the incentives for staff performance, the degree of centraliza-
tion of authority, and the, degree of participation in decision-
making.

Linkages refer to those relationships or interdependencies
between the institution and its environment that shape and sustain
the institution as well as provide the potential for change. Four
types of linkages are identified: (1) enabling, (2) functional, (3)
normative, and (4 ) diffuse. Enabling linkages are relationships with
organizatiorm that provide theinstitution with the legal authority
and .resources with which to operate. These linkages include
legislative acts whici.authorize the institution's existence, and the
appropriation of furds by which to purchase. factors of produc-
tion. Enabling linkages are important for protecting the institution
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against attack and for gaining access to resources. This is
particularly 'true in the formative stages of an institution, when it
is not yet stating enough to deal with the environnient on its own
terms. ln the latter stage, enabling linkages are onicial to the
institution's attempts to expand its domain or area of responsi-
bility in public affairs.

Functional linkages are relationships with organiztitions in the
environment whose interests are complementary rather than
controlling of the institution which is the target of planned
change. They are organizations or actors that provide the
necessary inputs ((actors 'of production) and use the outputs of
the institution. These inputs may include clients, manpower,
technoloiw, and information. The outputs refer to whatever goods
or. service the institution produces. Functional linkages may be
competitive rather than cooperative, in that more than one
organi-zation may offer similar inputs or outputs.

Normative Linkages refer to relationships with organizations
which dictate norms or set standards that govern the domain in
whiCh the institution operates. These linkages are less apparent but
can be quite critical, as exeMplified by the views of the Catholic
Church in relation to family planning, and the views of profession-
al organizations in relation to humar services planning. Normative
linkages are not always expressed through a formal organization.
,They may involve general belief systems which pervade society
and are expressed through the mass media or the pronouncements
of influential public figures.

Diffuse linkages refer to relationships pioviding popular support
for the institutiom They involve populations rather than organiza-
tions who are indirectly rather than directly related to the
institution's work, but whose support may ultimately be necessary
if other linkages are to be established. Examples of such groaps are
parents of school children, or taxpayers in.a political jurisdiction.

The last element in the model, transactions, is the actual
exchanges which go on between the institution and its environ-
ment by which the environment affects and is affected by the
institution. Transactions are events which are subject to strategies
and planning and which result in the various linkages discussed
above. 'These strategies and plans constitute the practice of
institutional change. Blase and Bumgardner et al. do not elaborate
the nature of such transactions, and, therefore, their model falls
short of depicting the practice of institutional change. However,
by identifying institutional variables and linkages involved in
institutional change, they provide the groundwork for developing
such practice.

1 I
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Implications 4

While the model of institutional change presented above is
incomplete, it does serie a useful purpose. It provides a general
definition of the phenomenon with which we are dealing and
specification of the elements involved with which we can focus
our review of the literature. Once that review is complete, we can
return to the model and determine in what ways it may be 1/4c

amplified or altered to provide a more adequate depiction of the
process of planned institutional change.

At the outset, the model alerts us to a range of variables which
have not been given .equal treatment in previous efforts to
conceptualize this subject. The list of institutional variables seems
to be a good reflection of what one would need to consider in any
effort at planned institutionai change, but, when one considers
each element individually, it becomes quite clear that they all have
not received -equal attention. For example, the matter of leader-
ship has been given considerable attention by political scientists in
their sties of elite versus participatory forms of decisionmaking.
The element of program has been given major eniphasis by each ot
the professions, such as public health, education, and social work.

/ The matter of resources is a major focus of economists who
analyze public decisionrn.aking in terriks. of resource allocation.
And finally, the matter of structure is of major interest to
-sociologists who study organizational behavior.

It is the element of doctrine, or ideology, that stands out as
having been relatively neglectid in efforts to think systematically
about institutional change. One notable exception is the historical
work of Selznick (1975). Indeed, this neglect may be directly
linked to efforts by American social scientists to insist on a
value-free approattli to the study of social behavior. The lack of a
systematic, rational approach to the study of ideology is consis-
tent with basic criticisms of American public policymaking by
Lowi (1969) and others. He argues that the failure of Avierican
governmental institutions to solve important social problems stems
not from its lack of knowledge but from its lack of a process by
which a clear-cut set of goals can be enunciated and a. public
commitment to those goals can be developed. In the absence of
well-developed ideologies it is impossible to formulate strong goal
statements, and in the absence of strong goal statements the
necessary commitment to public action is fragile at byst.

In the course of discussing their model of institutional change,
Blase also reports a`number of specific interrelationships between
elements in the model which suggest the kinds of propositions that
could be developed for a theory of institutional change. These

3111-16 - -
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interrelationships provide,an agenda for future research:
(1) Doctrine has an important influence on the effectiveness

of .leadership. 111 the absenoe of a clear-cut doctrine,
leadership can be hamstrung; it must constantly struggle
for legitimacy among members of the institution, and it
has little basis, on which to arouse the commitment of
other elements in the- environment to the goals of the
institution.

The importance of leadership may be a function of the
resources available to the institution. In fact, leadership
can be defined as the skillful use of resources. Therefore,
the greater the resources, the less critical is the role of
leadershiR; and the fewer the resources, the more impor-
tar t is leadership.

timespan within which change is to occur affects the
role both of resources and doctrine. When the timespan is
short and resources are scarce, the importance of doctrine
is heightened. Doctrine can make the process of institu-
tional change more efficient and more effective by clearly
specifying ends and presenting appropriate means.

(4) Doctrine requires expression through a program in order to
have any reality. However, once it has been so expressed
the program becomes the focus of a commitment, a
process which has been referred to elsewhere as "goal
displacement." Thus, programs run the danger of usurping
the place of doctrine.

With this model and its implications as a general framework, we
are ready to -review theories and research on the nature of planned
institutional change. In keeping with our observation about the
relative attention given different aspects of the mod...I, we will
begin by reviewing literature dealing with ideology s a major
determinant of such chdnge.
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CHAPTER 2

THE USE OF IDEOLOGY IN
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

Interest in lie role of ideoloior in public decisionmaking has
re-emerged in recent years; yet this interest can be characterized as
a trickle rather than a flood. Ideology figured more prominently
during the Great Depression and the Second World War. But with
the advent of the 1950s, public decisionmaking became dominated
by scientific paradigms emphasizing effectiveness and efficiency.
Considerable discussion has occurred within the academic com-
munity about the role of ideology in American society, but this

' analysis has focused on the implicit and covert role of ideology in
society at large (Habermas, 1971; Marcuse, 1964). In this study we
are conce. 1,c1 with the explicit and overt use of ideology in public
decisionmaAing.

A Definition of ideology

Before proceeding to a discussion of this topic, let us define
what we mean by ideology. In discussing its role in government
organizations, Zentner (1973, p. 75) defines ideology as a set of
"beliefs which are publicly expressed, with the manifest purpose
of influencing the orientation and actions of others." Downs
(1967, p. 273), in analyzing the same phenomenon, defines a
bureaucratic ideology as "a verbal image of that portion of the
good society relevant to the functions of the particular bureau
concerned, plus the chief" means of constructing that portion."
Inherent in these definitions of institutional or organizational
ideology are five characteristics. Ideology is (1) a set of values that
is (2) a property of an organization (3) designed to influence the
acts of others regarding (4) the goals of the organization and (5)
the appropriate meaps for pursuing those goals. This definition
implies that goals are a unitary set and refer to the output of an
institution. As Perrow (1970) points out, more than one type, of
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goal may exist in an organization, reflecting the interest of
different actors. We are assuming that an ideology der.ls primarily
with output goals, by which other types of goals must be justified.

It should be recopized that in this study we r.:e focusing on
organizational or institutional ideoloa rather than national
ideoloa,. This emphasis does not deny the exisience or impor-
tance of the latter. On the contrary, we feel that the tendency to
view national level decisionmaking in the United States as being
nonideological is a misreading of the case. There is an implicit, if
not explicit, American ideology of laissez-faire and pragmatism
that governs public debate (James 1972). This ideology espouses a
preference for government which confines its actions to enhancing
the maximization of individual utility rather than public or
collective interests, and which seeks solutions to public problems
on the basis of what works in the context of plural interests,
rather than on the basis of what is defined publicly as good. This
ideology has been referred to as disjointed incrementalism
(Braybrooke and Lindblom 1963).

Given this national ideology of pluralism and pragmatism, it is
not only possible but necessary for. public institutions to design

,their own ideologies ic' they wish to achieve any concept of a
collective good. The limited expressions of the public interest
voiced by the natioaal society of which they are a part will not
suffice.

The concept or. ideology must be distinguished from theory as it
is thought of m the social sciences. An ideology is a set of
propositions which are considered valid because they constitute a
set of beliefs or preferences of the persons who espouse them. A
theory is a wt of propositions which are considered valid because
they permil the derivation of hypotheses which can be verified by
means of observations of real events. Both ideology and scientific
theory ;nay be used to direct action, but they serve different
purposes. Ideology specifies the goals as well as the range of
accepfable courses of actions to be taken. Theory provides the
basir, for designing alternative actions and evaluating their effec-
tiveness or efficiency. Ideolou precedes or constrains the use of
theory in public decisionmaking. It can be argued that ideology
f4overns the work of scientists, as well, by influencing the choice of
problems to be worked on, and the range of acceptable solutions.
The controversies over the work of Jensen in the racial inheritable-
ness of intelligence, or the experimentation on human subjects are
cases in point (Cl.onin et al. 1975; Newsweek 1973). In this sense,
ideology is implicit in the paradigms which govern the theories and -

methods of science as recognized by Kuhn (1970).

.)
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16 SOCIAL SCIENCE AND LNSTITUTIONALCHANCE

The Conscious Use of Ideology

The conscious use of ideplogy in planned institutional change is
not a part of the American ideology. That is to say, the American
concept of public decisionmaking is to make choices based on thq
amount of opposition generated by each alternative, rather than
on the extent to which each conforms with predetermined goals or
an explicitly expressed value system. So if we are going to find
clearcut examples of the conscious use of ideology in public
decisionmaking, we need to look at cultures where ideology is
given freer rein.

A Chinese example

Probably the clearest examples currently available are to be
found in China. A very useful, concise analysis of public
decisionmaking in China is contained in a recent study conducted,
ironically enough, by the Rand Corporation for the United States
Air Force (Harding 1969). The analysis focuses on the controversy
between the Maoists, followers of the late Chairman, and the
Liuists, an insurgent goup, regarding the proper role of ideology
in public decisionmaking. Harding summarizes the difference
between these points of view in terms of two characteristics:
Maoists advocate a high level of mass participation and the use of
dogmatic criteria in decisionmaking, while Liuists advocate lower
levels of mass participation and the use of Pragmatic criteria.
Liuists in essence represent the U.S. model of policymaking.

We need touch only . on t,)lose aspects of this debate which
highlight the issue before us, namely, the appropriate ,role of
ideoloo in public decisionmaking. Those aspects can be sum-
marized as follows:

1. Maoists believe that all questions or issues have a single
correct answer, and that answer is contained in the Thoughts
of Mao. Liuists believeMat only general principles (goals) are
predetermined by ideology and that multiple solutions exist
for any particular problem which are equally acceptable
ideologically, but which have different pragmatic con-
sequences.

2. Maoists believe that the solution to any public problem or
issue lies in identifying the single solution that is consistent
with the Thoughts of Mao. Thus, solutions are selected on
the basis of their ideological correctness and not their
compatibility with the preferences of decisionmakers. In
contrast, Liuists hold that the appropriate solution to any
public issue is bastki on technical studies of the relative costs
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and benefits of eaCh solution, and preferences on the part of
decisionmakers for alternative packages of costs and benefits.

3. Sinee the Thoughts of Mao are relatively .simple and
available to everyone, kSaerists believe in high levels of mass
participation in public decisionmaking. The maSses can readily
determine what the correct solution to any public problem is.
However, this process requires a certain kind of leadership or
"priesthood," someone who can help the masses identify the
ideologically correct solution. Once this solution is identi-
fied, consenius will result through a process of education and
open-ended debate which continues until everyone comes to
see the correct solution, In this sense, policy solutions lead to
consensus. On the other handf Liuists believe that the process
of finding the right solution involves technical analyses which
depc.nd on skills not available to the masses, and a selection
among equally acceptable alternatives by some representative
set of leaders. In this sense, consensus leads to a 'solution.

One point of departure from the Maoist view of policy making
should be noted. High levels of mass participation are not
advocated in decisionmaking regarding foreign affairs. In dealing
with agents external to the system, Maoists argue that decisions
should be entrusted to elites, presumably because knowledge of
external affairs is more limited and because defense against
external threats requires' more decisive timing and more control
over resources. This point is relevant to the discussion of structural
approaches to institutional change .vhich we,. -will take up in
chapter 3.

Let us consider the implications of this example for our
purposes. We are not interested here in advocating Maoist thoughts
about organizatiOnal behavior; rather, we are interested in identi-
fying factors which are known and not so well known about the
process of planned institutional change. Most commentators of the
American scene are rlatively pessimistic about the effectiveness of

- efforts at social reform or institutional change over} the last 20
years; some even doubt our record going back to the-Depression.
This failure is attributed to the American style of public
decisionmaking as we have described it above. Some attempts at
reform are technical in origin, i.e., an individual or professional
group invents a new tecl nique or a new program for dealing with a
social problem and sells it to an organization or unit of
government as a good solution. Other attempts at social reform are
opportunistic in origin, i.e., an individual or organization perceives
that a new set of resources Is available and proceeds to adopt a
new policy or prop-am in order to obtain those resources. Still
other efforts at social reform are procedural in origin, i.e., persons
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or groups percke that pot all intereited parties have equal access
to decisioninaking, and tnerefore attempts are made to increase
the leOl of citizen participation. What seenu common to all three
approaches is th .! attempt to avoid wall; or basic values. Most
refoAiners in the American context agree that to raise the question
of goals in public dbate over a proposed course of action is to
invite political disaster. Since Americans do not agree on any one

- set of goals or values, to raise such a question is to invite defeat of
the associated proposals. Therefore, attempts at reform are sold on
technical, opportunistic, or fairness grounds.

The question to be raised from the Chinese example deals with
the proper relationship between ideology and public decision-
making. Perhaps the record of failure in American social reform is
due not to the lack of technical knowledge or its use, but to the
lack of 3nifying ideologies, or the methogls by which they can be
developed, upon whicli a commitment tocalve collective problems
depends. The choice is between selecting an alternative that is
acceptable to the various interested parties, but which may
provide little resolution of the problem at hand, and selecting an
alternative that is "right" in relation to some commonly accepted
understanding of the problem, and rallying support for it. The
latter course is not altogether foreign to the Anglo-Anierican
tradition. It is referred to as political leadership and has been in
evidence at times of national crises. Roosevelt exercised it during
the Great Depression, Churchill during the Second World War, and
Johnson with respect to civil rights and poverty in the 196Os.

Industrial organizaticn
Another example of an ideological 'approach to planned

institutional change is reflected in the oriatization of industrial
plants. Since economic ideology tends to vary along national lines,
Tannenbaum et al. (1974) undertook a cross-national study of a
sample of factories in Israel, Yugoslavia, Austria,' The United
States, and Italy. These countries were chosen because of their
marked differences in ideology regarding economk organization,
ranging from Marxist soFialism to various forms of capitalism.

Ten plants, matched Tor size and type of industry, were selected
frcm each country. The types of industry were limited by
kibbutzim which bad the narrowest range: plastics, nonferrnus
foundry, food ca.kning, metal works, and furniture. One small
plant, approximately 60 workers, and one large plant, approxi-
mately 600 workers, were selected from each type of industry,

'Since Austria represented a mixed cue, it has been dropped from this
discussion in the interest of simplicity.
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except among "araeli kibbutzim where only small plants were
available. Thirty-five respondents were picked in each plant
representative of all levels of decisionmaking. The authors tiied to
selee., plants in each industry with the same technology and work
proeesses, factors frequently cited as having a prime influence on
the structure of work organizations.

Considerable variation in the internal stzucture and operation of
plants was found to be directly related to -the formal ideology in
each of the countries. The ideology of Israeli kibbutzim prescribes
that all property is to be communally owned and that all members
are to have equal status. This ideololu isreflécted in the fact that
industry is owned by the kibbutz, 'and all major decitions, such as
the election of plant manager and investment plans, are made by
the kibbutz as a whole. Management decisions of an operational
nature are made by a management hoard elected by the, plant
workers. All managerial personnel, from plant manager to first-line
supervisors, are elected from among kibbutz members and are
replaced every 2 or 3 years. There are no monetary payments for
work. All kibbutz members eat in a communal dining room,
receive small annual cash allowances for personal expenses, and
receive communal services on the basis of need. Two factors
facilitate this form of organization: The level of education of
kibbutz merabers is uniformly high, a result of the fact that
kibbutzim provides extensive education; and managerial experi-
ence is widespread, a result of the ideological emphasis on rotation
of leadership responsibilities. With respect to kibbutz industry, it
should be noted that the plants are located 'iri relatively self-con-
tained cora.nenities so that the ideology experienced by the
workers on the job is reinforced by the ideology which pervades
the rest of their daily experience.

.4.,
In Yugoslavia, the ideology known as "worker self-manage-

ment",prescribes that the means of production are socially owned,
thatls, Owned by society as a whole and not the government; and
thimanagement of 'such production is delegated to the workers
who act as a collective. All major development cisions are me
by the workers through annual or semi-annu1 meetings of the
collective and through referenda. However, worker participation in
management decisions is snore likely to be indirect than in the
kibbutz, due in pall to the size of Yugoslavian collectives.
Management responsibilities are delegated to a Workers' Council
elected by all workers, a managing board elected by the council,
and a paid director who is elected by the council. The council is
the supreme operative authority of the 'collective enterprise:
Management positions do not rotate among workers, as in the
kibbutz, but are filled by election from among candidates

ry
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recruited through public announcements. Profits of the en*prise
are distributed among the workers on the basis of their contribu-
tion, there being no private ownership of property in the
collective.

The Yugoslay ideology Prescrihes that mutual respect and
equality characterize the relationship among all workers. There-
fore, rktaivAgers and supervisois are formally referred to as
coordinaiors or organizers of work, rather than as bosses.
However, the authors found thiit, there is a rather low level of
informal participation, relative toyibbutzim and American plants,
in the form of sharing of responsibility between workers and
foremen in the daily operations of the plant. The authors
attributed this contiadiction to an inequality in education
between workers and managers, which was markedly greater in
Yugoslavia than in. Israel or the United States. In the face of this
inequality, Yugoslavian workers tended to be very deferential
towLird supervisors, creating an informal stratification in the plant
that ran oounter to the national ideology.

In the United States, economic ideology prescribes that private
enterprise govern the process of production, vvith control and
profits accruini; to the owners of the meantof production. Plants
are owned by private individuals or corporations and have a low

level of formal participation. They are lkierarchically organized,
with -command decisions flowing from the top to the bottom.
However, unlike their counterparts in European capitalist in-
dustry, American workers tend to have aehigher degree of informal
participation in terms of supervisor-subOrdinate relations on the
job:While havinv, no final say in management decisions, American
workers were more likely to report that they had opportunities to
express their opinions and be listened to than did workers in

Italian, Austrian, and even Yugoslavian plants. The authors
attribute this degree of informal participation to a general
.Ziemocratic ideology in American society at large, less disparity in
.education between American supervisors and workers, an orienta-
tion of American unlons toward negotiating plant-level working
conditions rather than structural changes in the economy, and a
human relations 'orientation in American management style.

In Italy, ideology also prescribes private enterprise as the means
of production, but the larger national ideo,logy emphasizes the
preservation of/farttly reputations inherited from feudal times.
This ideology is reflected in family ownership of industry, with
little formal or informal participation on the paiti- of workers.
Managers are selected from among family -members with no
opportunity for upward mobility by workers. Management is
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highly centralized and authoritarian in style and tends to be
conservative rather than risktaking in its outlook. It is motivated
by the desire to preserve family reputations more than to increa.re
profits. Worker-management negotiations occur at die national
rather than the plant level. Italian unions are oriented more
toward political aCtion over the structure of the economy than
toward worker participation and working conditions in local
plants.

The point of this brief summary is to provide evidence of the
operational impact which ideology can have on collectiVe be-
havior, in this case with respect to the organization of the work
place. Three exceptions are worth noting. One is the failure of a
formal ideology O'f equality to be fully implemented in the face of
informal stratification among workers in Yugoslair plants, as
discussed earlier. The second exception concerns the effect of
organization size on ideology. Tannenbaum and his colleagues
foynd that variations in the degree of hierarchy and purticipation
in decisioning was less marked in large plants, than small
plants, irresive of the country a.id its ideology. That is, large
plants tend to have less worker participation, regardless of the
cpuntry and its ideology. This finding suggests that smallness is a
necessary condition of high levels of participation in decision-
making and control. The third observation is that members of
kibbutzim expressed less willingness to assume managerial re-
sponsibilities than workers in any of the other countries. The
authors suggest that this reluctance may result from the fact that
managers of kibbutzim plants received no extra monetarv rewards
or formal prestige for their services. Thus, although egalitarian
plants, as exemplified by those in kibbutzim, compaze favorably in
efficiency and profitability to hierarchical plants of similar size
and technology, they may encounter difficulty in the recruitment
of leaderahip.

, The Role of Ideology in
American Policy making

Let us turn now to a consideration a the intentional use of
ideology as a basis for institutiOnal change within the. American

&context. In a clear and concise discussion, James (1972) postulates
that ideology has been used to constrain rather than foster
institutional change in the United States. She cites three basic
ideological traditions in Western European thought regarding
povert. -..nd politics. They are liberalism, conservatism, and

Ns. socialism. Liberalism essentially espouses the freedom and equality
of individuals. It holds that the needs of individuals are of a higher
order than the needs of the state, and- advocates that government _
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play a major role in protecting individuals against encroachment
by the state. Conservatism, on the ether hand, is based on the.

.assumption that the social order is superior to the individual; that
is, individuals derive their rights and their meaning from the state.
'Therefore, the inteigity of the state must be protected, even at the
expense of the wielfare of individuals. Conservatives also believe
.hat indiVivals are inherently upequal. Socialists-are similar to
conservatives with respect to pritirity of the social order over the
individual, but'. theSr are more like liberals with respect to
i pdividua equality. While socialists do not argue that individuals
are inherently equal, they believe that ultimately they achieve
equality after the attainment of a classless society.

James argues that a fourth ideology, what she calls "organic
liberalism," wew up in this country as a corrective to the naivete
of .classical liberalism. This viewpoint recognized that individuals
were prevented from exercising their freedom or enjoying equality

' because of constraints imposed on them by social and economic
forces. Therefore, they advocated a posithe role for government in
promoting indixidual freedom and equality.

James argues that the American debate regarding poverty and
politics 'las been waged entirely within one ideology, that of
liberalism. American "conservatives" are really classical liberals,
and American "libertls" are really organic liberals. They both
agree on the value of individual frz.edom to pursue private ends;
their only disagreement is on the role of government in that
process. Burkean conservatism and Marxian socialism never enter
into the debate. Thus she concludes that ideological differences in
.American public decisionmaking are marginal at best.

At a more operational level, James argues that ideology has
never consciously entered into the planning of government
programs, although all government intervention is consistent with
organic liberalism. She views the New Deal under the Roosevelt
administration as an expedient response to crisis rather than a
reflection of a clear-cut ideology. She calls the war on poverty
under the Johnson administration an example of a national
innovation without a national ideology. The Economic Oppor-
tunity Act was conceived by a small igoup of Presidential advisors
who shared a common ideology, but was presented to Congress
and passed -without debate. Its most radical innovation, the
"maximum feasible participation" clause, was unintended by the
authors of the legislation and by its legitimizers, i.e., Congress. It
was slipped in by a few bureaucrats in the Bureau of Budget and
the Justice Department, and was not a reflection of a change in
America', values: She argues that the lack of a clear-cut ideology
surrounding the war on poverty laid the groundwork for wide-

9 9
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spread public controversy and its eventual collapse. She notes that
the order in which each part of the war on poverty, was abandoned
is directly correlated with the degree to which that program
conflicted with dominant American ideology. First to go were rent
subsidies and the Community Action Programs; the last to go were
Head Start and tile Job Corps.

Functions and Limitations of ideology in
Institutional Change .

Ideology can be said to be an important motivating force in
establishing new institutions or changing existing ones, and a basis
for mobilizing support for such institutions or defending them
from att4ck by forces in the environMent. Ideology also permits a
greater level of self-direction on the part of an organization's
members, and less centralization in decisionmaking. On the other
hand, an ideology can be a source of conflict within an
organization 'Nhen competing interpretations arise; it can render
an institutio less flexible to changing conditions in its environ-
ment; and it can make an organization more vulnerable to attack
when that ideology conflicts with the ideology of the larger
community.

Zenfner (1973) identifies the functions of ideology through an
examination, albeit cursory, of two governmental agencies. He
cites the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the Peace Corps as government organizations in which an
ideology was created as part of their formation, and he credits this
conscious use of ideology with their immediate success. In the case
of NASA, its ideology centered on the enhancement of national
prestige and the importance of inwasing our knowledge about
space. The ideology of the Peace Corps revolved around the
promotion of world peace and muttial understanding through
technical assistance. Of the Peace Corps, Zentner says:

. . . seldom before in the history of the Arperican govern-
ment, in the absence of major war or depression, has a
government agency moved and grown with such nerve,
enthusiasm, a.nd speed as did the Peace Corps (p. 80).

He argues that ideology enabled both agencies to capture the
imagination of the country and enjoy widespread public support.

Zentner (1973) and Downs (1967) summarize some of the
advantages of the use of ideology in planned institutional change:
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1. An ideolou can help leaders promote the achievement of
organizational goals by synthesizing the values and norms of
the organization with those of society. An ideology attempts
to project the organization's purpose outward by relating it
to the environment, and by suggesting how that-organization
can contribute to reforming the environment, maintaining it,
or defending it against unwanted changes.

2. An ideology can provide defensible space to a fledgling
organization that is trying to get. established, or one that is
embarking on a major change in, relation to its environment.
This sort of protection is also important to organizations
operating in a fluid environment.

3. Ideology facilitates internal processes within the organiza-
tion. It fosters commitment on the part of members and
minimizes the need for coercion in carrying out organiza-
tional activities. (It is worth noting that this principle is
recognized by such ideological opposites as Talcott Parsons
and Mao Tse-Tung.) Ideology allows greater decentralization
of decisionmaking without loss of productivity, and can
increase the productivity of an organization whose size is
held constant.

However, by the late 1960s, both NASA and the Peace Corps were
in serious decline, and attempts were launched in Congess -to
abolish them. Zentncr relates this decline to a number of problems
which ideologies create for organizations. In the first place,
ideologies are never completely consistent with or adequate to
explain the facts of experience which .they claim to interpret.
These inconsistencies or gaps provide the basis for disputes among
competing segments of an organization regarding the appropriate
interpretation of ideology. Such inconsistencies are a particular
burden to the leadership ot,an organization. Leaders must of
necessity identify with the orglization's ideology and profess to
use it. However, their actions involve political processes, such as
the formation of alliances and compromise, which may invoke a
different ideology. Consequently, a good deal of discrepancy often
exists between the ideas reflected in the organization's ideology
and the actions taken by leaders, a fact which engenders
considerable criticism and discontent among followers.

Secondly, Zentner observes that ideologies tend to resist
change. People in an organization can retain a static view of the
world long after forc'es and events ,in their environment have
changed, rendering that ideology, or parts of it, obsolete. This fact
is often used as an argument in favoi of pragmatism rather than
ideology as sis for public decisions4king. NASA is an example
of such obsZescence. As the United States' caught up and
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surpassed the Soviet Union in space exploration, national prestige
no longer seemed a burning issue. With the cities exploding into
riots during the late 1960s, adding to our storehouse of knowledge
about space seemed less important than dealing with social
problems at home. However the likelihood of obsolescence, argues
Zentner, depends on the nature of goals reflected in the ideology.
When such goals can be translated into easily identifiable and
readily measured products, reappraisal and readjustment of goals
are more easily accomplished, thereby enabling the ideology to be
changed with changing conditions. Thus, NASA is now promoting
the indirect benefits of space exploration for gerontology, medical
care, nutrition science, and the production of consumer goods.
However when goals result in intangible and difficult-to-measure
products, accountability and re-evaluation are much more diffi-
cult, a consequence which befell the Peace Corps.

This discussion of the flexibility of ideology raises questions
about its inherent nature. If an ideology can be aclapjacf to a
changed enviionment, is it really an ideology, or is it simply a
rationalization for self-interested survival? If ati ideology consists
of the basic I./aloes of a group, does it not peralst over time? Ti-qe
questions have several answers. In the case of NASA, it could be
argued that the institution's ideology, to explore space through a
partnership between Government and private industry, changed
not at all. What changed was the way NASA interpreted its
mission to its sponsors in light of their changed priorities. Thus an
institution may adapt to changing conditions in its environment
through changing its pubiic relations rather than changing its
ideology.

A second answer lies in the fact that an institution may change
its strategies or programs on the basis of feedback regarding their
effectiveness, withotitOianging the goal set to which those
strategies are directed. This, as we shall see in chapter 5, some
civil rights groups have shifted their support from efforts to
desegregate public schools to efforts to increase the resources
going to innencity schools. They conclude from experience that
the former strategy places minorities in an inferior position in a
multi-ethnic system, and therefore does not lead to their goal of
equality of educational opportunity.

The question of the flexibility of ideology can be answered
within the framework of time. We believe that ideologies are stable
systems by which individuals and groups judge the relevance of
specific facts and the desirability of courses of action. However, in
the long run all ideologies are subject to change, in respect to both
goals anti strategies. Changes in goal sets are likely to occur when
pursuit of one goal conflicts with an equally salient goal. For
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example, it can be uid that a shift in ideology regarding race
relations occurred for many Americans in the 1960s only after the
civil, rights movement demonstrated persistently that racial priv-
ilege could be maintained only at the expense of domestic
tranquility. How;wer, such shifta are likely to occur only when the
evidence of such conflict is massive and consistent over a period of
time. Goal sets are given up only rarely, and with great resistance.
Niskanen, in referring to ideologies as paradigms, elaborates the
point.

For most people, most of the time, learning from exp?rience
means reinforcing their existing paradigm. ..You don't
achieye change'of paradigm either on an individual basis
or a social basis in the absence c4 a truly massive accumula-
tion of evidence. The Great Diepreu Lon was a condition
which changed a lot of people's paradigm. The Vietnamese
war has caused a lot of people in the United States to search
for a new paradigm. But you shouldn't expect the drifts of
evidence to change the paradigm itselfit will usually lead to
reinforcing the paradigm (Mayer, Moroney, and Morris 1974
pp. 203ff.).

Most writers view an organization's ideology as a means of
gaining legitimacy for the organization's activity (Zentner 1973;
Dowling and Pfeffer 1975). Accordingly, the organization's
ideology must be consistent or at least not in conflict with the
ideology prevalent in its environment. To be otherwise would be
to render the organization ineffective or isolated. We believe such
a view is unnecessarily restrictive. It eliminates the possibility of
an organization's challenging or seeking to change the ideology of
its environment. Organizations in such a situation may need to
adopt special structures in order to protect themselves as well as to
have an impact on their environment. The structure of revolution-
ary movements provides a case in point and will be discussed in
chapter 3.

And finally, it should be noted that ideology will play a more
critical role in some organizations than in others. For example,
Internal Revenue Service and the Social Security Administrati n
appear not to be highly dependent on ideology to assure th
effectiveness, though each will operate on the basis of some belief
syste:a. Zentner and Downs both identify a number of factors
which affect the relative importance of ideology in organizational
effectiveness.

1. SizeLarge organizations more likelko require ideology
in order to achieve inte cohesion, because of the limit size
imposes on face-to-face communication.

3 )
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2. Type of persons recruitedWhen members are recruited from
unusual or disparate sections of society with which the
organization does not have regular contact, ideology may be
important in communicating the meaning and advantages of
membership.

3. Directness of benefitsOrganizations providing only indirect
benefits, such as a public school system, are more dependent
on ideology to juitify their existence.

4. Level of consensusActivities requiring a consensus that
permeates all levels of an organization will be more depen-
dent on ideology.

5. Degree of controversyThe more controversial its activities,
the more likely the organization will need an ideology to
sustain those activities.

6. pomain overlapOrganizations iwting in the .public interest
which have domains that overlap will be more dependent on
ideology to justfy the duplication of their activities.

7. Domain expunsionA public service organization will need
ideology to help justify a rapid expansion of its domain, since
such expansion will invariably interfere with the plans of
bther organizations.

Conclusions

The conscious use of ideology does play an important role in
bringing about institutional change. By ideology we do not mean,
necessarily, some all encompassing national belief system. What we
mean is a belief system at the level of the organization or social
group, be it the staff of a mayor's office, a health service agency,
or a bureau of the Federal government, which provides a rationale
for a set of goals and the means for their attainment. This
conclusion has an important implication for the overall purposes
of our study. It suggests that the use of social science kpowledge
regardink the process of institutional change depends not only on
the extent and dissemination of that knowledge, but also on the
development by the adopting group of an ideology that forms the
basis for collective action. It may be that the articulation of public
ideology is a necessary requisite to the effective use of social
science knowledge.

Given this implication, future intellectual effort should be
directed toward the process by which ideologies are developed.
This will require some research, for little is known about this

itt -lig 0 -
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process. But equall important is support for efforts to design
practical methodoloOes for the development or articulation of
ideologies in public decisionmaking. Som.e work has been done
along these lines for small group processes, but more needs to be
done for large groups.

In addition, research needs to be carried on regarding the
relationship between idedlogy and other elements involved in
institutional changeabout the trade-offs between ideology, social
structure, and the resources involved in any effort to change
public institAiticvis. For example, most writers are agree-d that the
conscious use oi ide9logy can allow a greater degree of participa-
tion in decisionmaking without a corresponding loss in efficiency.
However high levels of participation may require a more complex
structure. Harding notes that Maoists, in making their internal
structure for decisionmaking consistent with their ideology, have
developed what is called the "three-in-one principle." Since
correct solutions are those which are consistent with ideology,
decisions at every level of an organization are made by three
persons: a technician, a worker, and a party cadre. It is the job of
the technician to identify the practical consequences of alternative
courses of action, it is the job of the worker to reflect the interests
of the masses, and it is the job of the party cadre to identify the
Thoughts. of Mao which are relevant to the alternatives urder
consideration. All three persons have important inputs to the final
decision. While such a structure seems exceedingly cumbersome to
the American viewer, it clearly is one way of keeping goals and
values uppermost in public decisionmaking.

Another structural issue raised by the Chinese example is the
role of leadership in ideologically oriented decisionmaking. Since
ideology lends itself to sUbjective interpretation, such a system
apparently requires some means for resolving competing interpre-
tations. Under the Maoist scheme, a leader stands above the
decilionmaking system to interpret ideology. The counterpart of
the American system, of course, is the U.S. &ipreme Court which
is relied upon to interpret the implications of the Federal
Constitution.

Zentner and Downs have also alluded to the trade-off between
the conscious use of ideology and the innovativeness of an
organization's activities. Commitment to an ideology may blind
decisionmakers to new means of opemtions. Specialization and
technical resources are less important in an ideologically oriented
system. Whether the gains in social solidarity resulting from such a
process outweigh the losses in technical or material progress is a
question Worth considerable attention.
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"And laatly, very little has been researched or written about
ideologic* conflict between an org)mization and its environment.
What is The process of phmned institutional change when the
intent is to bring about a change in the ideology of the
environment upon which the organization is dependent? The
planning of social services often involves a conflict between the
ideology of human development and the ideology dominant in
American sopiety. This conflict may account, tc,s we shall see in
chapter 5, for much of the failure to achieve social goals. Thus,
institutional change involving attempts to alter the ideology of a
larger system ist.ery germane to this study.
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CHAPTER 3

vSTRUCTURAL APPROACHES TO
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

The structural analysis of organizational behavior has a very
long tradition. In fact, structural determinism is prevalent among
theories of organization in the sense that structural characteristics
are , thought to explain organizational behavior and therefore to
provide a key instrument for planned intervention (Zaltman,
Duncan, and Holbek 1973, p. 106). Consequently, the literature
reflecting this point of view is abundant, and any attempt to
review it comprehensively would go beyond the scope of this
study. Our efforts will be confined, therefore, to identifying the
major themes in this literature and discussing their implications for
institutiopat change.

The Nature,of Organizational Structure
The structure of ah organization can be defined in terms generic

to the structure of any social system, as an arrangement among a
given set of people or actors which persists over time. A structure
always has two manifestations: (1) a set of roles or functions
which defines the kinds of behaviors expected of actors, and (2) a
distribution among those roles Df rights and obligations, or
poaitive and negative sanctions, to enable the expected 'behavior to
be performed (Mayer 1972, pp. 21-26). The structure . of an
organization , is described by ?Altman, Duncan, and Holbek in
terms of five characteristics: (1) locus ofauthority, (2) participa-
tiveness, (3) division of labor, (4) interpersonal style, and (5)
formalization.

Locus of authority refers to the particular role(s) in an
organization in which decisioi," are made on behalf of the
organization. This characteristic can be thought of as the degree of
centralization of an organization's structure. Participativeness
refers to the extent to which various role incumbents or actors are
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granted or exercise the right to participate in organizational
decisions. Presumably a close 'interdependence exists between the
degree of participation in decisionmaking and the locus of
authority in an organization. However, this relationship is not
necessarily deterministic. It is possible for an organization to have
a 4entralized locus of authority and 'yet a high degree of
participation by various members of the organization in reaching
decisions. Division of labor refers to the extent to which there is
heterogeneity, or a high degree of specialization and task
differentiation among the roles of the organization. Interpersonal
style refers to the extent to which relationships between actors are
impersonal. Formalization referk to the extent to which rules and
procedures for role enactment are specified rather than left to the
discretion of individual actors. Of these five characteristics, the
first three clearly pertain to structure as we have defined it here.
The latter two we prefer to think pf as process variables, or the
way in which an organization operates within a given stsucture.

FIGURE 1 Tvro levels of orgorfastional structurs

woorrsai rtnacturs assrsal strossors

It seems appropriate to think of the structure of organizations
in relation to two different "surfaces." (See figure 1.) We can
speak of the struCture of an organization as the arrangement of the
internal elements or members which cpmprise that organization.
However, it also seems appropriate to speak of the stnicture of an
organization as that relatiimiship which exists between the organ-
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ization which is the subject of analysis and other organizations or
entities in its environment. The former we will refer to as the
internal structure of the organization, the latter as the external
structure. Although the term structure is not used as commonly in
this latter sense, most writers on the subject of organizational
change and development discuss the distribution of powers and
functions between an organization and its environment in terms
which are analogous. Therefore it seems appropriate to think of an
organization's external structure as embodying that arrangement
which exists among members of the larger system of which the
organization is a part (Evan 1966; Morrissey, Riecker, and Horan
1975).

The Internal Structure of Organizations

Organizational theorists have tended to conceptualize organiza-
tional structure in two extreme ways: as hierarchical, typified by a
bureaucracy; or as lateral, typified by a university faculty or a
research organization (Zaltman, Duncan, and Holbek 1973;
Perrow 1970; Argyris 1972). A hierarchical model involves a
centralized locus of authority; that is, certain actors are granted or
acquire power over the action of others. This command structure
presumably accounts for an organization's ability to opiirate
efficiently, On the other hand, the lateral model assumes a
dispersed locus of authority; that is, each actor is presumed
co-equal with the others. The ability of such organizations to
achieve collective goals is more problematical and Presumably
results either from strong normative bonds which make voluntary
collaboration possible, or exchanges among members which result
in reciprocal ageements. Organic structures are necessary, it is
argued, in order for an organization to produce innovative
outputs. The literature frequently uses the terms pyramidal,
bureaucratic, and mechanistic to refer to hierarchical structures,
and organic and collegial to refer to lateral structures (Bums and
Stalker 1961; Zaltman, Duncan, and Holbek 1973). We will use
these alternative terms interchangeably in order to convey a sense
of tliis larger literature.

In between these two e;tremes it is possible to envision a
variety of structural types (Mayer 1974; Warren 1967). (See figure
2.) A decentralized structure can be characterized as one in which
an allocation of decisionmaking authority occurs between a
centralized unit and member units of an organization, some
activities being in the purview of the central unit and others in the
purview of member units. This delegation of authority occurs in a
downwarrl direction from the central authority to member units,
and presumably can be retracted upward. A decentralized struc-

ti 0
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ture is exemplified by the New Y rk City Board of Education in
which taxation and budgeting a thority is maintained by the
central Bond of Education, and 11 th ortty over curriculum and
personnel is given over to community school boards operating in
specified jurisdictions within the city. A variation of the decentral-
ized model is the matrix organization, so called because it
delwates authority for making decisions regnding the coordina-
tion' of independent activities to that level of the organization
where the activities are interdependent (Davis and Lawrence
1977). Thuz schedUling decisions in a hospital among medical,
nursing, food service, and housekeeping staffs will be made in the
department or unit-of ,the hospital where an identifiable service is
to be delivered.

&federated structure is one in which decisionmaking authority
is detertnined through contracts initiated by member units with a
centralized body. Such a delegation of authority occurs in an
upward direction, and presumably can be retracted by member
units on titc basis of. contractual Performance. A federated
structure is exemplified by a council of government or regional
planning commission, in which each municipality or local political
jurisdiction agrees to participate in order to procure certain
collective goods or services, such as planning or the protection of
environrneiltal resources. Both decentralized and federated struc-
tures allow an organization to achieve overall or collective goals
and at the same time allow member units the flexibility to
innovate in the pursuit of those goals. They differ in that a
decentralized structure gives primacy to collective goals, while a
federated structure maximizes the achievement of individual ar
member goals.

The External StrUcture of Organizations
Let us turn now to a consideration of the relationship between

an organization and its environment. We will begin by defining
what is meant by eoironment. The environment of an organiza-
tion or institution rlin be thought of on two levels (Zaltman,
Duncan, and liolbek 1973, p. 2). The immediate environment
consists of those organizations, gros, or individuals upon whom
the organization, whir% is the focus of investigation or the target
of planned che-Ige, is dependent for survival. It may consist of
public officials to whom the organization is accountable, funding
bodies, clients, professional grups, and organizations which
produce competitive or comple4ntary gOods or services. On a
remote levul, the environment consists pf more undifferentiated
groups, indiviivals, values, or resources which have an indirect
influence on the target organization. This level may consist of

dp
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public opinion, prevailing political ideology, community wealth,
educational level of the general population, system of government,
etc. The relevant environment of any particular organization
depends on the flow of inputs and outputs needed to carry on the
activities of that organization. Therefore the designation of that
environment proceeds not from an analysis of the organizations or
elements externally proximate to the target organization, but from
an analysis of the functional relationship. between the target
organization and thoae external elements. The organization togeth-
er with its environment constitutes an interorganizational field or
system which in turn has its own structure and processes. When
the organization-environment relationship is so viewed in this
study, the interorganizational field is being looked at from the
perspective of a member or entity in that field rather than from
the perspective of the field. as a system (Morrissey, Riecker, and
Horan 1975).

In discussing the relationship between an organization and its
environment, the literature has traditionally distinguished between
organizations as open systems and as closed systems (Thompson
1967; Katz and Kahn 1967). (See figure 3.) Open systems are
organizations which have a high degree of interaction with and
dependence on their environment, while closed systems have little
or no interaction with their environments and are presumably
self-sufficient. Since in reality it is quite probable that the only
dozed system is a dead system, it is more realistic to differentiate
organization-environment relationships on the basis of their degree
of openness, a practice which we shall adopt.

FIGURE 3 Types of orgenizetional external structure
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A Structural View of Institutional Change s.

flaying discussed the natUre of organizational structure, _both
internal and external, we are now 'in a position to examine the
nature ,of institutional change from a structural perspective.

The Internal Structure and Institutional Mange '
In the literature on social 'policy there is a prevailing view that

lateral structures are necessarily preferred over hierarchical ones,
that the more participation in decisionmaking on the part of
members of an organization or system, the more human welfare
will be enhanced. However !la valmi preference for_one form of
structure will not suffice for our purposes. In terms of the focus of
this study we must ask the question, "What type of organizational
structure is most likely to facilitate institutional changer

One encounters conflicting answers to this question. Conven-
tional wisdom has it that hierarchical structures are resistant to
change because those members of en organization who enjoy more
power than others have a vested interest in maintaining the status
quo. But the counter argument has also been established that
hierarchical structures are more effective in the successful imple-
mentation of institutional change when that change is opposed by
a popular majority. For example, studies of school desegregation
indicate that public school systems comply with Federal court
orders for desegregation more quickly and with less community
unrest when they have boards of education which are appointed
rather than elected, and which are homogeneous with respect to
political philosophy (CTain 1968; Mayer 1974). Such boards can
be said to be elitist (hierarchical) rather than participatory
(lateral). The reconciliation bf these conflicting propositions
requires a closer examination of the relationship between the
internal and external structures of an organization, its ideology,

'and the process of institutional change.
The ability of a hierarchical or bureaueratic organization to

respond to the need to change or innovate has been challenged on
*a number of grounds (Thompson 1961, 1969; Zaltman, Duncan,
and liolbek 1973, pp. 124ff.) One difficulty arise' from the
monocratk nature of bureaucracies, that is, the assumption that
some individual(s) -at the top of the hierarchy has the ability to
master the operating technology, process the necessary informs-
tion, and issue clear and adequate commands for all parts of the
bureau. However, the pace of changes in technology and operating
coriditions 'leads .tti a degree of specialization and eomplexity
which exceeds the grasp of the bureaucratic minager, creating a
gap between the actual performance and the expected perfor-
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mance of the bureau. The response of bureaucratic managers to
such a gap is to increase their control over operations their
dependence on regulations, their aloofneu to interpersonal rela-
tions, and their resistance to change, a state of affairs referred to
as bureaupathic behavior (Thompson 1961, pp. 152-177).

Another deficiency of hierarchical organizations arises from
their lack of mechanisms for dealing creatively with conflict. As
most -.7riten point out, the impetus for change or innovation is
most likely to occur in organizations with diversity of membership
or tasks. Yet diversity inevitably generates conflict; and bureau-
cratic orgamzaUons tend to lack mechanisms for dealing with
conflict, othrt1th suppression, which forgoes the opportunity
for change. A third deterrent is the overemphasis on certainty.
Bureaucracies tend to have very clear-cut and comprehensive rules
and prockures. Rational decisionmaking requires examining the
consequences of all alternative courses of action. Yet in situations
demanding change or innovation, standard rules may not apply,
and to anticipate the consequences of innovative actions is by
nature difficult. Therefore the ability to accept risks, to be
experimental in practice, conflicts with the decisionmaking style
of bureaucratic organizations.

These deficiencies have led organizational theorists to identify
the organic structure (what we have called lateral) as more
conducive to change and innovation (Burns and Stalker 1961).
Because of its low degree of centralization, individual members
have greater freedom to respond adaptively to changing condi-
tions, and information is more likely to flow freely throughout the
organization. Because of its greater diversity, responses on the part
of "individual members are more likely to be innovative or varied.
However, the structural properties that are seen as facilitating the
initiation or conception of change were also found to inhibit the
implementation of change. That is, organic organizations with
their greater diversity of membership and their low level of
centralization are leu likely to be able to reach a consensus about
which proposed change to adopt (Zaltman, Duncan, and Holbek,
1973).

These different impacts have led to the conceptualization of the
institutional change process as occurrin.g in two stages, the
initiation. atage_ and the implementation stage (Hage and Aiken
1970; Zaltman, Duncan, and Holbek 1973). In the first stage,
ideas or proposals for change or innovation are generated, and in
the second jitage a proposed change 4 selected and 'implemented.
In this context, both types of organizational structure have an
appropriate role. The organic itructure is best suited to the
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initiation stage of institutional change, and the hierarchical or
mechanistic structure is best suited to the implementation stage.
This relationship can be elaborated by reference to the character-
istics of organizational struCture cited earlier.

1. ComplexityThe more diverse an organization in terms of
the specialized interests or skills of its membership, the more
productive it will be in creating or generating proposals for
change or innovation. However, in order to select and
implement proposed changes, some structural adaptations
must be made to bridge that diversity. Decisionmaking teams
composed of representatives of the disparste elements may
be used, or the selection and implementation phase may be
turned over to a more homogeneous body.

2. FormalizationDuring the initiation stage, rules and pro-
cedures need to be as minimal and flexible as possible so as
not to constrain creativity and the,exploration of alternative
actions. However, in the implementation phase, a singleness
of purpose prevails, requirtn the specification of procedures
and decision rules for the successful adoption of the
proposed change.

3. CentratizationA very high degree of hierarchy of authority
is likely to restrict the flow of information and reduce the
amount of diversity of behavior in an organization from
which proposals for change or innovation derive. However,
with a highly dispersed locus of authority it is difficult to
generate a clear set of procedures and enough influence over
members of an organization to implement proposals for
change. Therefore centralized stnictures are advantageous
during implementation.

4. interpersonal relationsUnder the conditions of diversity and
uncertainty that characterize the initiation stage of institu-
tional change, two conditions are neceuary. Information
must flow freely among members of the institution, and
individuals must be willing to take the risk of being different
even though they lack sufficient evidence to substantiate
their views. Yet the conditions of diversity and uncertainty
naturally generate considerable stress and anxiety. This fact'
causes individuals to withhold informationEta distrust others,
and thereby to thwart the generation of innovation. It is
important, therefore, that the organizational structure foster
free, open, and trusting interpersonal relationships. Iterarchir,
cal structures, by design, stress impersonality in interpersonal
relationships and therefore are,not suitable to the initiation
of institutional change. Organic structures, while not guar-
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anteeing openness and trust, are more conducive to such
qualities. The question arises: Are not openness and trust
favorable qualities to have in the implementation as well as
the initiation vf institutional change? Argyris answers the
question affirmatively, while others argue that impersonality
is more acceptable and may even be functional, in situations
involving routine tasks in a stable environment.

This discussion of the differential advantages of organic and
hierarchical structures leads to an integrated iiew of the effect of
internal structure on the process of institutional change (Burns
and Stalker 1961). Organizational theorists have arrived* at the
conclusion that both types of structure may exist simultaneously
in subunits of the same organization, and that both types of
structures may characterize a single organization at different
points in time (Zaltman, Duncan, end Holbek 1973, pp. 130-134).
For example, several researchers have found that, within industrial
organizations, departments or units involved in research and
product development (the initiation state of institutional change)
were more likely to have organic structures. However, units
involved in the production of new products (the implementation
stage) were likely to have hierarchical or mechanistic structures..
On the other hand, a given organization may alternately operate
under both structures depending on the stage of institutional
change. For example, Shepard (1967) found in a study of military
raiding. parties in World War II that the planning done prior to the
raid was undertaken jointly by all members of the party, the
private having as much voice as the colonel. However, during the
raid the party operated under a strict military command system,
hierarchical in structure. After the raid, the party reverted back to
an organic structure to evaluate the results that could be used in
planning the next raid (pp. 474-475).

Thus the internal strumture of an organization should be
thought of as dynamic avi fiexible, subject to purposeful design in
order to carry out institutional change.

The Exttrnal Structure and Institutional Change
Most organizational theorists have ,come to believe that the

impetus for change derives from an organization's relationship
with its environment (Emery and Trist 1965; Levine and White
1961; Terreberry 1968; Zaltman, Duncan, and Holbek 1973).
Since organizations are viewed as depenaent on their environment
for providing resources . (inputs) necessity to carry, on their
activities and for utilizing the results of those activities (outputs),
any change in environmental conditions would precipitate sonie
form of organizational change. This environmental change is
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referred to as "turbulence" or "stress." Thus organizations located
in a turbulent environment are assumed to be dynamic or highly
responsive to proposals for change.

This view is exemplified by the work of Jacobs (1974) who
provides a model of the external structure of organizations that
provides a basis for designing strategies of planned institutional
change. His model is based on exchange theories developed by
Blau (1969) and involves the concepts of dependency and
vulnerability. The power of A (some organization in the environ-
ment) over B (the target organization) is equal to B's dependence
on A for some reward. This relationship can be expressed as
PoviDba. The dependence of s on A, in turn, is conceptualized as

, directly proportional to B's motivational irwestment in the goals
which are mediated by A, expressed as Dba:Mba. However,
dipendence is inverselpiroportional to the availability of these
goals outside the A-B relationship. Availability, in turn, is a matter
of the extent to which other goals or rewards are substitutable for
those provided by A, and/or the number of alternative suppliers of
such rewards. Thus the relationship between an organization and
its environment is conceptualized as a continuous variable ranging
in value from high dependence to no dependence, rather than as a
series of discrete models. The case of no dependence is character-
istic of a closed system and is often referred to as "structural
free-wheeling," a situation in which an organization can operate
freely in its environment. Its behaviodoes not affect, nor is
affected by, its environment.

Jacobs Luggests a number of stages in the life of an organization
at which dependency on the environment occurs:

1. Acquisition of matcrials, which, in the case of a firm, refers
to the procurement of raw materials for processing, or goods
to be sold; and in the case of a service ceganization, to the
proctrement of clients

2. Capital acquisition, which refers to the acquisition of
financial resources with which to procure the other inputs
necessary for the functioning of the organization

3. Acquisition! of production factors, which refers to the
acquisition of the facilities, equipment and technology
necessary for producing the goods or providing the service

4. Acquisition of labor, which refers to the hiring of personnel
tc produce the good or provide the service

5. Output disposal, which refers to the sale of goods produced;
or in the case of service organizations, to the delivery of
service to customers or clients.
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Given some degree of dependence on its environment, an
organization responds to the demands of, or turbulence in, that
environment in ways which may result in .organizational change.
Organizations will resist any proposed reduction in the support
they currently enjoy from their environment, and they will
undertake changes in order to maintain or increase levels of
support from that invironment. They will protect -their turf,
expand into neighboring turf, refuse to cooperate with competing
agencies, or enter into "restraint of trade" agreements with a
funding body. In other words, ,organizational behavior is seen in
large part as an attempt to protect the organization's linkages with
elements of its environment upon which it is dependent for
survival or growth.

Such organizational responses result in the carving up of a given
environment into what is usually referred to as organizational
domains or policy spaces. Downs (1967) identifies five zones in
the domain,pf a public servicrganization or bureau: a heartland,
an interior fringe, a no =AI l=d, a periphery, and alien territory
(See figure 4). The heartland is that part of a bureau's environ-

. ment in which it is the sole determiner of policy. The interior
fringe represents that part in which the bureau is dominant, but
other bureaus share influence. No man's land is that area in which
many bureaus have influence, and no one of them dominates. The
periphery is that are, in which one bureau has influence but
another dominates. An alien territory is that part of a bureau's
environpient which is the heartland of another bureau, and in
which the former, therefore, has no influence.

This process of protecting and enehancing policy space was
observed in a study of the Wisconsin State Employment Service
(Randall 1973). In the late 1960s, the Wisconsin State legislature
authorized a Hum ar Resources Development Program to assist
disadvantaged, unemp ed persons to find jobs. Randall found
that the response to this egislation by the various district offices
of the State Employment Service could be explained in terms of
the effect which implementing the program might have on the
support they received from their respective environments. Most
district offices resisted implementing the program for fear of
losing use of their service by privide employers who preferred
well-screened and qualified workers to disevantaged workers.
This resistance was greatest in districts with nirge employers who
were in a position to substitute their own employment service for
that provided by the State and thus threaten a reduction in the
latter's policy space. This resistance was less likely in districts with
a Community Action Program which was in a position to set up a
parallel employment service for the disadvantaged, thus threaten-
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FIGURE 4 Zones in the domain of a bureau
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ing the State agency's opportunity for domain expansion.
We can summarize our discussion thus far by observing that the

external structure of an institution is the result of a two-way
process or interaction. On the one hand, it is determined by the
amount of control exercised by organizations in the environment
over resources upon which the target institution depends. On the
other hand, it results from the actions 'taken by the target
institution to defend or expand its claim on those resources, its
domain or policy space.

Given an understanding of the organization's external structure,
it should be possible to identity strategies for behaving within that
structure to achieve institutional change. Benson (1975) identifies
four such strategies. A cooperative strategy involves finding some
interest held in common by the organization which is the target of
change and the organization in the environment upon which the
former is dependent. Such common interests can serve as a basis
for joint planning. A disruptive strategy involves engaging in
competitive activities or activities which duplicate those of the
tazget organization and thereby threaten the resource-generating
capacity of that organization. A manipulative strata'y involves a
direct alteration of an environmental resource upon which the
target organization is dependent. This strateu is reflected in
changing the eligibility requirements which the target organization
must use in accepting applkants for service and thereby altering its
pool of potential clients; in altering the restrictions on the type of
manpower that could be used in providing a given service; or in
changing the allocation of funds to a given organization through
the budgetary prcess. An authoritative strategy involves a direct
alteration of the organization's activities by mandate of some
legitimate authority, such as the legislature or the judiciaty.

Jacobs suggests two constraints on the use of -these strategiee
which are worth noting in passing. One deals with tht degree of
cohesion or special concentration of the users of an organization's
service a: the buyers of its output. The more fractionated or
dispersed the users, the less they will be able to exercise any
control over that organization. This constraint is clearly re-
cognized .in efforts to organize welfare clients in order to achieve
welfare reform and to organize consumers in order to reforM
busineu practices. The second constraint deals with the relation-
ship between values and the organization's external structure.
When the values of an environmental actor upon whom the
organization is most dependent differ widely from the values of an
actor upon whom the organization is least dependent, the latter
will periodically resort to coercion in order to gain influence over
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that organization. This hypothesis rests on the assumption that the
target organization will adopt the values of the actor upon whom
it is most dependent, leaving actors with contrary values and little
control over relevant resources no normative basis on which to
influence the organization's behavior. As a consequence, the latter
are forces to resort to coercive tactics.

Most organization theorists are of the opinion that turbulence
or change in the external structure will directly precipitate changes
in the organization's internal, structure. Indeed, much of the earlier
discussion of mechanistic versus organic structures was premised
on the assumption that organic structurea better enable organiza-
tions to generate new and adaptive responses to changes in their
environment. Therefore, in turbulent or changing environments we
should expect to find successful organizations adopting organic
structures, at least during the initiation stage of institutional
change.

Two studies of the response of police-and fire departments to
the civil disturbances of the middle and late 1960. provide some
interesting elaboration of this process (Warhelt and Waxman 1973;
Kreps 1973). Both studies report significant changes in the
structure and operations of police and fire departments in
response to the urban riots. For example, Warhelt and Waxman
found that firefighti7,; units formed mutual-aid pacts in carrying
out their tasks; that is, some served as protectors or covers against
sniper shot, while others fought the fires. Fire departments which
were highly centralized before the riots became quite decentral-
ized. They discovered that local units were much better at
determining to which alarms to respond and how best to respond
to them. Overall coordination of firefighting was reduced by this
decentralization, but the operational effectiveness in fighting
individual fires was greatly improved.

However, Kreps found that some organizations were more able
to make adaptive changes than others_ An external threat was not
sufficient to precipitate organizational change. In the case of
police services, departments that had a high degree of contact with
agencies which had developed adaptive responses, that had a well
developed information-gathering and processing system, and that
were high in resources and professionalization were able to expand
their range of options and to exhibit more organizational change.
Apparent": , as in the 'case of individual behavior, some organiza-
tions in the face of threat may freeze and be immobilized, while
others respond to such treats by finding new and adaptive ways to
structeire their activities. Interaction with a support system,
sufficient resources, and knowledge seem to be essential in-
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gradients for organizational change in the face of external threats
. (Rothman 1974, p. 126). ,

Still another view of how changes in external structure affect
changes in internal structure focuses on the nature of leadership in
an organization. Downs notes that, when its environment proVides
opportunities for the expansion of domainre bureau experiences a
rising proportion of "climbers" in-leadership position, and a
declining proportion of "conseriers." Climbers are by nature
innovators. They are able to invent new functions or invade the
policy space 'of less dynamic organizations and thus enable the
bureau to take advantage of opportunities for growth.

Benson describes the same phenomenon in a s1ig4t1y different
way. The distribution of power within an organization, he
obeerves, may well be explained by the ability of different actors
within that organization to control those linkages of the organiza-
tion to its environment which are problematic to the survival or
growth of the organization. FOr example, agencies which are short
of capital will often be governed by boards oompoeed of
businessmen or persons of influence with funding organizationz.
Similarly, organizations which are secure in capital, but short in
technical competence, will tend to have boards which delegate
considerable authority to management. Thus, when engaged in
changes involving its external structure, an organization will need
to elevate into leadership position persons whom skills match tile
linkages between the organization and its environment.which need
to be strengthened in order to facilitate the desired change. This
observation seems more pertinent to the impleinentation than to
the initiation stage of institutional change.

Up to this point we have been discussing .the relationship
between the external and internal structure of an organization
under the implicit assumption of the primacy of the environment
for determining the nature of that relationship. That is, we have
been treating the environment as the given, proactive force, and
the organization as the neponding, reactive force. Before leaving
the subject of this interrelationship, we should consider the,
question of haw an organization can be the proactive force seeldng.
a change in ita environment. Of course the answer can be given,
that the same propositions apply; one simply changes perspectives.
Since the environment itself is made Up of organizations, a given;
organization can change its environment by adopting the position'
of an environmental force acting on other organizations.

However, this perspective implies relative equality among the'
various organizations in an environmental field. What about the
case of the organization which is relatively weak in that field,
which, in a sense, has a "negative balance of payments" with
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other orgtintzations? Such is the case of revolutionary or social
movements which are trying to change a wide range of instikutions
in their environment which are arrayed against them. In studying
revolutionary movements ill this country, Gerlach (1971) found
three internal structural characteristics that were shared in
COM M 011

1 . Segmentary They are composed of crange of diverse groups
or cells which grow, die, divide, fuse, proliferate and contract
independent of one another.

2. Poly cephalourThey do not have a central command or
decAionmaking structure; they have many leaders or rivals
for leidership within each gell as well as among cells, Each
!ewer is treated as a "first &thong equals."

3. Reitcu lateThese diverse groups or cells within each move-
ment are organized into a network through cross-cutting
links, such as traveling "evangelists,': overlapping participa-

.C,on, joint actMties or "in-gatherings," and shared objectives
and opposition.

Gerlach argues that these structural characteristics serve impor-
tant adaptive functions for revolutionary movements. In the first
place, they prevent effective suppression by the dominant forces
in the environmerit. New leadership springs up where old
leaderslup is banished. Since cells ere independent, the suppression

onr does not affect the functioning of another. Secondly,they
provide for multipenetration; that is, factionalism and schisms
pre.vide many points of penetration into the larger social, order.
Multooenetration enables the revolutionary movement tO have an
impac; on its environment as a netwoik, rather than to have its
impact .:onfined to selected organizationcor groups. Thirdly, such
diversity maximizes the adaptive capacity of the movement. It
provides ready-made alternative ways of responding to changing
environmentel conditions. Fourthly, such a structure contributes
to system rehability. That is, duplication of effort Inrovides a

backup for cell failure which results in system reliability. Lastly,
such a structure fosters an escalation of effort on the part of
individual cells in We movement. Competition .unong the various
factions means that a gain in public recognition by one stirs others
to greater levels of activity.

The internal structure which Gerlach describes can be thought
of as an extreme form of the organic model, in which the members
or cells are not only equal but quasi-independent of each other.
One could conclude that the organization which seeks to change
an extremely hostile environment should adopt such a structure,
not only to survive, but to gain influence in that environment.
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Support for this propoaition can be found, in a study by Warren,
Row, and Bergunder (1974) of institutional change in the Model
Cities rrogram. The study dealt with the interactions between. the
Model Cities agency and other organizations in its environment in
each of nine cities. Warren and his colleagues found that in only
one city, Oakland, did the Model Cities agency, the Oakland
Economic Development Council, Inc., try to bring about a change
in its environment. The Oakland Economic Developwnt Council,
Inc. (OEDCI) tried to change the ideology (the instiTtitionalized
thought structure, as the authors term it) of the other organiza-
tions in its environment regarding the appropriate strategy for
alleviating poverty.

In this effort OEDCI was in a relatively weak position viz-a-viz"-its environment. It was" dependent on the City Council for
legitimacy, on the State and Federal Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity (OEO) for funding, and on the city's Board of Education,
Redevelopment Agency, and Manpower Commission for collabor-
ation in carrying out its own program. In attempting to bring
about the intended change, OEDCI adopted a highly centralized
structure. A single, vocal, charismatic leader built a united front
among poverty organizations and low-income residents in challeng-
ing the basic program, goals and methods of OEDCIs environment.The result of this stratepy was defeat. State and Federal 0E0
offices coalesced with the Oakland City Council to deny OEDCI
funds and to take away its designation as the Model Cities
agency. The Board of Education, Redevelopment Agency, and
Manpower Commi-ssion proceded to bypass OEDCI in carrying out
their programs. According to Gerlach's findings this outcome was
predictable. Presumably if the leaders of OEDCI had adopted a
polycephalous segmented strategy, i.e., maintained a highlydisjointed array of organizations, these goups could have de-
fended themselves against annihilation, and they could haveinfiltrated their environment, thereby bringing about the desiredchange.

Ideology and Organizationai Structure
This revi,w of structurally oriented theory and research leaves

us with two principle propositions.

1. The impetus for institutional change comes primarily from
forces or turbulence in the institution's environment.

2. An organic or lateral internal structure is most conducive to
institutional change during the initiation stage, and a mechan-
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istic or hierarchical internal structure is moat conducive
during the implementation stage.

These two propositions seem to dominate American social
science theory regarding institutional change. It is our contention
that they represent a limited perspective ,on this proceis that
derive !! from an inherent bias in the poaitivist or empirical
tradition of American social science. Empirically basedr
tends to rest on the observation of events as they arc, rather than
events as they might be. Sueh Obaarvations are further confined to
the range of behavior that takes place within a cultural context.
As Argyris points out, American organizationallheorists conchidei
that hierarchically structured production processes are most
efficient because all the production processes they observe repre-
sent forms of hierarchical structle; a clear contrast does not exist
within their culturs *. experience. bus an empirically based theory
runs the risk of reinforcing the status quo rather than generating
propositionseabout the effects of alternative social arrangements.

It seems apparent from this review that American organizational
theorists tend to ignore the role of ideology in organizational
management and change. This oversight may derive, in part, from
the fact that much of the research upon which such theories are
based deals with American economic organizations which, by
design, are nonideolagical. Their goal is profit maximization rather
than the realizatior of any social or public good. In the absence of
collective benefits as an objective of such activity, it should not be
surprising to find little mention of ideology as a factor in theoriv,
derived from the study of such organizations.

This bias was overcome by the research of Tannenbaum et al.
reported in chapter 2. That research discovered that the efficient
production of goods could be achieved in industry w ich was
lateral or organic in structure in the presence of a 4lear and
itrongly held ideology irrespective of the technology inv Ived (see

also Burns and Stalker 1961. p. 122). This obse tion
consistent with that of Blase and Downs who conclude that, in the
presence of a clear-cut ideology, leadership or centralization of

authority is aiass critical factor in the institutional change process.
Zaltman,: Duntmn, and Holbeck themselves provide eviderke of
this possibility. In reviewing resew/eh which demonstrated that
heirarchical structures are more effective in the implementation
stage of institutional change, they encountered one exception
whose deviance from this pattern they were at a loss to explain
(pp. 136ff). The case involved social welfare organizations in
which structures that tended to be organic were found to correlate
positively with the rate of adoption of program changes. It may be
that this anomaly can be explained by the variable of ideoloa, for
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the cases showing a high correlation between hierarchical struc-
tures and program adoption were of industrial firms that lack a
collective ideology, while the cases which deviated from this
finding were of social welfare agencies which tencrto operate on
the basis of an explicit ideology.

When the variable of ideology is taken into conairation, it
may be possible to question the other major prOposition of
organizational theorists. We believe there is evidence to suggest
that, in the presence of a clear-cut:Ideology, the impetus for
institutional change may come from within the organization,
rather than from its environment. To fiRd such evidence one must
examine instances in which the ideology plays a conscious role in
organizational life.

Two studies of the participation of Protestant denominations in
efforts at social reform in the late 19604 illustrate this proposition
(Wood'1975; Taylor 1975). Institutional change in these studies is
referred tQaas "organizational transcendence," that is, the use of
an organization's name and resources in ways which are contrary
to, or not predictable fromi the wishes of individual members.
When an organization adopts a course of action v4iich is contrary
to, or not explicitly consistent with, expreued wishes of its
members, it has ehgaged in action which transcends the aggregated
will of its members. Wooti distinguishes between legitimate and
oligarchic transcendence. Legitimate transcendence oceurs when
leaders act in accordance with the formal structure of the
organiiation to realize the expressed values of the organization
when those values run counter to or transcend the self-interest of
individual members. Oligarchic. transcendence °cow.. -Then leaders
act on behalf of their self-interests, which are not those of the
members and are contrary to the expressed values of the
organization.

Wood studied t.he behavior of Protestant Churches in Indian-
apolis durb g the late 1960s in relation to the needs of blacks and
other minorities. He used three actions which churches could have
taken as an index of their inclination to seek racial justice. The
principle action involved the request by George Forman to have
his Black Manifesto, calling for reparation payments from the
churches to the black community, presented before individual
congregations. Wood reasoned that the actions in his index were
consistent with the formal ideology of the respective churches as
expressed in the New Testament, making the adoption of any
given action by a congregation consistent with organizational
goals. However, he found in a sample survey of the respective
churches that in no congregation did' more than 20 percent of the
members favor allowing Gzorge Forman to read his Black

;
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Manifeai.o before a regular meeting of the congregation. The
question to be ,answered was: Would the churches elect to allow
the presentation of the Black Manifesto in keeping with their
ideology, or deny the requert in keeping with the wishes of their
members?

Wood found that some churches transcended the interest of
their members and some did not. The difference in response was
found to be related to the pretence of a hierarchical internal
structure which itself wu based on the ideology of the church. In
those churches in which the national denomination held legiti-
mated authority over governance of the local body, such as the
Protestant Episcopal Church, the clergymen invited Forman to
speak:, in those churches where the lOcal congregation held
legitimated authority over the.goirernance of the local body, such
as the American Baptist Convention, Forman was not invited.
Thus, Wood concludekthat organizational transcendence occurs in
the presence of an ideology which prescribes such transcendence,
and a hierarchical structure in_ which leaders are legitiMated to act
on behalf of the organization in uccordance with that ideology.

This particular research does not conform fully tothe definition
of institutional change set forth in chapter 1. It seems to reflect et
ad hoc act rather than a change oY a systeni state. However, sin.-e
the other behaviors studied by Wood, though less dramatic ui
nature, were consistent with the response to the Black Manifesto,
.a pattern emerges which suggests a system state; the capacity of an
organization to take actions against the self-interest 'of its
membership. To the extent that such organizationel transcendence
constitutes a change in program that would otherwise ensue, the
study constitutes a case of institutional change.

The case may seeiii to contradict our earlier contention that the
presence of a clear-cut ideology enables an organically structured
organization to adopt a proposed change. We believe this dispariey
can be accounted for by the degree of commitment to a given
ideology. Clearly, American Protestant churches are different from
Israe kibbutzim, at studied by Tannenbaum, in the degree of
commitment of their membersh.ps to their respective ideologies.
American Protestants adopt a clear-cut ideology when they
become Members of a particular church, but it is a well-known
fact that the commitment to that ideology among many church--
men is weak at beq. This fact suggests a further specification of
our earlier proposition. When commitment to an organization's
ideology runs high,. an organic internal structure may be effective
in implementing as well as initiating institutional change. When
commitment is low, a hierarchical internal structure may be more
effecti.e.
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Clearer evidence of the role of ideology in' generating an internal
impetus for institutional change can be found in organizations
with a strong ideological foundation. The civil rights movement
and the antipoverty movement in the pitited States generated new
forms of delivering education and legal services. Revolutionary
governments in China, Cuba, and Yugoslavia have originated new
means of delivering health care and producing industrial goods.
However; such movements are not ordinarily the subject of
analysis of Americlin organizational theorists.

Conclusions

The internal structure of organizations varies in the extent to
which responsibility and authority for conducting the organiza-
tion's activities are held b a central body. On the one extreme are
bureaucratic or hierarchical organizations in which ultimate
responsibility and authority rests with some central actor and
organizational decisions are effected by commands. On the
opposite extreme are organic or lateral organizations in which
responsibility and authority are dispersed widely among the
members or units which are presumed to be equal, and in which-
actions are coordinated by some central actor. Decisions in such
organizations are effected by negotiation or consensus.

The external structure of an organization consists of the
linkages it has with other organizations which control resources
upon which the target organization is dependent. The external
structure can be described or mapped by the degree to which the
target organization is cleperident on its environment for those
resources, and the domain which it has established viz-a-viz other
organizations.

Organizations with an organic internal structure are more likely
to initiate institutional changes, but organizations with a'hierarchi-
cal structure are more likely to implement them. The impetus far
such change is More likely to come from changes in the
environment. Such changes affect the target organization's eater-

. nal structure, which in turn affects its internal structure. Organiza-
tions which seek to change their environments should adopt the
internal structure of a social movement, which consists Of many
quasi-independent units or cells that have a high degree of
redundancy and are held together by overlapping activities rather
than a centralized command structure.

An interaction exists between the nature of an organization's
structure and the role of ideology in Bringing about institutional
change. In the absence of an ideology, change is more likely to be
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indiited by forces or turbulence in the organization's environment.
In organizations with a clear-cut ideology, institutional change
may be internally induced. When commitment to that ideology
among members is high, an organic structure can be, effective in
initiating as well as implementing institutional change. When the
degree of commitment is low, a hierarchical internal structure will
be more effective in initiating as well at carrying out such changes.

Up to this point we have discussed two major Variables involved
in institutional change: ideology and organizational structure.. In
the next chapter we will examine the role in interperional -
relations.
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CHAPTER 4

INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE
THROW' 1 INDIVIDUAL CHANGE

A number of theories have a common focus on the attitudes
and bihaviors of individuaii as the key to planned institutional
change. These theories provide the basis for strategies for changing
individual level behavior as the means by which organizational
level behavior is changed.

A debate persists in much of the literature between those
advocating ttructural interventions to achieve institutional change
and those advocating interventions designed to bring about
changes in the behavior of individuals. The former argue that
changing an organization's structure will lead to a change in
interpersonal relations, not vice versa. Advocates of individual
change argue that those who design structural changes fall short of
showing how, such changes are to be brougjit about. If individuals
are to govern their behavior by a new ideology or operate within a
new structure, they must develop a commitment to that ideology
and learn new ways of behaving in such structures. Therefore,
advocates of intervention at the level of individual behavior, in all
fairness, do not represent a rejection of ideological or structural
approaches to institutional cbange, but rather a corrective.

In this section we ate going to consider two variants of
individual level theories which may seem like "strange bedfel-
lows." However, they have in common a focus on how individuals
behave in the process of institutional change. One variant involves
the use of incentives to induce individual change and is based on
the model of economic man. The other involves techniques for
inducing personal self-esteem and interpersonal trust and is based
on a model of psychological man, However, both typei of theory
approach institutional change through individual change, and
therefore are considered together.
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Use of Individual Incentives
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DuriN recent years, economists have shown a growing interest
in using micro-economic theory to explain organizational behavior
(Downs 1967; Olson 1965; Buchanan and Tullock 1962). Current-
ly, the most articulate proponent of the use cil" individual
incentives to induce institutional change is Niskanen (1971).
Although his theory focuses on the inefficiency of American
governmental bureaucracies, rather than their impact *on human
welfare, his notions about how to change bureaucracies are
instructive for our purposes. Niskanen's concept of a bureaucracy
is close to our concept of n institution, and therefore we will use
theee two terms interchangeably. In order to understand this
approach to institutional change, it is necessary to examine briefly
the assumptions which underlie his theory.

Niskanen focuses on managers as the principl: actors in this
drama. Managers are the or.es, he argues, who account primarily
for a bureau's performance. They are viewed as individuals who are
utility maximizers rather than role players. That is, managers are
individuals who are primarily motivated by a desire to achieve for
themselves the highest level of benefits, usually measured in
financial gain, in any activity in which they engage. Thu view
contrasts with a sociological -perspective in which such persons are
believed to be capable of acting on the basis of some group or
collective interest in response to norms or sanctions provided by
the group. Thus Niskanen ignores ideology as a factor in
institutional behavior and treats structural influences as given.

Bureaus are distinguished from other organizations that are
economic in nature by three characteristics. (1) The owners and
employees of bureaus do not appropriate any part of the
difference between revenues and costs as personal income. In
other words, bureaus accumulaW no profits that can be distributed
among their members. (2) SOme part of the recurring revenues of
bureaus derive from other than the sale of the output of that
bureau at a per unit rate. That is, bureaus are not financially
self-sustaining in the sense that they sell unite of output and
theeEthy cover their costs of operation. Bureaus depend on some
want or subsidy ,from a sponsoring organization as part of their
regular revenues. (3) Closely related .r to the prior two character-
istics is the fact that the output of bureaus is often difficult to
specify or define in ways which make its production contractable.
For example, national defense and mental health do not lend
themselves to units of outputs for which a sponsoring agency
could contract with a private producer. Bureaus, therefore, are the
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preferred type of organization ice the production of such outputs.
According to this model, the environment of a bureau consists

of three principle elements: (1 ) a collective organization or
sponsor which provides the grant or appropriation for the bureau's
operation, (2) suppliers of labor and material factors of produc-
tion, and (3) customers of any services that are sold at a per unit
price. The clients or nonpaying users of the service are members
of, or represented by, the sponsor. Since moot bureaus provide
services which are not sold at a per unit price, the principle actors
in the environment are reduced to the sponsor and the suppliers of
labor and materials.

According to this theory, the relationship between the bureau
and its sponsor constitutes a bilateral monopoly. That is, the
bureau is usually dependent on one sponsor for its source of
revenue, and the sponsor is dependent on one bureau as the sole
supplier of a given service. In esunce, the bureau offers a promised
set of activities to be performed over a given time period in return
for a budget. However, the bureau offers a total output at a fixed
price. Herein lies an imbalance of power between the bureau and
the sponsor. The bureau can estimate fairly well the amount of
budget which a sponsor is likely to give; such amounts are usually
revealed through elections or public declarations in the mass
media. However, a spensor knows very little about the factor coats
and production processes involved in a bureau service. It has little
basis for assessing ,ate validity of the coats of delivering the service
reported by the bureau. Therefore a bureau has overwhelming
power in this relation,ship.

Given these assumptions about the nature of a bureau and its
relationship to its environment, the theory goes on to explain how
the operation of such bureaus results in the production of an
oversupply of services at considerable waste of public expendi-
tures. As was said earlier, the particular motivation of managers of
bureaus is to maximize their utility. But what constitutes a
bureaucrat's utility? Since managers of bureaus cannot appropriate
any of the difference between their budget and the costs of
providing the service, their utility must lie elsewhere. It lies with
such things as salary, privileges of the office, prestige, and power
over resources at their disposal. All of these faotors are represented
by the size caf the bureau's budget. Therefore, the primary
incentive of the bureaucrat is to maximize the bureau's budget. Of
course managers are limited or constrained in this process by the
fact that they must be able to deliver the level of activity or
service which was promised in exchange for the budget. To do less
would be to jeopardize one's reputation in seeking future
appropriations from the sponsor.

r
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Given this state of affairs, there is little incentive for buziaus to
operate efficiently, that is, to provide the most service or activity
at the lowest cost. Bureaus which experience a budget which is
limited by the costa of operation, rather than the sponsoris
willingness to fund additional output, will use the cheapest factors
of production in order to maximize their output and therefore the
size of their operation. However, bureaus which experience a
budget which is limited only by the demand of the sponsor for
additional output, i.e., one in which the costs of operation are less
than the maximum
sponsor, have no such in
additional expenditures be
their output through using
and by appealing to the se
such examples as defense p

get which the bureau can exact from its
Tntive. They will find ways of justifying

ond those required to cover the cost of
ore expensive factors of production,
-interest of sponsors. Niskanen cites

ams in which managers inefficiently
locate defense installations in the locale of Congressmen serving on
review panels as a way of justifying additional expenditures.

One would think that in a representative democracy the
activities of public bureaus would be adequately scrutinized to
avoid such abus1n. However, Niskanen offers several reasons why
such is not the case: (1) Sponsors are passive in the review process
when their preferences are consistent with the budget maximizing
behavior of bureaUcrats. For example, when national defense or
higher education is considered by sponsors as "good" in its own
right, then the more spent on those services the more satisfied the
sponsors Will be. (2) As was noted before, sponsors have very little
informatfon by which to review critically the budget proposals of
bureaucrats. Sponsors have no price information regarding the
units of output produced and little knowledge about the factor
costs or the processes of production. In. the absence of competi-
tion. bureaucrats have no incentive to reveal such information. (3)
The review process in representative government is dominated by
representatives of those groups who have the highest demand for a
given service. Responsibility for reviewing the budget proposals of
bureaus is divided among committees by the legislature. The
review committee for each bureau is composed of representatives
of the wroup with the highest relative demand for the service
_provided by that bureau. This arrangement tends to encourage the
advocacy of maximum bureau budgets and dilutes any opposition
to such maximization. Thus, review committees will recommend
budgets to the legislature that will mAimize the net benefits to
the median voter i .! region which they represent, while still
being acceptableitc majority of the legislature.

Niskanen argues that competition among bureaus in the
presentation of their budgets would correct the deficiencies of this

6 t;
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review praeess. Bureaus offering the same service end prezenting
their budgets before the same review committee would provide
more information about the real cost of providing that service by
disclosing alternative cost estimates. However, this process would
still result in an oversupply because the review is taking place in a
committee composed of representatives with a high demand for
that service. The most advantageous situation occurs when such
competition generates a procedural problem, i.e., whsn a partic-
ular bureau feels that it has been unfairly handled by a review
committee and makes an " end run" around the committee,
appealing directly to the egislature. Such a situation, argues
Niskanen, results in levels o . service which more nearly spproxi-
mate the demand of the majority at a lower cost. It places the
review of a budget inr the hands of the middle demand group
which controls the legislature through majority rule, and it
generates additional resit information.

Given this understanding ,of the budget-making process, Nis-
kanen offers three recommendations for its reform. The first two
are structural in nature. Competition among bureaus in providing
specific services should be increased. This can ,51a---done by
ercouraging bureaus to broaden the lint. ql...secsereies they provide.
Bureaus have a natural tendency to do so, observes Niskanen, as a
way of hedging against changing public priorities and as a way of
presenting a budget package that is more difficult to scrutinize in
the review process. For example, the Department of Agriculture
provides a number of education, welfare, housing; and health
progams that parallel programs offered by other Federal depart-
ments. Therefore, attempts to "streamline" or reorganize govern-
ment by consolidating the bureaus with the same service in the
same departments should be avoided. While such consolidation
provides a degree of competition among bureaus, the review
process under such an arrangement is governed by administrators
and review committees who have an interest in maximizing the
total supply of that service. A preferred arrangement is for bureaus
to be cattered among different departments in order to provide
mor rigorous scrutiny by disinterested parties. Chaos in the
orgielizational chart of government services is to bc desired.

The second proposal involves changing the composition cif
review comrrettees. In an effort to make such committees mole
representative of the body politic, Niskanen would have membe,!-
ship on such committees assigned on a random basis to avoid the
dominance of high demand groups on any Oven committee. A.
alternative approach to the same end would be to assign randomly
the review of budgets to different committees.

Niskanen's final proposal deals with individual level intervel-
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tiona. He advocaWs the use of financial incentives to induce
bureaucrats to behave in a more efficient manner. These incentives
would consist of financial rewards given to senior bureaucrats for
maximizing the difference between the budget obtained from the
sponsor and the actual cost incurred in providing the service. In
other words, bureaucrats who are able to provide the agreed-upon
level of service at a cost less thao that provided for iii the approved
budget would receive some reward for their economizing.
Niskanen cautions that such incentives would work only in a
competit've bureaucracy as provided for in his first recommenda-

- tion. In the abewnce of competition, a given monopolistic bureau
would tend to,undersupply a service in an effort to economize.

Niskanen suggests three forms which such incentives could take.
The most radical form would be 'to allow a bureaucrat to
appropriate as personal income some portion of the difference
which was saved between the approved budget and the actual cost
of providMg a service. Recognizing that such a proposal might be
politieally infeasible he offers a aecond proposal. Bureaucrats o'ho
had iseen exemplary in their economizing behavior would be
awarded prizes that were deferred for some time after the
bureaucrats left office. The recipients of the awards would be
chosen by a panel of pelges. A third alternative involves allowing a
portion of the difference saved by The bureau to be spent on an
epproved activity or amenity, chosen by the workers, from an
approved ks, which would rtherwise not be covered by the
burea a's hodget. For example, i bureau may choose to provide air
condi tionmg in all its offices, or special vacation benefits to
e ruplciyees.

The specifkcs of Niskanen's proposals for bureaucratic reform
are nc,i. of intereia here. Oar concern is not with the efficiency of
public bureaucracies, important as it may be, but rather With how
to meke them moc responsive to proposals for change.. In this
conneLoion, Niskanen's model suggests to us three factors which
might he useful in planned institutional change: (I ) the budget
review process, (2) compe Lition among bureaus, and (3) budgetary
invent ives.

If me is interested in promoting a particular ,change or
innovation in a pu).7lic program, Niskanen's analysis sugge:As that
budgcoary proposale for We funding of -such changes should be

reviewed by legislative iNgirnittee.i which are composed of
representatives of the groop with a high demand for such changes.
If such budgets are processed through-rsistipg rexiew committees,
the deiired chonge is likely to be subverted. The representatives of
groaps woth a high demand for existing programs will collude with
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bisreaucrats who want increased budgets, whatever the progam; to'
itpprove increased funding for proposaN which are essentially the
same as existing programs..One can,think of numerous examples in
which a particular crisis has generated a public outcry for new
government programs. However, the prope:als for such programs
are channeled through the existing bureaus and the existing review
committees. When they emerge from this process, they appear as
proposals for increased levels of funding for existing types of
progarns.

A second factor suggested by the Niskanen model is the
importanc^. of competition for monitoring institutional change.
Following Niskanen's model, it may be difficult to monitor
institutional change because of (1) the inability to specify the
precise cnange desired in' the nature of public goods or services,
and (2) thereluctance of bureaus to disclose information regarding
production costs and processes. Therefore, it is difficult to
determine how much change in a given good or service has 'taken
place and whether the desired change is at a maximum, given the
constraints and resources under which the bur?au operates. If
proposals for change are funded through competing bureaus there
is more likely to be public disclosure of the true costs and benefits
of such proposals. The Community Action Program and the Model
Cities Program were examples of such a strategy.

'The third factor consists of financl incentives in-th7e form of
budget increments offered' a bureau in return for an innovation or
change in the goods or services provided. Actually such incentives
have long been used by the Federal Government in the form of
demonstration gants or matched funding. .Niskanen's model
suggests the conthtions under which such incentives might be used
or abused on behalf of institutional change. In the first place, such
incentives are likely to be used only by bureaus that are budget
constrained, that ,is, whose cost of operation equals the maxinnarn
budget obtainable from its sponsor. For bureaus operating in he
demand-constrairred region, there is no incentive to engage in
proOam innovation. Budget increments can be obtained through
maniiiulating the expenditures involved in providing existing goods
and services. Secondly, those bureaus which do adopt such
incentives have no reason to institutionalize the proposed change

rTh in the absence of any ideological commitment to it, a factor with
which Niskanen's model does not deal. It is more likely that
bureaucrats will use the budget increment to maximize their
budgets and pay only lipservice to the sponsor's purpose in
granting the .increment. That is why so many demonstration
proqam grants fail to result in institutional change. They
preuipitate prcv-ram change during the life of the grant, hut once
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the grant termtna:es, the bureau reverts back to its original
progam.

To avoid this abuse we can sill/gest several safeguards that might
be built into the use of budget incentives, which are inspired by
Niskanen's model. One would be for the sponsor to attach a
budget deficit for every unit of obsolete output which the bureau
continued to produce to the budget incremeut provided.for every
unit of new output. Obvicyusly the per unit budget increments
would have to exceed the per unit budget deficits in order to
motivate the budget-maximizing bureaucrat to change his program
or service. In this manner the bureau would actually have to
change its "line of production," and when the grant period ended,
it f:ould not revert back to its old program without incurring
considerable "retooling" costs. An alternative safeguard would be
to offer budget incentives to competing bureaus as a way of
determining which bureaus will maximize the innova. on or
change and which are more likely to institutionalize it. And
finally, a way of assuring the continuation of new or changed
programs is to make the budget incentive a recurring rather than a
tnne-limited gant. Budget-maximizing bureaucrats are more likely
to institutionalize new programs which have the prospect of
long-term, "permanent" funding, than ones which are funded as
demonstration gants.

Budget, incentives provide no panacea for planned institutional
change. They will he used only when they provide the bureaucTat
with net benefits and when they do not Violate his or her belief
system (Rogers 1973). However, much of the strategy presently
used in public policymaking is of this nature. Reference to the
Niskanen model helps us to see in geater detail the dynamics of
economic incentives to achieve public purposes and to be more
realistic about their potential success as well as more prudent in
avoiding their misuse.

Alteration of Psychological States

Ak-211,11. view which explicitly recognizes the role of individual
behavior in the process of institutional change comes from the
field of social 'psychology. This view is based on the central
assumption that institutional change represents the interaction
between changes in institutional and environmental factors and
changes in the attitudes, values, and behaviors of individuals. In
this sense, it can be said to incorporate both macrolevel and
microlevel behavior. Although this perspective takes structural
variables into consideration, its primary focus and point of

s
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intervention are at the level of individual or interpersonal
behavior. It recognizes the need for structwal alterations and
assumes they will be made, but its primary argument is that such
changes cannot be implemented or institutionalized without
accompanying changes in indivisual attitudes, values, and be-
haviors. It is for this reason that we have chosen to characterize
this perspective as an individual level approach to institutfOnal
change.

Kelman and Warwick (1977) introduce a general paradigm of
the psychological dispositions that needto be considered in any
attempt to facilitate economic and political change. They argue
that, while such dispositions may not be ;necessary or sufficient
conditions for institutional change, they are factors which may
facilitate or impede that process.

1. Cognitive orientation is the way in which individuals per-
ceive, store, and use information in reasoning and pwblem-
solving. Presumably such orientations also encompass sub-
stantive knowled. about the institutional behavior involved
in change.

2. Motivational orientation refers to individuals' goals and their
expectation of pleasant consequences from participation in a
given activity.

3. Ideological orientation refers to individuals' orientation
toward the political system that is derived from the society
or subgroup of which they are a member. It reflects collective
goals and the appropriate means for attaining those goals.
This orientation provides the legitimacy for eollective aetion.

4. Interpersonal attitudes refer to the level of interpersonal trust
which individuals hold as well as their orientation toward
authority. These factors can impede participation in coltaro-
rative action which is necessary for the obtainment of
collective goals.

5. Personal efficacy refers to individuals' subjective competence,
their sense olk "fate control," or mastery of the environment.
Such an orientation affects individuals' willingness to take
the ri.sks necessary to engage in adopting innovations as part
of institutional change.

Some of these'orientations have been dealt with in the models
of institutional change which we have alr.....ady discussed. Motiva-
tional orientation was dealt with, albeit within a narrow frame-
work, in the Niskanen model of, economic incentives to induce
change in the behavior of bureaucrats. Ideological orientation was
discussed in chapter 3. Cognitive orientation is not dealt with
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explicitly in any of the models discussed in this study. However,
implicitly it underlies them all, in the sense that we are concerned
with identifying the conditions under which valid knowledge may
be used in planned institutional change. Dealing directly with this
orientation presumably would involve the manipulation of infor-
mation flows and education strategies. Orientations involVing
interpersonal attitudes and personal efficacy are th4e, primary foci
of models of institUtional change being dealt with m this chapter.
They havq become the target of social-psychological strategies that
make up the bulk of the literature falling under the rubric of
organizational change and development.

There are basically two types df strategies for altering psycho-
logical states. One is considered manipulative. It involves the direct
application of k.nowledee derived from social psychological
research to alter the attitudes, values, or behavior of an individual
without the latter's participation in decisions regarding the
objectives or the procedures of the change process. The other is
called collaborative. The individuals who are the target of change
have decisionmaking power over the selection of objectives and
aetively participate in the change process.

The former model is exemplified by the untreezing-changing-
refreezing scheme developed by Schein (1969). This scheme is
based on assumptions regarding the sources of an individual's
resistance to change. Resistance stems from an informatioal
environment which supports the present. behaviors, from the
function these behaviors lierform in meeting the individuars
personal needs, and from support exhibited by peers or other
relevant social groups. In order to overcome these resistances, the
change agent must first unfreeze the behavior, that is, separate the
individual from his attachment to that behavior and therefore
resistance to change. This may kw done by either depriving the,
individUal of the support he derives for that behavior or
diminishing the importance of that support. Once the behavior is
unfrozen, the second step involve.; inducing new behavior. This the
change agent does through providing new information which Anks
the new behavior to appropriate benefits and goais, through
providing social support for the new behavior, and through clearly
defining the new behavior and its meaning. The final step invOlves
refreezing, or integrating, the new behavior into the individual's
personality and into significant ongoing relationships. This is done
through sonie socialization process and through the building of
appropriate support networks.

The collaborative approach to altering psychological states was
pioneeç ! by the work of Bennis, Benne, and Chin (1969) with

I.
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the recognition that intelligent action requires commitment as well
as a program. However, ince any prqgram of change involves a
rearrangement of vower, the use of new skills, and the ado?tion of
different values, it is necessary that people work through the fear
that such change engenders, if commitment to the program is to
develop. Fundamental to personal growth in the direction of
greater trust and risktaking is a collaborative process involving
mutuality in goal setting and equalization of power between the

_ohange agent and the client system. The manner in which
proponents of this approach express their ideas is often more
picturesque than precise. However, their views serve a very
important function of forcing one to think differently about the
nature of organizationtl or collective behavior. They can lead to
the formulation of propositions that are testable empirically.

One of the most articulate advocatas of collaborative ap-
proaches to organizational change is Argyris (19724). In building
his model, Argyris explicitly recognizes the interrelatedness
between structural properties and individual properties in organ-
izational behavior. Argyris criticizes structural theories for their
assumption that individual properties can be ignored, and points
out that, in fact, such theories embody implicit assumptions about
individual behavior. For example, hierarchical theories of oiganiza-
tion are based on a model of man as a reactive rather than a
proactwe creature. They assume that people will not do their jobs
unless someone is placed in authority over them and that
organizational intelligence and guidance are management rather
than worker functions. They assume that hierarchy increases
coordination, when, in fact, it can be demonstrated that Work
autonomy increases coordination. Goldthorpe, Lockwood, and
Platt (1969) found that. effective supervision and coordination
existed when middle- and lower-level managers leave employees
alone. Hierarchical theories approach decentralization through the
formalization of procedures. However, this form of decentraliza-
tion involves applying programed responses to set situations; it
does not increase autonomy in decisionmaking. Again the implicit
model of man is reactive, one who is incapable of seeing the
connection between one's own activities and those of others, of
developing a holistic view of one's work.

The conclusion of Argyris' line of argument is that an adequate
theory of organizational behavior must start with a theory of
individual behavior as well as a theory of social structure.
However, for Argyris, such a requirement is not sufficient. He
criticizes prevailing organizational theory for being slavishly
inductive, for being based on regearch of what is rather than what
could be. If theory is to be tiluly prescriptive, it should be based

)
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on normative, assumptions abotit what melt to be, as well as
testable propositions about how to achieve those desired states.

In order to arrive at an alternative to the hierarchical theory of
organization, Argyris starts with an alternative theory "Of man.
Following the work of Maslow, he posits four basic needs of
indilliduals: autonomy or self:control; growth, initiative, and
variety. Argyris hypothesizes that the ability of individuals to
satisfy qiese needs is blocked by the hierarchical structur of
existing organizations. For individuals not to experience auton-
omy, growth, initiative, and variety is to experience psychological
failure. Such failure has nothing to do with one's competence in
completing a givm task; it refers to one's feeling of self-compe-
tence as a person. Argyris argues that individuals adapt to this
sense of _failure through absenteaism on the job, turnover in
employment, or involvement in unionization of employment. In
essence, workers accept monetary rewards in lieu of the intrinsic
rewards that would satisfy their psychological needs. This theory
comes dangerously close to providing an apology for the economic
exploitation of workers in that it tends to minimize the value of
economic benefits to be derived from employment. Some research
has attempted to test the prevalence of this conception of man in
work organizations (Argyris 1972a, p. 89). The findings raise
questions about the validity of the theory. Workers expressed
reluctance to become more involved in their work, a requisite for
receiving intrinsic benefits. Employers feared the additional trust
and openness that would be required of them in less hierarchical
structures.

To match this model of man Argyris proposes the organic form
of organization. He refers to it as molar in structure, implying that
it is composed of self-directed elements which interact with one
another on the basis of reciprocal interdependence and mutual
adjustment, rather than on the basis of a -command process.
Argyris takes the position that the organic is the most appropriate
form of organization under all conditions because of its adaptivity,
Hierarchical, mechanistic organizations are static and lead to "dry
rot" and entropy, He debunks the contingency theory of
organizational structure discussed in chapter 3. That theory asserts
that organic structures best fit organizations which use complex
.technologies and operate in a turbulent environment, and that
mechanistic structures best fit organizations which use routine
technologies and operate in a benign environment. He reports that
managers of organizations using routine technologies are constant-
ly creating turbulence in order to reduce "dry rot" in their
organizations. The contingency theory, he argues, is based on
research on existing organizational forms which do not contain.
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clear.cut alternatives to the hierarchical model. A further advan-
tage of an organic model of organizations is its ability to explain
organizational change in terms of the interaction among organ-
izational members. In a hierarchical model change is initiated by
command from the top in response to pressures from the
organization's environ meta.

Argyris observes that a process for planned organizational
change must be consistent with one's theory of man and one's
theory of organizational 'structure. Any attempt to introduce an
organic process of management into a mechanistic organization
will result in the conversion of the organic process into a
mechanistic one. Conversely, if one changes strudtures unilaterally,
one operates within an authoritarian intervention process that
decreases free choice, increases resistance to change, and decreases
the level of internal commitment of actors to the organization.
Such a change process can convert an organic system into a
mechanistic one.

The process proposed by Argyris is based on the assumption
that the more difficult- a given change, the greater must be the
commitment of art organization's members to that change through
their involvement in its design, execution, and monitoring. Client
mvolvement requires clients who are open, experimental, risk-
taking, and trusting. Such qualities are lacking in formal organiza-
tions. To engender them, organizational members are urged to
participate in a change process that is essentially like the
sensitivity training or T-Groups carried on by the National
Training Laboratories. It involves people's working in groups in
which they are rewarded for being more open and straightforward
in their communication with others. However, such qualities
cannot be realized by simply engaging organizational members in
personal growth. Their realization requires 'changing ,he styles of
the first to middle levels of managemei . Unless managers are
committed to openness and risktaking, they will subvert changes
that may take place at lower levels of organizational behavior.
However, Argyris points out that to focus on the expression of
feelings as a way of engendering qualities of openness and trust
does not mean that emotionality should be substituted for
rationalit7. It is rather a matter of emotional qualities supplement-
ing rational ones.

It may be that reorienting interpersonal relations is not
necessary in ail cases of organizational change. Argyris identifies
five characteristics -or dimensions of the change process which
affect the nature of interpersonal relations. They refer to whether
pr not the change in a property of the organizetion involves (1)
the adoption of deviant behavior by individuals, (2) the unfreezing

fr'
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of old behavior patterns by individuals, (3) a self-corrective
capacity of the organization, (4) a high degree of interdependence
in the behavior of individuals, and (5) individual or organizational
discomfort. '11%s, the introduction of an organizational change

-which does not' require that members deviate from the previous
norms of the organization, or the established norms of the larger
community, is not likely to necessitate any change in the level of
openness or risktaking on the part of individual members. For
example, changing the procedures for processing applicants for
sorvice at a health clinic may involve the adoptio ,of new behavior'
on the part of intake workers, but such behavior probably would
not violate norms upheld by other members of the clinic staff.
Similarly, if the adoption of an organizational khange does not
require an unfreezing of individual patterns of behavior, the level
of interpersonal relations need not be a factor. For example,
changing the hours of operation of a health clinic from daytime to
evening to allow more employed persons to attend would not, in
itself, require any change in the patterns of interpersonal behavior
between clinic staff and patients. Similarly, organizational changes
that do not require self-corrective behavior, i.e., responsibility for
evaluating and correcting one's own behavior, that do not inVolve
highly interdependent behavior, or that do not generate significant
individual or collective discomfort, will not be affected by the
quality of interpersonal relations.

Before leaving this discussion of collaborative models of
organizational change, we will mention briefly the ideasof Sarason
(1972). Although not developed fully as a model, Sarason's work
is particularly relevant for our purnoses because it is based on his
experience in creating new institutions for the delivery of human
services. The most unique of Sarason's insights has to do with the
role of individual change in the institution building process. He
believes that the growth and development of the staff members of
a service agency should be as important a goal as the provision of
service to clients. lie argues that agencies which are task oriented,
that is, in which output is considered their primary measure of
success, are doOmed to rigidity and eventual death. Such organiza-
tions are most likely to blame failure in service outcomes on the
client rather than on the provider. Service agencies which treat the
provider as a co-equal object of change are more likely to respond
to service failure by seeking new ways of providing that service.
The reason that schools are no longer places where children learn,
argues Sarason, is because they are no longer places where teachers
learn (pp. 123ff).

Sarason comes to this point of vi w not only out of a concern
for organizational effectiveness, imt also from a recognition of the
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constraints which exi t in an organizatiori's environment. He
observes that mc,st huLtan service programs are planned on the
assumption of unlimited resources. They are based on the belief
that the way to meet human needs is through a prescribed type
and level of professional service. However, at any time, public
resources make it possible to .provide only a fraction of the
prescribed services, leaving thousands of potential clients unserved.
Failure to deal with this constraint is an act of social irresponsi-
bility on 'the part of human service planners. He blames such
failure on a static conception of program. He recommends that
human Service agencies first commit themselves to serve a
potential client population and then examine ways in which that
population c'an be served, given the resources at its disposal. Such
an approach inevitably leads one to consider both staff and
program as dynamic factors which can grow and,change to meet
needs. Similarly, when an institution is being formed, the leader
usually has an idealized vision of the types of personnel with
which to staff the agency. The real manpower pool falls short of
such conceptions, leaving the leader with a staff which does not
measure up to his or her expectations. Leaders who adopt an
oulput-oriented view will end up being disillusioned about the
prospects .for attaining their goals. Leaders who consider the
gowth and development of staff as an organizational goal will
proceed to develop the best program possible within the resources
at their disposal and thereby end up with a more satisfactory
output.

ideology and Interpersonal Relations

Let us conclude this discussion by noting the relationship
between interpersonal relations and ideology in planned institu-
tional change. We have discussed at some length how attempts to
change the structure of an organization can be thwarted by
patterns of interpersonal behavior that is incompatible with that
structure, and similarly how attempts to change patterns of
interpersgnal behav:Lor can be thwarted by structures that are not
compabble will such changes.

What might be said about the effect of patterns of interpersonal
relations on ideological ,approaches to institutional change? Sara-
son speaks briefly to this point. He notes that ideology is an
essential but not a sufficient basis for social change. He cites the
example of Fidel Castro who declared, in 1970, that Cuban leaders
had failed in their efforts to lead the revolution because they had'
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wrongly assumed that awceing on basic values and goals, poasess-
ing the strongest motivation to succeed, and acquiring power were
sufficient conditions for achieving the objectives of the revolution.
On the other end of the spectrum, Sarason objects to the overuse
of strategies that center on the expression of feelings as the
mechanism for bringing' about organizational change. What is
missing, according to Sarason, is knowledge about how to reach a
utopia.

This point is discussed more concretely in the study of ideology
in industrial organizations by Tannenbaum et al. (see chapter 2). It
may be recalled that Tannenbaum and his colleagues found that
the official Yugoslav ideology which prescribed egalitarianism
betwi. workers and -supervisory personnel was not fully realized
in thek plants. Workers reported relatively little informal partici-
pation in on-the-job, decisions, little sense that their ideas were
sought or listened to by supervisory personnel, and considerable
deference toward management. The authors attribute this in-
equality in behavior to the authoritarian and exploitative factory.
system and to the peasant 'culture which existed in Yugoslavia
prior to World War II. The resulting attitudes of fear and deference
were carried over into the founding of the socialist economy (pp.
221ff.). In addition, the Yugoslav labor force shows a sharp
difference in educational level between management personnel and
workers, further reinforcing the traditional attitudes of distrust
and deference. Consequently, the inequality in interpersonal
behavior between workers and superyisors derives frony patterns
that are related to Vadition and differences in education, rather
than from formal oreganizational structure and ideology.

In contrast, the ftauthors found a relatively high degree of
informal participation and egalitarianism between workers and
supervisory personnel in Ameiiican plants, in spite of the fact that
such plants were hierarchically structured and had a capitalist
ideology. The authors attribute this fact, in part, to the "human
relations" orientation of American management, the use by
rianagers of techniques which foster openness and participation

the part of workers and superyisory personnel in the daily
perations of,the plant. The authors 'esonclude that the adoption of
uch techniques in Yugoslav plants might help workers and

managers to -overcome the informal barriers which block the
realization-, of the intend degree of equality and participation. It
appears, therefore, thaL, far from being antithetical to the
conscious use of, ideology, attention to the quality of interpersonal
relations can reinforce such efforts of planned institutional
change.
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Conclusions
In this chaptei we have examined the effect which individual

behavior can have on efforts to carry out institutional change. In
all cases we have seen that strategies to affect interpersonal
behavior supplement rather than supplant structural or ideological
approaches to such change. The use of economic incen,tives can
induce bureaucrats to forego the tendency to maximize their
budgets to the detriment of the public interest. Economic
incentive* could also be used to induce bureaucrats to forego their
tendency to convert the public's desire for innovative programs
into an increase in demand for exlsting services. The usie of such
incentives requires a competitive environment in order to force
into public view a clearer picture of a bureau's true cost and
output.

The attitudes and behaviors of individuals are also important to
institutional change. Such change requires that individuals be open
to new ways of reliting to each other and willing to take risks in
the face of uncertainty. Such behaviors are dependent on the
development of personal competence and interpersonal trust.
Mese attitudes can ' e developed by various forms of human
relation.1 training, such as those referred to as T-Groups. However,
the success of such a process requires organizational itructure and
ideoloa that are consistent with

(the desired ,attitudes and
behavior.
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CHAPTER 5

E UTILIZATION OF SOCIAL
SCIENCE-AN OVERVIEW

In this chapter our interest turns to the more general issue of
the role of social science in planned institutional change. There is a
small but significsnt literature on the utilization of social science
in public policy. While the making of public policy may not
appear at Sint glance to be precisekt the same as institutional
change, many cases of public policy aiWally involve institutional
change. We shall concentrate our attention, therefore, on the
literature that deals with the role of social science in the making of
public policies that involve institutional change, particularly in the
areas of human welfare that are of interest in this study.

Three volumes were found particularly useful for their focus
and comprehensiveness: Social Science and Public Policy in the
United States by Horowitz and Katz (1975), An Introduction to
Applied Sociology by Lazarsfeld and Reitz (1975), and The Use
and Abuse of Social Science, edited by Horowitz (1971). We shall
discuss this literature under four topics: (1) a brief history of
attempts to institutionalize the nse of 'social science in public
policymaking, (2) a review of selected examples of utilization, (3)
an analysis of factors which affect the utilization process, and (4)
recommendations put forth to improve the use of social science in
public policymaking.

Attempts to Institutionalize the Use of Social
Science

Horowitz and Katz provide a useful summary riew the
history of attempts to inject a social science orientati into
policymaking. With respect to the executive and 1 slative
branches of the Federal Government, such attempts, wi the
exception of the President's Council of Economic Advisors (CEA),
have been abortive. With respect to the judiciary, such attempts
have been markedly successful.

74
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The most comprehensive effort 'o institutionalize the use of
social science in the executive branch of government was the Full
Opportunity and Socisl Accounting Act of 1967, sponsored by
then Senator Walter Mondale. The purpose of vhis act was to
provide information for policymaking in the areas of education,
welfare, eniployment, 'and health. It provided for the establish-
hient of a Council of Social Advisors, mOdeled after the CEA,
attached to the White House with the purpose of providing the
executive branch of government with advice regarding public
policy in thase areas. Although the bill passed the Senate without
any substantive criticism or significant opposition, the bill never
was acted or by the Howe of Representatives.

A related effort was 143onsored by Senator Harris in 1966 in a
bill to establish the Nstional Foundation for Social Sciences. This
bill proposed the establishment of a research agency similar to, but
independent of, the National Science Foundation (NSF), which
would give the social sciences greater visibility and equality with
the physical sciences in NSF. However, the community of social
scientists was divided on the bill, many leading members testifying
against it on the grounds that it would be divisive in its effect on
Federal support for seienti: research. They proposed expanding
the NSF to provide more support for the social sciences and thus
achieve a unified scientific voice in public policy. The latter view
prevailed in the passage of legislation which expanded tl* social
science emphasis within NSF.

The attempts to establish a system of social indicators represent
a more long-term, substantial effort to bring a social science
perspective into the policymaking process. As early as 1929,
President Hoover established a Research Committee on Social
'Iiends. The purpose of the committee was to review trends in the
nature of the population and the organization of American society
with a view toward forecasting future 'social developments.
Although the cominittee was formed bSr the President, it was
funded and striffed through private foundations. President Eisen-
hower, in his second term of office, estabiished a Commission on
National Goals. This commission was composed of citizens of
national reputations whose job was prescriptive rather then
analytical; that is, it was to assess what goals reflect the interests
of the country as a whole, and therefore should be the focus of
public policy. The report which it produced in 1960 consisted of
goal statements rather than an analysis of social data.

During the Kennedy-Johnson era mc n. c,---;ious efforts to
establish social indicators were Undertaken. They began with the
establishment by the .Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW) of two serial publications, Trends and Indicators.

Vr -
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,This effort grew out bf pressure from the National Commission on
Technology, Aut.* ation, and Economy to establish a system of
aceount4 of t 7114 costs and benefits of various public4.1it

,interventions. In 66 President Johnson established within HEW
a Panel on Social Indicators. The work of this panel resulted in a
document, Toward a Social Report, in 1969, which recommended
the -establishment of an =going mechanism for producing an
annual Social report. However, such a mechanism was not
est,ablished. and the Panel lacked any continuing authority.

In 1969, President Nixon established the National .Goals,
Research Staff (NGRS) 'within the White House. The purpose of
the NGRS, in essence, was to establish a management information
system to chart social trends, to forecast their future course, and,,
to predict the consequences of alternative public interventiOns. It
represented neither a goal-setting nor a planning activity, but
rather a monitoring of data on thii quality of life of the American
people. The NGRS was disbanded in 1970, and its function was
taken over by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in
1.9747 The OMB concefved of its task essentially as constructing
Rideses of important variables which'presumably measure changes
in the quality of life.

While noting that the effort to construct a system ofsocial
mdicators represented the introduction of social variables into
public policymaking, Horowitz and Katz observed, and rightly so,
that such an activity falls short-tlf the utilization of sOcial science.
It involves no theory, no understand:rig of any causal relationships
in social Ivhavior.

The soc;al indicntor movement is a step toward bringing
social science information to bear upon public policy. But
such inch, ators represent a higher ratiOnalization and system-
ization of quantitative data, rather than any full array of social
science explanations (Horowitz and Katz, 1975, p. 32).

While social science theory and research have had little
utilization in the bxecutive and legislative Sranches of the Federal
Government, they have been increasingly used in judicial decision-
making. In this way the -Social sciences have had an .important
impact on national social policy. Horoitz and Katz argue that the
courts have.usec: social science as a surrogate precedent. When the
courts probe issues that arouse public concern, they have- no
precedents to go on because the courts have not dealt openly with
such issues before. In such instances social science research andlor
theory are uSed as a basis fr approximating a precedent.

The first use of social science data as a legal precedent is
attributed, 'to Justice Brandeis. In a 1908 Oregon case., Louis
Brandeis argued in favor of the constitutionality of a maximum
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10- hour work day for women -on the basis of social science
evidence of the consequences of a longer working day, rather than
on previous judicial rulings or common law. However, the uie of
social science did not become an estabIished practice until its
dramatic :_r.troduction in the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education
decision by the U.S. Supreme Court, which will be discussed in
more detail later. Since 1960, social science .evidence has been
used extensively in court oases linked with social advocacy by tlfe
American Civil Liberties Union, the Legal Defense FUnd of the
NAACP, and the legal aid services of the Office of Economic
Opportunity. The 1971 Supreme Court of California decision in
Sernano v. Priest, regarding equity in the financing of local public
schools, was based on research on the relationship between
taxation rates, per pupil expenditures, and State budgeting
practices. In Richard Loving et al. v. The Commonwealth of
Virginia in 1967, anthropological data w-zie used in debating the,
constitutionality of antimiscegenation laws before the U.S.
Supreme Court. The question of whether race was a biological or a
social concept was settled on social science grounds, thus Lying
the groundwork for a judicial decision regarding the cOnstitution-
ality of the law.

Horowitz and Katz conclude their review of the utilization of
social science in governmental decisionmaking with the observa;
tion that utilization has depended in large part on the degree of
quantification of the social sciences. Economics with its monetary
system had the easiest time of it. The behavioral social sciences
commanded a hearing as they were able to convert qualitative
mawrials into quantitative measures. This observation does not
negate the reflexive role of the social F ;iences. It merely indicates
that, as long as they are solely reflexi' a, the social sciences will be
confined largely to an academie environment.

While these efforts were going on within the Federal Govern-
ment, other efforts to encourage the utilization of social science
were being carried out within the community of academie social
scientists. Lazarsfeld and Reitz review the work of three study
committees during the late 1960s which examined the relationship
between social science and policymaking. The first committee was
established by the National Academy of SCiences. It produced the
Lyons Report in 1969 which dealt_ essentially with ways in which
the utilization of behavioral science could be institutionalized
within governmental decisionmaking. it called fia%staffing govern-
theAtal agencies at all levels with behavioral scienf_ts, providing
inservice training in the behavioral sciences to existing staff, and
developing within each department a long-range research pro-
gram. It also called for the creation of a national institute for
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exploration into the prowth and, application of all sciences to the
major issues of society. This last recommendation was realized
with the creation of Research Applied to National Needs (RANN)
within the Naonal Science Foundation.

The s-econdy group was sponsored by the National Science
Foundation and was chaired by the President of the Russell Sage
Foundation. This study group examined the use of the social
sciences in all sectors of American life, both governmental and
nongovernmental. It culminated in the recommendation that 20
different" institutes be funded by governmetit, but not necessarily
located n government, to deal with specific social problem areas.
Such a recommendation should not be surprising, given the
sponsor of the comitittee or its leadership. It essentially reinforces
the present pattern of research funding and utilization.

The thiid study group was sponsored jointly by the National
Academy of Sciences and the Social Science Research Council. Jt
focused on the implications of the utilization process for the
structure of the social sciences in universities. It asked the
question, "If social science is to be utilized in governmental
decisionmaking, how must it be taught?" In its report, the group
recognized the advantages of professional schools as a base for
applied and problem-oriented research, but concluded that thesc.,
advantages are offset by the "missionary orientation" of profes-
sions. Apparently the group believed that nOrrnative Or goal-

- oriented activity conflicts with the utilization of -social 'science :
theory and resdpkirch, a perspective which seems contradictory.
Recognizing tie existing academic departments are ,nor in a
position to pibvide major training in the utilization ot social
science in policymaking, the grqw ;commended that universities
establish a graduate school of applied behavioralscience. Such
schools would be multidisciplinary and would accept responsi-
bility for conducting research that contributes both to ,ba3ic
knowledge as well as to the design of solutions to persisting social
problems.

In- retrospect, tiliw recommendations of the thrce study goups
seem both self-serving and simplistic. They appear self-serving in
that they propose to increase ,the utilization of social science in
government by training and hiring more social scientists and by
funding more research by existing social science agencies. In this
sense the committees, composed as they were of membe, of
particular disciplines or professions, acted as special interest

oups. They conceived of solutions to public problems in tams
an expansion of the professional domains they represent. The

recommendations seem simplistic in that they are based on the
assumption that utilization is simoly a. matter of extrapolating

.5 5
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public policies from social sciencoe evidence, or injecting theory and
research into the decisionmaliing process. There is no recognition
that utilization, as we shall presently see, requires value consensus,
arid that the relationship between scientific evidence and public
values must be hammered out as part or that process. It is further

'assumed that this tRjection can be accomplished by forming a new
academic department, without any assurances that such, a depart-
ment would contintie to give basic research priority over applied
research, and without any recognition of the enormous power
exercised by traditional academic disciplines to block interdis
ciplinary work..

Lazirsfeld and Reitz also review a number of educational
materials . designed to further the application of social science to
public affairs which appeared' in the late 1960s One_of the earliest
and best known is The Planning of Change by Bennis, Benne, and
Chin, discussed in .chapter 3. While there are some 'examples '-of
macroleyel social change; the hulk of the book is.devoted to small
group processes interpreted tlyough psychological and social
psychological theories. The vplume is unique in that it is based on
an explicit normative- framework .or ideology regarding Ithe
utilization process. It specifies the kinds of goals which tie change
agent sho'uld seek in social relationships and marshals behavioral
science principles which will lead to' the attainment of those.goals.

A reader, Planned Social Intervention, by Zurcher and Bonjean
(1970) grew out of the reaction among academic sociologists to
Moynihan's attack on the role of the social scientists in the
formation of public policy. This volume contains reports oil'
efforts of sociologists to implement the maxiinum, feasible
participation requirement in OE0 phagrarns. In a similar vein, a
reader, Sociology in Action: Case Studies in Social Problems and
Directed Change, vas,put to-gether by Shostak (1966) out of the
conviction that the sociologist indeed has a role in social action
and that many social scientists are in fact utilizing their theory and
methods in a wide range of public and volvntary efforts of
planned social change. The book is designed as a teaching manual
and contains articles in which sociologists describe their experi-
ences in specific action programs in such 'areas as population
control, education, health, commUnity development-, race rela-
tions, criminal justice, and economic welfare.

Examples of Social Science Utilization
In examining specific eases in which social science theory or

research was utilized in the formulatii,n of public polic-y, we
obtain our most 'concrete evidence of the extent to which such
utilization takes place and the factors which facilitate or impede

SC-
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that process. Horowitz and Katz (1975) provide us with an
examination which is most appropriate because it focuses on
planned institutional chtmge in fields with which we are . con- '
cerned. As is true with most comPetent analysts, Horowitz and
Katz have an explicit theory about the role of social science in
institutional change. However, it is not clear whether they select
observations to .Listrate their theory, or whether the theory
derives from and, therefore is informed by those observations. All
we can do is review the cases and the theory and examine their
consistency.

Cases of Utilization

Let us turn now to an exainination of the cases which Horowitz
.and Katz 'present as .the basis for their theory of social science
utiliiation. A number of cases involve the utilization of social
science by private or nonprofit organizations which are trying to
influence public policy. Probably the most appropriate of these
for our purposes is that of the Metropolitan Applied Research
Center (MARC) founded by Kenneth Clark in 1967. MARC is a
black-run social science research agency made up of social
scientists, lawyers, and professionals in municipal and publid
affairs. It was establishi.d to influence public policy on behalf of
the poorand racial minori&jes through the use of cial science. It
is structurally independent in that it does not depend on regular
subsidies from a parent dr sponsor organization. As an devocacy
program, MARC represents a departure froM the conventional
model in which social science information is'supplied to wealthy
and pcwerful clientele and used to improve the management of
the system.

This difference is exemPlified in the type of projects MARC
st:lected to work on and' the way in Which it 'a,inroached those
projects. MARC was commissioned' by the Washington, D.C.
School, Board to develop a plan to jmpfove the arithmetic and
reading skills of 1-fhpils. In developing its recommendations, MARC
stalked from the assumption that the low educational achievement
among ghetto children Was due to factors in the .school system'
.rather than in the pupils ,or theit families. MARC c_ame up with a
number of proposals. However, itis clear that only those recom-
mendations that were not opposed by the teacher's union were
implemented by the school4board. MARC also worked in New
,York City in helping to draw up plans in five East Harlem conl-
munities ..fdr parent participation in the- operation of the con-
troversal Intermediate School 201, and in support of the Bundy
Plan for school decentralization whih was eventually adopted in
part' by the-New York State legislature.

At,

8
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However, after working for a number of years as an
supporter of school decentralization, Clark changed his position
1972 and became an opponent. He argued that decentralizstion
had worked against achieving equity in the teaching of basic skills.
He found that it resulted in less funds for ghetto schools, more
racial segregation, and variation in educational policies which
worked to the detriment of ghetto communities. At first glance, it
would appear that Clark's action represented an abandonment of
his ideology in the face of negative evidence. On closer inspection
it turns out, to be a -rejection of the theory of intervention
embodied in his ideology. Clark believed that school decentraliza-
tion would lead to greater equity in educational achievement.
However, when school decentralization. was adopted it-did not
have that effect. This failure can be attributed to the fact that the
goal reflected in Clark's ideology, that is, equity in educational
attainment, ran counter to goals reflected in the ideology of the
larger system. As a result, decentralization was Klopted by the
larger system in such a way as to protect the differential privileges
enjoyed in that system. The intended change was distorted in its
implementation to conform to the ideology of the larger system,
thus offsetting the ideology of its advocates. Therefore, Clark's
reversal in his stand on school decentralization represents a
modification rather than an abandonment of his ideology. It
represents an abandonment of aprogramschool decentralization,
which Clark assumed would lead to his`policy go34equality in the
attainment of basic educational skills.

A number of observations about the experiences of MARC
, suggest general principles that may-govern-the use of social science

in institutional change. (1) Horowitz and Katz argue that social
science is used to support positions that are already arrived at on
other grounds. In this ease special educational servits, parent
involvement, and school decentralizatidn were interventions fa-
vored by MARC, and social scienct, evidence was used to
demonstrate how they might have a ben6ficial effect. (2) When the
ideology or the agency attempting to bring about-shange runs
counter to the ideology of the target institution, the former can
fulfill an advocacy role if, it is structurally independent of the
latter. (3) Only those proposals stemming :from the ideology of an
advocacy agent which enjoy a consensus within the target
institution will be adopted by that institution. Given this fact, one
may [question the advantage of an advocacy agent in institutional t,
change. The advantage lies in the fact that its divergent ideology \
provides a basis for generating solutions to institutional problems
which, though riot in conflict with the target institution's -
ideoloa, would not have been conceptualized hy the latter. (4)

-1
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When the goals of intervention proposed by an advocacy group
run counter to the goals of the target institution, the intervention
proposed by the former, if adopted, will be adapted to- fit the
ideology of the latter.

Horowitz and Katz also examine cases in which Federal
bureaucracitm attempt to utilize social science. The President's
Council of Economic Advisors (CEA) represents probably the-
most successful case of institutionalizing social science in Federal
policymaking. The issue, therefore, is not whether the social
sciences can have an input into public policy, but whether the
noniconomksocial sciences can havel their views and perspectives
acted Upon. Three characteristics of economics may account for
its effective utilization. The discipliAle is highly normative.in that ithas a distinct value which it tries to maximize, namely efficiencyin the Use of scarce sources. This normative basis permits
economics to build empirical relationships about the ;Attainment of
these objectives &om which prescriptions for policymaking can be
derived. The second characteristic is that economics deals with
variables derived from the monetary system which are highly
quantitative. This quantification facilitates the applicability df its
prescriptions. And lastly, the normative structure upon which
economim is based, the efficiency of the free market system, is
consistent with ',he ideology of the larger society, making its
prescriptions highly acceptable.

Psychology is the second most widely used social science. The
American Psychological Association is the largest single profcssion
al organization in the country, giving psychologists political
infhlence in Washington second only to that of economists. The
input of psychologists has had dramatic successes in military and
international affairs, along with more obvious influence on
domestic programs in health and education. Psychological testing
has been used to discriminate in the seleption and deployment ofpersonnel by the Departmeint of Defense as well as private
industry. The use of psychometrics has had a powerful impact on
designing and evaluating programs of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. The field of r-,chology shares two
chp.racteristics with economics which, argue Horowitz and Katz,
nuy aecount for the extent of its impact on policymaking. Both
embrace scientism as an ideology: In the case of economics it is
mathematics; in the case of psychology it is biology. Both are
highly qtAarittative. While the dominant theoretical orientation of
psychology is not normathe, its focus on individual behavior lends
itself to prescriptions which facilitate rather than conflict -with
organizaiional ideology. Psychological theory does not generate
macrolevel prescriptions which involve institutional change.
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Anthropology has had a major involvement in the Bureau of
Indian Affairs through the efforts of John Collier who was
Commissioner in 1933. However, the lack of a normative basis left
anthropologists in a difficult position with respect to providing
policy guidance. In 1936, Collier elaborated this criticism in
evaluating a report done by staff anthropologists:

As a word& of atomized facts, one may ut in years of time
among t population and his atomized recording, or photog-
raphy may be accurate and even useful. But in determining
Indian Service policies and in attempting to evaluate human
beings and tc chart the future of human spiiits, there are
needed some endowments of ,entthusiasm, confidence in the
human nature one is dealing with, and social philosophy....
This is another case showing that achievement in .a special
science, anthropology or any other; provides no assurance to
deal with social problems (Horowitz and Katz, 1975, p. 83).

One might conclude from this brief review that a social tcience
must build hard, quantit4tive data to be listened to in Federal
policymaking, but it must have an ideology or value system in
order to prescribe.

Horowitz and Katz treat the Russell Sage Foundation as the
primary vehicle for input into nacional policy for sociologists. The
fact that a private foundation rather than a Federal bufeau has
been the principal consumer of their work is explained by the fact
that private foundations support the work of a social science when
its policy relevance is not apparent to policymakers. Sucli might
appear to be the case since sociology is less quantitative than
either econc:. or psychology. But Horowitz and Katz also
attribute this reladve impotence to the fact that sociologists have
tended to focus on the least advantaged sectors of society, and
that their macro level prescriptions are more likely to challenge
the ideologies of target institutions or the larger society (p. 89).
However, 'this view seems to be an overstatement. Sociology has
had a long,standing influence in the field of corrections, particular-
ly in the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and industrial so'Ciology has
been a successful area of application in priva1e industry.

The Russell Sage Foundation was established in 1907, dedicated
to the irnprovemeni.,of social conditions in the United States
through providing financial suppo for sociologisis to work on
broad-based social problems. The program of the foundalion was
based on the belief that social science could be used in planned
social change. Thus the foundation, like the CEA, was established
within a normative Lamework, however, one which had fax less
precise objectives and which lacked public legitimation.

f_;.0
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However, in operation the program seemed. to depart signifi-
cantly from the foundation's general goals: Horowitz and Katz
attribute this outcome to the weakness of the foundation's
ideology, which, unlike that of MARC, was relatively vague and
justified an elitist rather .than advocacy position. The foundation's
mandate was to conduct research which would have a high paydff
in policy acceptan,ce without involving the foundation in partisan
politics. It led the foundation to emphasize projects which have
wide public appeal and which increase public awareness of the
benefitsN.be derived from social science. This mandate placed the
foundation in the position of helping to make the manage,nent of
society more informed, rather than to meet the needs of
disadvantaged groups.

The foundation's major contribution to national policy during
the 1960s and early 1970s was in the development of social
indicatorstechniques for measuring social changerather than in
the development of techniques for effecting such change. It also
lobbied for basic research in areas of widespread ignorance where
there is little public controversy, such as the processes of aging and
dying. The foundation increasingly had difficulty in bridging the
gap between its role in providing information and its potential role
in social action. Its "harder" wing, composed of sociologists who
favor the former role, carried the day, and they, rather than social
workers, gained an I I i) per hand in running the foundation.

In its forthright support of social indicators it has further
served to tighten the relations p between social science and
public policy in domestic areas--those areas in which a
peatest degree of consensus among selective elites presently

tobtain's (Horowitz and Katz p. 85).
Ilowever, in 1977, a change in 'leadership of the foundation
occurred. It is too early to tell whether this change will result in a
reorientation of the foundation's program.

In addition to these cases of ingitutionalized involvement in
Federal decisionmaking, Horowitz and Katz examine some cases in
which social science.was involVed in specific institutionid changes,
at the national level. In 1948, President Truman by executive
order required equality, of treatment and opportunity for all

.y.:ersons in the armed services without regard to race, color,
or.national origin. Military leaders were at a loss as to

how to implement this order. A team of sociikl scientists wat hired
by the Operations Research Office of the U.S. Army to determine
:low best to deploy black manpoWer within the army, an effort
called,Project Clear. Social scientistS provided operational data on
the use of manpower resources and recommendations for their

91
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redeployment. But as Bogart paints out, social scientists were used
to legitimize and operationalize a decision already made eltewhere.

The Army's desegregation was willed by historical neveuity,
not by research, it would have come about without Project
Clear and perhaps not very differently or very much later.
Social research was conducted on a large scale and at a
substantial expense in the process of arriving at the decision
and in working out the procedure for implementing and
enforcing it (Bogart 1969, p. 41).

The Brown v. Board of Education decision by the U.S. Supreme
Court is a mote dramatic case. Horowitz and Katz conclude that it
represents the "most significant utilization of social science input
into the direct transforination of domestic policy" (p. 218). The
Court's finding that .a constitutionally guaranteed right had been
violated was based on.behavioral science data and reasoning. In the
opinion of the Court, legallsi sanctioned segregation leads to feelings
of inferiority. A sense of inferiority lowers a person's motivation
to learn. Therefore, publicly sanctioned segregation of children
based on race in the public schools leads to anamequal educational
experience.

The decision ushered in a period of controversy over the role of
social science in judicial decisionmaking. One line of criticism
charged that in using nonlegal evidence as a basis for reaching its
decision the Court was actidg as a policymaking rather than a
judicial body. Furthermore,' social science was an improper form
of evidence, 4nd decisions based on invalid evidence are invalid.
SOIlle blacks argued against the ruling on the grounds that they
would rather have segregation struck down on moral and legal
grounds than on the basis of social science evidence. What if
refearch 'findings should change and show no deleterious effect of
segregation? Some social scientists agreed:

What if, some social scientists wondered aloud, this became a
legal precedent, and one had to prove damage to insure
equality ',under the law? Right to equality should be
protected, it was argued, even if it were not harmful to
another party (Horowitz and Katz 1975, p. 130).

This latter criticism represents a misunderstanding of the
relationship between means and ends in the polic making process.
The criticism assumes that integration and equalitj of opportuzity
were both goals of public policy. In reality, the f rmer was tre4tec
as a means to the attainment of the latter. E4uhty was nev
issue in this case; that is guaranteed by the Constitution. Whatfrras
at issue was segiegation I as a pubhe action, against which the e is "Cif ,
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no exphcit constitutional prohibition. Therefore, until integration
is declared national policy, the courts had to find some way of
linking segregation instrumentally with the attainment of equal
rightssin order to declare such actions illegal. Social science was
used to establish that.link.

Other criticisms of the validity or the quality of the social
scienee findings shed furt!ier light on the role of social science in
policymaking. While Kenneth Clark's data, showed a higher
incidence of negative self-image among southern blacks than
among southern whites, they also showed a higher incidence
among northern blacks than northern whites. This latter finding
was never dealt with by tht Court nyeaching its decision. The
works cited by the Court were highly selective rather tnan
comprehensive. Furthermore, the little research that existed at the
time was largely unpublished, and the Court had to base its
deliberations on the opinions of social scientists rather than
objective facts. Ironically, most of the research on the effect of
segegation on educa nal opportunity has been conducted sin.ce
the Court's ruling, a fact which suggests that the involvement of
social science is more likely to follow than to precede institutional
'change. And finally, the research used did not prove that
segregation caused educational retardation, merely that a correla-
tion between the two existed, raising many of the same questions
regarding causal attribution that were engendered by research on
the association between smoking and lung cancer.

Thus, argue Horowitz and Katz, the Court made its decision on
its sense of the effect of segregation and on the requirements of
the Fourteenth Amendment.. The Court was swayed by the
testimony of social scientists, but it used that testimony to
rationalize the prior decision:

...social science was not the foundation of the decision; it was
used to lend weight to what the justices clearly were
persuaded was true: that segregated education is unequal
education. The problem that the proponents of segregation
faced was not that social science led the court down an
erroneous path; rather it was that the time had come in the
judgement of the court--and judging froni the initial media
response, in the opinion of many opinion makersfor blacks
to take their place as full-fledged U.S. citizens (Horowitz and
Katz 1975, p. 132).

Social science played a more substantial role in wnat have come
to be known as the negative income tax experiments. Social
scientists not only forinulated the need for them but designed
them as well. However, Horowitz arid Katz are of the opinion that
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the impact of those experiments on national policy will be
marginal. He notes that the concept of a negative income tax must
face the traditional public hostility to welfare as well as the
insistence on work as a way out of poverty. American ideology
focuses governmental attention on solutions involving employ-
ment rather than income maintenance or redistribution.

However, we feel that this criticism is overdrawn. It does not
take into consideration the distinction between inherent values
and instrumental values (Kaplan 1964, pp. 393if.). Inherent values
are espoused because of the value they represent to the, holder in
and of themselves. Instrumental values are espoused because they
are believed to be a necessary means to the attainment of values
that are inherent in nature. American ideology prescribes work as
a solution to poverty because work is an inherent value. It opposes
various forms of income supplementation because of an assump-
tion that such supplementation will take away the recipient's
neentive to work. In this sense, opposition to income supplement-

. 'on operates as an instrumental value. The negative income tax
e. eriments are testing an instrumental, not an inherent, value.
Th.:y are testing the effect of income supplementation on
motivation to work; they are not testing the value of work per se.
If the research can destroy the presumed negative correlation
between income supplementation and work incentive, it may
change the attitude of policymakers toward such programs.
However, if opposition to income supplementation is considered
to be an inherent value ("people should not get something for,
nothing"), the experiments are irrelevant to policymaking; there is
no way they will have any impact on policy if they produce
evidence contrary to that value.

Toward a Theory of Utilization
From a review of these cases, Horowitz and 'Katz draw a

number of conclusions which form the basis of a rudimentary
theory of the utilization of social science in institutional change.
They are based on two conditions under which government
agencies will utilize social science: (1) when social science
organizations have provided services in the past which legitimize
the decisions of policymakers; and (2) when knowledge regarding
the specific issue at hand is not sufficient to justify reliance on
conventional, intuitive, or commonsense approaches to decision-
makingwhen, in essence, managerial techniques break dotn. The
Federal Government, they argue, has been unwilling' to establish
and support a policy voice for social scientists, with the exception
of economists, because such scientists have demonstrated hale
usefulness Li either legitimating existing decisions or providing

9 4
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knowledge where such is lacking. Given this lack of confidence,private foundations provide an important bridge between social
scicace and public policymaking. They suRport such activity whenthe risk of its payoff is high and thereby, fosteidevelopments
which ultimately may be perceived ss useful in the 'public sector.

Horowitz and Katz explain the functions which social scienceperforms when it is utilized. Social icience is almost invariablyemployed to rationalize decisions that. are controvental and in
broad public view*and that are made on thP basis of criteria other
than scientific evidence. Social science iv.,7ommenciations areaccepted or rejected on the basis of their conformity with political
preferences rather than the inherent quality of the research. Onthe other hand, social science is Used to provide "quick sociotech-nical fixes" to assist the decisionmaker in overcoming problems
that arise as a result of past decisions and policies.

This conception of the functions of social science can be
clarified by thinking of policymaking in a means-ends relationship.
Decisions regarding the ends to be served by policy are madf. onthe basis of the decisionmaker's values or political-preferences.
Social zcience will be used in making those decisions to the extentthat it supports those values or preferences. Decisionmaking
regarding the means for achieving those ends, when they pose
alternatives that are equally acceptable to the decisionmaker, are
made on the basis of evidence or judgment about their relative
effects on the ends to be achieved. Social science may influence
the outcome of those decisions to the extent that the decision-
maker perceives a lack of sufficiera knowledge to make such
decisions. Thus social science theory and research are given a freer
hand in the design of implementation strategies or the evaluation
of public programs, than in the selection of public goals and
objectives. ,

Schorr (1971), a seasoned observer of national welfare policy,
comes to similar conclusions. By temperament and training he is
disposed to believe that scientific knowledge can provide direction
to social reforms:

Still, I have spent ten years observing the development of
national welfare policy at close hand and must acknowledge
that social science had rather little to do with it (Schorr
1971, p. 155).

Schorr explains his view of the utilization process with what he
calls the "theor; of randomness." Policy does not move, in his
view, from trial and error to new trials. Although the solutions
proposed in a given policy do relate to publicly recognized needs,
there does not seem to be any connection from one solution to

4
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another. Each solution is designed without any consideration of
prior efforts. However, Schorr is quick to point out that social
policy does not develop randomly when viewed from a political
perspective. IL responds predictably and consiitently to the desires
of the electorate as expressed through the political process.

As an example of his theory of randomness, Schorr cites the
fact that economic dependency has been assumed to tie a curable
handicap in the welfare propoaala 01 tiie Kennedy, Johnson, and
Nixon administrations. In fact, he argues, the proposals of all three
administrations look alike. There wa.s no attempt in any of them
to incorporate the effects of prior efforts to cure dependency.
the urban development field he notes that urban renewal gave way
to comprehensive redevelopment, which in turn gave way to the
Workable Program, to Community Renewal, and finally to Model
qties. Yet, he argues there is very little to distinguish the
underlying assureptions in any of these programs. The develop-
ment of truly new programs such as the. Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965, and Community At don
Program and the Family Assistance Plan, have little to do with
social science. They were dictated, he argues, by powerful events
going on in s.aciety at large, by a reaction of guilt on the part of
the affluent public to the persistence of poverty, to the death of
President Kennedy, to the civil rights movement, and to the urban
riots of the late 1960s.

The point being' illustrated may be clear; we get forward
movement in social policy out of the resonance of develop-
menis that are quite unrelated to social science and maybe
unrolQtzd to reason. BecaUse such fowi.ovement must
:..atisfy its sources before anything eh e, th a4ual disign of
programs sk ows little fundamental inf. ,ienoe cial science.
'Along with that, as has been already said, on some matters
we get n3 movement at all (Schorr 1971, p. 158).

qr.

Schorr areues that pur blic 'values determine the direction of
social policy, and to this extent the development of policy is
rational. He cites two dominant values: greed and pragmatism.
Greed i2 reflected in the fact that Americans seem motivated to
maximize their individual possessions of material goods, and to
make sure their acquisitions exceed ,those of someone else. As
evidence, Schorr cites the fact that increases in the amount of
education in the United States do not greatly affect poverty. The
average level 'of education has risen dramatically during recent
years, but this rise has had very little apparent effeCt on the ability
of people to increase their income or job stattis. Schorr forsees the
time when a college education will be a requirement for en'xance
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into the job market. In contrast, the average duration of education
in Great Britain is no more than the educational level achieved by
pcior people in the United States. Yet the structure of Britain's
labor market is not markedly different from ours. Therefore,
concludes Schorr, one's ability to compete for a lob depends more
on the amount of education one has relative to others, rather than
the absolute level of one's education.

The values being asserted are greed for money and status b.nd
the right of the powerful to the spoils. Most people in the
country appear to be unwilling to give up having more than
someone else or feeling better than someone else whatever
peace dr sense of community might be produced (Schorr
1971, p. 159).

Pragmatism as a public value also dominates social policy.
Schorr acknowledges that a few programs may seem to have rested
on social science theory: President Kennedy's program on delin-
quency prevention, the war on poverty, and Model pities.
However, on closer examination, the persons actually involved in
the programs often had competing theories or interpretations of
theories. In addition, the administrators of the programs selected
those theories or aspects of theories which were consistent with
feasibility. The result was that, in operation, the programs often
did not reflect the theories from which theS7 were designed and
often reflected no consistent theory at all.

Schorr argues that theories are resisted by politicians and
bur;aucrats for four reasons: (1) They are a threat to.those whose
skills are based on intuition and personal experiencr. (2) They are
a threat to representative government in which decisions are based
on an *amalgamation of the vaxious interests in society, rather than
on some rational calculation. (3) They cannot be tested within the
3-year time perspective of each national administration. When
administrations change, the new one is not particularly interested
in concluding the experiment begun by the former administration;
instead it will reshape an inherited experimental progam to serve
its own purposes. (4) There is a tendency, in government to prefer
incremental developments over experimentation. Incrementalism
accommodates old interests while attempting to develop new
patterns. Some theories cannot be tested by increments of this
nature; they require .a fresh start or a pure contrast from
establisiied practice..

To sum up so far: social scice has rather little relation to
policy development because folicies are determined by values
that are often unrecognized. These values, in turn, determine

Q
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the very definition of the issues, and so we get fed back to _us
the solution to the issues that our values demand. Then our
resolutely pragmatic approach to government makes ft harder
frpm one decade Co the next to know what theories and
therefore what programs are serving us well or poorly (Schorr
1971, p. 1463).

Although Schorr's assessment of the role of,social science in
public policy appears resolutely negative, we believe it is actually
consistent with that of Horowitz, and Katz. Schorr's assessment
seems focused almost exclusively on the role of social science in
selecting the ends or goals of public policy. In this respect, he
comes away "empty handed," as do Horowitz and Katz. He does
not address the role of.social science in legitimizing those decisions
or in implementing them. On these matters the evidence presented
by Horowitz and Katz is more convincing.

Factors Which Affect the Utilization Process
The literature discusses a number of factors which facilitate or

impede the .utilization of social science in policymaking. Some are
constraints aboqt which Little can be done, except to minimize
their vffects on institutional change, Others represent elements in
the practice of social science or the process of policymaking which
could he altered. In a 1948 conference sponsored by the Social
Science Research Council, Merton identified two basic classes of
factors involved in the utilization process (Lazarsfeld and Reitz
1975): (1) interpersonal or organizational problems which stem
from the relationship between the social scientist and the
policyrnaker, and (2) substantive limitations of scientific research
to meeting the practical demands of policymaking.

We will. deal first of all with problems in the relationship
lfetween social scientists and policymakers. One factor which
seems rather obvious is the frequent lack of any plan of
implementation to bridge the research findings and the policy
decisions to be made. Often social scientists, feel it is enough to
report their findings. However, unless those findings are translated
into a set of concrete actions by which they can be implemented,
they, are likely to have little effect. I.azarsfeld and Reitz cite the
work of the President's Crime Commission aS noteworthy in this
respect (p. 61).

Adother factor reportir.d by many authors is the reluctance of
politicians and bureaucrats to use expert advice for fear it will
undermine their own managerial skills. Thus, social science
evidence may not be rejected on the basis of ideology, validity, or

Q
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relevance, but rather because many experienced and sophisticated
decisionmakers feel that an excessivt reliance on scientific inquiry
can weaken overall managerial performance.

Administration leaders owe their success partly to their
ability to make quick decisions involving great risk or
uncertainty. Such decisions are typically based on the
intuitive assessments of somewhat opaque situations. It might
well be that executives do not necessarily distrust or
misunderstand the so"tial scientist; rather, they fear, that an
important property of theirs, a natural gift for ciecisiOn-
making, might be impaired by toe much concern with its
rational aspect (Lazarsfeld, Sewell, and Wilensky 1967, p.
22).

There is no ready-made solution to this problem. However,
awareness by the social scientist of this motivation of the
decisionmaker should make the scientist less defensive in the
utilization process and more sensitive to the needs of the
Ocision maker..

A third relationship factor is an inherent conflict in norms for
decisionmaking between those held by the social scientist and
those held by the politician. The social scientist believes in
decisions arrived at through free and open inquiry and is likely to
demand publicity for his findings. On the other hand, the
politician uses negotiation in an effort to gain commitment for a
course of action; a process that often requires secrecy in dealings
between interested parties..

A related factor is the charge levied by politicians that the
procedures used by social scientists often lead to elitism. Social
scientgts demand free access to top decisionmakers in government
which is not available to eine persons in a bureaucracy. They are
not sensitive to the need to integrate findings of research with the
preferences of a politician's constituency. In essence, they
circumvent the avenues of participation available to others and
take stands in oppositiott to the civic will as expressed through the
political process.

And finally, as noted by the Social Science Research Council,
social scientists have structural blinders which inhibit their free
participation in policymaking. They often are more oriented
toward gaining the awor of their peer group than serving the
public will.

Many amdemic scientists value the prestige that their
contributions to basic research and theory give them in the
eyes of their peers more than whatever rewards might be
obtained from clients who would find their work useful
(National Acadony of Sciences 1969, p. 193).

9
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This leaves Schorr to conclude that the Nation is structured
around a set of professions and occupations which act like
medieval guilds. Each pursues its self-interest, and each believes in
the validity of its own prescriptions for public policy, which just
happen to coincide with perpetuating its own self-interest.

Assuming that a viable relationship between the social sciertist
and the policyrnaker can be achieved, there remain a number of
problems which arise from the nature of social science that inhibit
its utilization. Much more attention has been given to these types
of factors in the literature (Dror 1971; Etizioni 1971; Gans 1971;
Gouldner 1965; Lazarsfeld and Reitz 1975). Four problems are
identified: (1) The policy problem to be researched can be
overspecified by the social scientist's adherence to theoretical
perspectives and research, techniques of the discipline in which ne
or she was trained. The social psychologist tends to define a
problem in terms of attitudes which can be measured with attitude
scales; the survey researcher defines problems in terMs of target
population characteristics which can be measured through survey
research; and the anthropologist tends to define problems in terms
of cultural world views which require participant observation. (2)
The leap from research findings to practical recommendations
often involves assumptions which are not obviously true or
acceptable to the policymaker. This is more likely to occur when
the scientist uses variables derived from his or her theory rather
than variables that are manipulable and derived from the action.
system of the policymaker. (3) The recommendations which the
decisionmaker must accept involve a certain amount of risk due
either to error in the research procedures or to uncertainty
regarding the total range of forces acting on the policymaker.
Social scientists are frequently unwilling or ill-equipped to venture
into areas of uncertainty. (4) Policymaking involves decisions
governing events which extend into future time fra es. Research,
on the other hand, is based on known even f the past and
present. Such research is often a poor basis sl which to m,ce
policy decisions because it does not account for new or unforeseen
eyents, nor does it take into consideration the purposeful nature
of human behavior which can act on present events to create a
different future.

These last two factors are referred Co by the National-Academy
of Education as the difference between decision-oriented and
conclusion-oriented research findings (Cronbach and Suppes
1969). The conclusions of scientists are &mays tentative, cotiched
in relative terms with limited generalizability. Practical decisions
take conclusions and hazard judgment that, at the present
moment, a certain action is worth taking.

lOg
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All authors -are agree& that the tendency of each social science
to view the world in terms of the traditions of its discipline is a
barrier to their producing policy-relevant results. This does not
mean that e given discipline may not make a contribution to
policy; it is simply to say that the best solution to the policy
problem may not be confined to the perspective of a given
discipline. Horowitz (1971) defines this dilemma as the choice
between "disciplinary excellence and disciplinary pluralism" (p.5).

Truman (1968) develops this point even further. He notes that
.policy research requires the researcher to orient his inquiry toward
a publicly delined agenda. For this reason the policy concern of a
social science declines as the discipline matures and sets its own
agenda as a free and independent ente rise.

Given the inclination in all of e social sciences to grant the
highest prestige to theoretici those members whose work
is most completely orie I to the disciplinea turning away
from policy concern a field matures is scarcely remarkable
(Truman 1968, p- 09).

In addition, the more sophisticated a discipline becomes, the
more inapplicable is its work to public policymaking. -Science has
developed in two ways: (1) through abstract segmentation and (2)
through specialization. Science develops by successively abstract-
ing segments of reality for intensive examination, a practice which
Schorr refers to as the error of elaborationisrn. A value is placed
on greater and greater precision rather than greater and greater
utility.

Students are taught to abandon unlearned common sense and
with it, simplicity... . This is not to plead for reductionism
but only to name the parallel error of elaborationism (Schorr
19'71, p. 164).

These segments, by themselves, no longer correspond to reality
and therefore have to be put 'back together before policy
prescriptions are possible.

Through specialization each science tends to develop a cognitive
structure from which it defines the world. Each therefore defines
the problem at hand differently, resulting in a competition among
paradigms rather than a confrontation of facts. Truman refers to
this state of affairs, in the words of Margaret Mead, as

a rebellion of the educated man against a new kind of
ignorance. . . not the stimulating ignorance of the unknowm,
but the ignorance of what is already known (Truman 1968,
p. 150).
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Toward a Resolution of the Utilization
Problem

95

A number of proposals have been put forth to bridge this hiatus
13etween the social sciences and public policymaking. These
proposals can be summarized in terms of models of how the
relationship between social science and policymaking should be
structured. On one extieme is the model of the social engineer as
proposed by JanoWitz and Lazarsfeld (Lazarsfeld and Reitz 1975).
This model involves the social scientist working with the decision-
maker in the direct application of existing theoretical knowledge
to produce answers to policy problems. The engineer works on
whatever problems are, assigned Or defined by the policymaker,
leaving the selection of goals and objectives outside the utilization
process. While such a model seeins democratic in that it does not
pit the social scientist Rgainst the public will as expressed through
the political process, it side steps the problem of, ideology, the
relationship between values and facts. It assumes that veue debate
lies.outside the formal or rational parts of decisionmaking and that
social science has no role in that debate. The model also ignores or
at least has not provided solutions to the practcal problems of
translating social science tleory- into policy prescriptions as'

_discussed in the previous section. In its most extreme form the
social engineer becomes a "hand maiden" or mandarin of the
decisionmaker; a position advocated by Moynihan.

What institutional role may the social scientists expect to
play in public affairs? The answer "sews clear enough. The
role of social science lies'not in lhe formulation of social
policy, but in the measurement of its results (Moynihan
1969, p. 193).

A somewhat more ambitious role is embodied in the clinical
model as advocated by Gouldner (1965) and Rossi (1969). In this
model the social scientist interacts with the decisionmaker in all
phases of the decisionmaking process. He assists in the clarification
of goals and objectives as well as in proposing appropriate
programs and in evaluating theni. While this model allows for a
more influential role for the social scientist, it is not clear on what
basis social scientists enter into decisionmaking that deals with the
goals or purposes of social policy. Do they have an ideology or
value system from which to debate with the decisionmaker, or do
they simply offer their services as a logical thinker to spin out the
potential consequences of alternative actions?4 Most social
scientists who operate in this manner either implicitly or explicitly
bring some ideology to bear. The question is, from whence does

1 fl*.i
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the ideology derive: from social science, from personal philos-ophy, or from some public process? The mode/ does not answerthis question.
A tliird model takes a more detached view. It does not pretend

to close the hiatus, but rather incorporates it into the policy-
making process. The enlightenment model as proposed by Jana-
witz, is one in which the social scientist develops a series of broad
scale studies of complex social systems (Lazarsfeld and Reitz
1975). These studies result in bodies of data and new modes by
which society Can evaluate its present goals and objectives and
develop new ones. The impact of the social sciences is indirect
rather than direct. While working on the same issues being dealtwith by the policymaker, but independently of the latter, social
scientists have a good deal of freedom to define problems and
pursue inquiries .on their own initiative. This model is probably
preferred by most social scientists. However, in what way does the
model avoid the danger of existing practice whereby disciplines
define their agenda in term:: of self-interest rather than the public
interest? As a partial answer, Truman proposes a process of
reciprocity between decisionmakers and social scientists. This cantake the form of an exchange of employment on a temporary
basis, or the organization of periodic seminars and conference's in
which social scientists lad decisionmakers come together as equals
and exchange viewpoints. Although the model avoids the role ofideoloa in the utilization process, it does 'provide the social
scientist freedom to pursue lines of inquiry that may be based on
alternative ideologies.

A fourth model represents the extreme of detachment. In the
nonparticipation model it is argued that social scientists shcfuld
not attempt to influence policymaking through participation in
any government sponsored activities (Horowitz and Katz 1975, P-158). Social scientists should continue to write and do research as
independent academigians. To the extent that their results are
useful, they will be picked up in the policymaking process. This
position is advocated not only by conservatives who wish to
preserve the freedom and independence of the academic com-
munity, but also by radicals who have an ideology antithetical to
that of the established government and see any form of collabora-
tion as a threat to that ideology.

And finally there is a movement toward the creation of a new
discipline, policy science, which would deal with the hiatus by
integrating It social icience perspective with the process of public
decisionmaking. The policy science approach has had many
supporters; principal among them is Dror. However, the notion of
a policy science has not yet been worked out in operational detail,
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which may be one reason why it has not taken hold. It also has
not resolved the problem of how to integrate scientific processes
and liublic values. It appears that the key to bridging the gap
between the practice of social science and the process.. of
policymaking lies in the integration of a scientific perspective with
the articulation of public values. Toward this end, it is essential for
the social sciences to develop normative systems as the basis for
their empirical work.

An important beginning on this task has been provided by
MacRae (1976). After analyzing the devaluation of ethics in the
sticial sciences, MacRae proposes that a formal process called
ethic;a1 discourse be undertaken so that each of the social sciences
as a discipline can construct ethical or norntative theories, of
human behavior. He provides some rulegifor the conduct of this
discourse and discusses how it might proceed. Such systems of
ethical thought already exist in economics around the efficient use
of scarce resources, as we have already noted. A long tradition of
political philosophy concerned with the proper role of the State in
human affairs exists in political science. Normative theories abide
on the fringes of psychology in the work of Maslow, Rogers,.
Freud, and Piaget. The field of sociology has an implicit normative
basis in its quest for social order, as reflected in -the work of
Parsons. Normative systems need not impinge upon the practice of
science; they simply make more explicit the values upon which

' particular scientists practice. They would serve to increase public.
debate over goals and objectives, because alternative normative
framew:)rks would be articulated along with the evidence of their
practical consequences.

Conclusions
Let us summarize, what can be said about the utilization of

social science in policymaking and, mote particularly, in institu-.
tional change. In the first place, the utilization Mocess rests on Lia.
presumed unity between fact and value, between theory and
practice. The utility of scientific theory or evidence for public
policy rests on its compatibility with the value system of the
persons who must act in that policy context. Social science cannot
be treated as an entity separate from the political process, the
former to be appended onto the latter. Social scientists cannot
seek Loth freedom from commitments to particular interests or
values and receptivity to their work by persons involved in public
decisionmaking. Policymaking is viewed as a moral process; and if
social science is to be utilized in that process, it must come to
grips in its very analysis with the public, values being expressed.

0 1
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The distinction- between pure and .applied research similarly is
founce`to be erroneous. Lazarsfeld and Reitz cite evidence that
contributions to basic theory ale' just as likely to come from
applied research as from pure research. So what is required for the
utilization of social science in public policvmakiiig is a fdsion of
theory and research with public values.

Secondly, the extent to which a particular Social science gets
utilized in puglic decisionmaking rests on three factors: (1) the
,presence of a normative basis to the discipline's theory, (2) the
'quantifiability of its propositions, and (3) the compatibility of its
normative base with the dominant ideology of the decisionmaking
system in which it is to be applied.

Thirdly, the ability of social science to foster or bring about
institutional change depends on a prior ,value consenius in the
decisionrnaking system, or the breakup of a pripr concensus which
blocks such a chdnge. Those social science propositions that are
,compatible With the value consensus Of ideology of the decision--
making system will be adopted. Those propositions.which are not
compatible will be adap.ted, if adopted, to serve the needs
reflected by that ideology. "The point is that social science has
little dis-cernable influence unless it is taken up and exploited fo1.

political reasons" (Horowitz and Katz 1975, p. 132). Proof of this
axiom lies in the fate of publicly commissioned social science
research thzt results in findings which are undesired or unexpected
by political leaders. Such a fate befell the work of the presidential
commissions 'on drugs, obscenity, and population control.

A fourth and related observation is that a consen.:,is over values
is not creatocl by rational, scientific evidence; it is shaped by forces
that are political or economic in nature. When dissension exists,
the infusion of social science evidence can inflUence the tide of
battle between competing interests or value systems, but can never
determine its course. Presumably, that scientific perspective will
prevail which is associated with the political interests that win the

v,contest.
Fifthly, the implicit ideology or value system of a social science

is related to its structural location with respect to the target
institution. Fo, example, the work of political scientists is
concentrated in the Department of Defense and the State
Department. It tends to emphasize the tasks of the dominant
sectors of',Aeigtx..and t.he management needs of government.
Psychologists also are heavily involved in the Department of
Defense as well as private induktrY, and their efforts also tend to
focus on improving management effectiveness. Often sociologists
are concerned in domestic affairs where they are associated with
the interests of the least advantaged in society. Sociologists have
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weak public sector support And are more heavily dependent on
private foundations. When the explicit ideology of social scientists
is contrary to the ideology of the target institution, as was the case
with MARC, the formercashould be structurally independent of the
latter, i.e., not dependent on it for financial support or political
'Legitimacy. In this manner, social science can be used in advocacy.

And finally, when social science is used in 'planned institutional
change, its role can be twofold: (1) to rationalize or justify the
goals or objectives of change that are selected an ideological or
political wounds, and (2.i to determine the best means for
attaining those objectives when other hazes of decisionmaking are
deemed inadequate. Thus the .role of social science cannot be
characterized inherently as either that of a "change agent" or that
of an "establishment tool." Social science can be used either to
encourage change where a prior Concensus for such change exists,
or to protect order where such order is consisteht with prevailing
values.

It is clear from this analysis that a reawakening to the'
importance of ideology in public decisionmaking is essential if
there is to be a more effective utilization of social science. There
must he a re-establishment of SOme kind of organic: relationship
between the practice of science and public ideology. The two can
no longer in, seen ai discrete activities bordering on the anti-
thetical. To become involved is to become committed. For social
scientists consciously to align their research and theorizing with
explicit ideological positions does not mean that science neces-
sarily becomes a ward .of the State. Social science can be carried
out in an advocacy framework at the service of a variety of
ideologies, as has been demonstrated in the eases discussed in this
chapter. Such an approach would provide a clearer basis for
judging the relevance of social science eidence and should
increase its utilization in the decisionmaking process.
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CHAPTER 6

CASE STUDIES OF
CORRECTIONAL REFORM

A deep gap divides serial science knowledge and correctional
practices. Conditions and programs in the criminal justice syottem
contivie much is they have for ftlecades, despite mounting
critic&sm and proposals for change. Scial scimtists have developed
models of ideal prisons, redell g their goals and progums.
However, these models largely remain theoretical constructs, as
information on how to implement them is lacking. The literature
on corrections fails to use appropriate -oncepts to explain the gap
between public policies and actual achievement. Models involving
the functions and processes of organizations need to be used in
correctional reform (Killinger 1976).

In this chapter we ,Will examine examples of correctional reform
in an effort to understand this problem of implementation. We
shall use the generalized model of institutional change developed
by Blase and Burngardner described in chapter 1 as the basis of our
analysis. A general overview of the current state of theory and
practice in corrections will -bepresented, followed by two
examples of attempts to implement institlitionalshange. One case
involves expeWmentation within the prison system:-the-use of the
Morris model for imprisonment at the Federal Oorrect-i-to
Institution at Butner, North Carolina. The other ,:ase involves
alternatives to incarceration: the deinstitutionalization of the
Massachusetts juvenile corrections system.

An Overview of the Corrections System
The institiitional variables and linkages in the Blase model of

institution building are useful in analyzing the opportunities andpotatial for change in the corrections system. As that system is
examined, one notes the fact that change rarely is a consequence
of planned social policy. More _often, it is a iesponse to crisis
situations or external pressures from the judicial system. In this
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section, the nature of leadership, doctrine, program ublie
attitudes, and resources of the prison system as arho e will be

103

considered.
Leadership in the Correctional system is diffuse. The Federal

Government, under the Bureau of Prisons (BOP), operates-the .
Federal penal system which had 43 institutions as of 1977. Each
State maintains its own prison system. County and city govern-
ments operate their own jails. Not only does leadership cut
vertically throu0- the levels of government, but horizontally
actoss the three branches as well. Executive and legislative
initiatives 't, provide leadership, guidance, and resources to
prison systems. Recently the judiciary also has taken an active role
in their guidance.

The BOP, under the Department of Justice, is funded through
Congxessional appropriations. Although responsible for providing
failities for the incarceration of individuals who have violated
Federal laws, the BOP can provide leadership for other prison
systems through experimenting with diffetent models for im-
prisonment. Also within the Department of Justice is the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), .established
under the "Omnibus CriMe Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968." It provides leadership and assistance to State and local
prisons as well as assists in law enforcement and other activities.
Since 1968, the LEAA has spent over $1.5 billion aiding various
correctional systems in the United $.tates.

The LEAA has been criticize& however, for not providing
sufficient leadership to States. Serry (19760 notes two condi-
tions exacerbating this situation. The first involves the rapid
administrative turnover within the LEAA. In the 9 years since its
birth, the Nation has had seven attorneys general and five LEAA
directors. The LEAA is strongly influenced by the political
climate; priorities shift as administrators change. At the State
level; directors responsible for administering the categorical grants
are influenced by State politics and also have served for short time
periods. This lack of coitinujW limits the possibilities for
long-range planning, which is ortant for investment decisions.

The second condition involves the nature of most LEAA grants.
As part of the "New Federalism," the LEAA initially gave block
grants to designated State planning agencies. This form of Federal
spending has engendered much criticism, as little innovation
characterizes \ State spending. Governor Brown of California has
called State àxpenditures of LEAA funds a waste and said that
such spending should end unless the Federal Government can
prove that it cOntributes to a reduction of crime.
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The LEAA has begun moving away from the block grant
approach and increasingly has awarded grants for more specified
activities. The percentage of LEAA funds given in block grants to
States dropped from 70 percent in 1970 to.54 percent in 1975.
Priorities can be expressed better in this manner, though critics
feel that stronger leadership is needed and that minimum Federal
standards for all prisons should be established.

A recent proposal to Congress, introduced by Representative
Robert Kastenmier of Wisconsin and supported by the Carter
Administration, represents a move in the direction of standard
setting. The bill would give .the Justice Department the clear
legislative authority to initiate suits involving institutional abuses
that fall into a broad repeated pa4t9rn or practice. Presently, the
authority of the Justice Department to engagein such actions is
questionable. The legislation is opposed by the National Associa-
tion of Attorneys General who say that enactment would lend
Congressional 'endorsement to the growing intrusion of Federal
courts into State affairs. The States point out that Federal court
decisions affect State spending, demanding that niillions of dollars
be appropriated from State budgets for institutional changes. This
budgetary discretion, 'they argue, is the function of the State and
not of the Federal Government (The New York Times, May 8,
1977).

This objection refltcts concern about the increasing role of the
judiciary in coqectional systems in recent years. In fact, by
default, judges-Afte have become the leaders in prison reform.
For years the' ivtirt, had maintained a "hands off" attitude toward'
the prisons. Durtn*Oe 1960s, as minority groups pressed for civil
rights, prison refehrn became a judicial concern. In 1961, the
courts set a precedent for involvement in a landmark decision
permitting the Black Muslims religious freedom in the prisons.
Prisoners were to be covered by the First Amendment right to
practice the religion of their choice. Since then the role of the
courts has, increased steadily as they have been inundated with
thousands of lawsuits. Such suits have been initiated largely by
activists within the prisons.

Many feel that lawyers have done more to improve living
conditions in the prisons than have reformers over the last 100
years. Rights won in various jurisdictions include freedom from
mail and literature censorship, access to judicial relief and to the
media, due process in disciplinary and transfer procedures, and
expanded visitation rights. Certain forms of punishment have been
outlawed as being "cruel and unusual." In 1970 a Federal court
set a precedent by ruling that the entire Arkansas prison system
was unconstitutional, constituting cruel and unusual punishment
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in violation of the- Eighth Amendment. By 1977 overcrowded
conditions in the State systems of Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
Arkansas, Mississippi, and 14ouisiana had all been declared uncon-
stitutional on these grounds.

Yet there are important limitations to the leadership potential
of the judiciary in the cause of prison reform: (1) The judiciary
can act only retroactively. It cannot shlipe the direction for
corrections beyond attempting to bring prison conditions up ict
soini, certain minimal standards. Judge David Raze lon of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia reports that he asks
the question -"Does it make you sick?" as a criterion for deciding
whether or not Federal intervention into a correetional system is
warranted (The New York nmes May 8, 1977). (2) Decisions
apply only to prisons over which a given court has jurisdiction.
Lower court decisions may require years of appeal before they can
reach levels at which they affect conditions widely. (3) Prison
officials, State legislatures, and chief executives have developed
many ways for circumventing court decisions. While following the
letter of the law, the spirit can be perverted through manipulation

- of conditions unaffected by specific rulings. For instance, Ala-
b a, in an effort to comply with a court ruling specifying less
crowded conditions in State prisons, is sending the overflow to the
county jailst which are already desperately overcrowded. In short,
the courts may set down regulations to uphold the Federal
Constitution, but enforcing them is.another matter.

At the State and local level, concern for correctional practices
often has low priority. Still, under certain circumstances, Gover-
nors will urge reform, and dynamic leaders in the correctional field
will be apOointed to change the ihititutions. Tfowever, the
fragmentation of leadership in prison reform often leads to
inaction or bodes ill fbr the prospects of sustained change once it
has been initiated. Legislative bodies and executive branches have
largely abrogated their responsibility in leading and supporting
changes, leaving the courts to pick up the pieces.

Beyond fragmentation of leadership, conflicts over doctrine
regarding the purposes of the.correctional system and of incarcera-
tion Inv great. Ideological differences are reflected in the lack of
systemic or institutional 'goals and the lack of agreement on
strategies for attaining such goals. Disputes hinder attempts to
alter the system and to implement change. Since current contro-
versy centers around the issue of imprisonment, it is appropriate
to consider the role of incarceration in a historical context.

Imprisonment is a penal sanction for serious bffenders has not
been common until the last couple of centurie§. Previously, jakls
had been used to hold pet& offender§, vagrants, alcoholics, the
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mentally ill, debtors, and other people considered as public
nuisances. Special fortresses were sometimes used to hold persons
in political disfavor. Felons, however, were subject to capital
punishment and various forms of corporal punishment, rather than
incarceration. At that time, people held lIttle hope for reforming
criminals.

A change in public attitudes was reflected in the late 18th
century when the Quakers established the firSt penitentiary in
Philadelphia. Offenders were isolated from the community so they
could meditate, read the Bible, and repent for their misdeeds
(Morris 1974). Thus began the concept of individual rehabilitation

. made possible through incarceration. This idea, boosted by the
Enlightenment, soon caught on. Public expectations of the
potential for reforming individuals grew. Between 1820 and 1840,
penitentiaries and other types of asYlums became widespread. In
isolated environments free of corruption, individuals were subject
to military-like precision in their daily lives. This was expected to
bring order to an individual's life and cure criminality.

By 1870, it became clear that the workings of penitentiaries and
other asylums were not as had been originally intended. The
institutions were overcrowded; disorderly and cruel practices were
common. Officials continued to describe the goal of insititutions as
rehabilitation, but practice differed from strategies designed tc
achieve that end. Custody had replaced rehabilitation as the
function of incarceration. As the composition of society grew
more complex, the general public Was no longer able to identify or
sympathize with the inmates and accepted ,this shift in function.
Persons incarcerated were often "outsiders," either members of
new immigrant groups, or people with little political leverage as
reflected in their lowerrclass status. Still, demands for deinstitu-
tionalization of some categories of prisoners, such as widows and
children without support, developed and grew during the Progres-
sive era at the turn of the century.. Howeyer, prisons remained full,
and the controversk regarding the inearceration of convicts
continues to this day. Eleinstitutionalization, prison conditions,
and programs to rehabilitate offenders remain sources of heated
debate.

Rehabilitation, the recurring theme for corrections, continues
to be subject to dispute, much on the same grounds as in the past.
Wright (1973) describes this purpose as "a wolf in sheep's
clothing" (p. 323). Critics claim that false rhetoric lather than
accomplishments characterizes rehabilitation programs, that, as in
the past, they mask the custodial functions and often coercive
practices of prisons. The model is attacked by some as inherently
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faulty, for it assumes criminal behavior is the act of a "sick"
individual, implying that if the individual is "cured," he or she will
no longer commit crimes. Maintaining instead that crime is often
the product of rational decisionmaking in a limiting social environ-
ment, critics find this "medical" model an inappropriate frame-
work on which to base correctional progams. They point to the
lack of effectiveness of these programs in reducing recidivism. The
"Martinson report" and other studies have lent weight to, these
attacks (Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks 1975).

Some former supporters of the rehabilitation function of
prisons have withdriwn their support. Ramsey Clark, former U.S:
Attorney General, is a case in point. In his book, Crime in
America, he maintains that the criminal has a mental disturbance
and advocates rehabilitation through indeterminate sentencing and
special programing. Subsequently, Clark has changed his opinion.
He now favors "the elimination of the prison as we know
it . .. the big houses can't work 'and we need to eliminate the
notion of reforming them because they can't be reformed. The
concept is wrong, the concept of isolated remote confinement"
(Serrill 1976b, p. 8).

Advocates of rehabilitation note that inadequate leadership,
financing, outside .support, staff training, and time have limited
rehabilitation attempts. They maintain that rehabilitation has
hardly been given a chance. Advocates also claim that critics may
expect too much. The strength of societal forces on the individual
outside of prison may counterbalance rehabilitative gains made
within prisons. Still, they argue, this does not imply that prison
programs should not attempt to equip inmates with skills which
might be helpful on the outside. "Given the continued existence

\ of prisons," they ask, "what should be the goal of imprisonment,
if not rehabilitation?"

Beyond rehabilitation, other purposes of imprisonment have
been suggested. Deterrence is a controversial function. Evidence
suggests that sanctions do have a deterrent impact but that this
impact varies with the certainty of sanctions, the nature of the
value challenged by the criminal act, characteristics of the rule
breaker, and the type of sanctirm (Tittle and Logan 1973).
Although the theory demands further study, proponents of
deterrence believe that lengthy sentences are unnecessary to achieve
this objective. Wilson and Van den Haag feel that 1- to 2-years
imprisonment carries a sufficient deterrent effect f9r serious
crimes (Serrill 1976b). Others feel that, rather thin serving to
eliminate criminal acts altogether, deterrence tends to shape the
nature of crimes committed and the type of victims selected.
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Individuals will prefer to commit crimes which engender little
probability of prosecution.

In the retribution or punishment model for imprisonment, the
State assumes the role of avenging an act 16,,hich violates societal
notions of justice. Prisons function to maintain the social order by
defining limits of acceptable behaviors. Denmark,noted for public
enlightenment and liberalism, considers the American preoccupa-
tion with treatment and rehabilitation of prisoners to be nonsense.
The purpose of imprisonment in Denmark is punishment (Serrill
1977). The importance of humane treatment within this context is
emphasized, however, and vocational and educational programs
are available to prisoners more generally than in America. Thus,
given punishment as a purpose for incarceration, mistreatment is
by no means iMplied, for the act of incarceration is considered
punish ME nt enough.

IncapaCtation is still another model for incarceration. It is
based on the notion that dangerous individuals should be kept off
the streets. Unfortunately, accurate methods for determining who
is dangerous do not exist, and one runs the risk of incarcerating
individuals who are not dangerous in an attempt to avoid releasing
those who are. Since Anglo-American tradition dictates that the
guilty should go free rather than the innocent be incarcerated,
incapacitation is of.limited usefulness and is considered by some as
immoral (Morris 1974).

A new `,:reintegration" model attempting to synthesize the
better aspects of past thinking with practical experience and
research findings is proposed by Morris. In this model the
legitimate function of incarceration is deterrence and punishment.
Given these purposes, certain principles are important to assure
the rational and parsimonious use of imprisonment (Morris 1974,
p. 80):

1. The least restrictive sentence should be applied.
2. Imprisonment should be a sanction of last resort.
3. The 'extent of punishtnent should be limited by that which is

deserved by the crime itself.

Within prisons, Morris would like to see the rehabilitative ideal
"liberated" from its more corrupting tendencies. He considers
mandatory and coerced participation as a corruption of this ideai
and sugge4 that it be replaced by the concept of facilitated
change. Gr4duated testinrof fitness for freedom through various
release pr should be substituted for current practices of
reliance n parole board predictions for determining the
suitability of release. On these and other principles, Moxris hopes
to develo a more humane approach to imprisonment.
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Ideologies which underlie proposals fur broad changes in
correctional institutions can be grouped into two categories:
pragmatism and abolitionism. Morris, considered a pragmatist,
believes that prisoners are victims of a socioeconomic system that
discriminates against the poor and minorities. However, pragme-
tists are modest in their concept of reform. They favor the
elimination of the mege-prisoris and their replacement with smaller
units. Some favor large-scale depopulation of the priscns. They are
concerned with fliding practical solutions to present problems.
Believing that tZ,e main purposz of incarceration is punishment,
pragmatists consijer rehabilitation an inappropriate and dangerous
goal of imprisonment.

bolitionists, like pragmatists, believe that prisons function as
social control mechanisms, discriminating against poor people and
minorities. They have called for a moratorium on prison constr ,c-
tion and maintain that only the most dangerous individuals should
be incarcerated. William Nagel of the National Council for CAime
and Delinquency (NCCD) summarizes the abolitionists' phi-
losophy:

The causes of crime in this country are deeply rooted in its
culture and in its economic and social injustices. The massive
use of incarceration has not contributed and will not
contribute significantly to the abatement of crime or to
correction of the flaws in our social fabric.

Jerome Miller, who deinstitutionalized the Massachusetts juvenile
correctional system, is a member of this school.

Given a particular ideology, questions of appropriate mograms
for achieving mutually accepted goals arise. For instance, David
Fogel's "justice model" has provoked angry attacks from aboli-
tionist goups, despite Fogel's basic acceptance of their doctrine.
As director of the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission, Fogel
developed a program in which only those individuals representing
a "clear and present danger" to society would be incarcerated.
Others would receive less restrictive punishments, including fines,
probation, and community treatment. Fogel categorLes.all crimes,
deserving imprisonment into five groups, each carrying a fixed
term. Depending on circumstances specified by law, judges could
raise or lower sentences for individuals by 20 percent. While Fogel
claims the number of prisoners would drop by 30 to 40 percent,
abolitionists maintain the number would, double, as individuals
receiving early probation or parole under present procedures
would receive more extensive prison terms (Serrill 1976a).

Beyond disputes over doctrine and disagreement over programs,
the lack of public support for prison reform is a mAjor problem for
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advocates of change. A 1977 surVey demonstrates that 83 Percent
o'l Americans feel the police are not sufficiently tough on
criminals (Doleschal 1977).

The public lacks sympathy with persons in prison and is not
interested in spending scarce public resources on them. States are
unwilling to appropriate funds to bring ,health standards up to
minimum levels, let alone to finance experimental programs. The
amount of money spent daily to maintain a prison inmate in the
United Statei varies from $4 to $35. In contrast, $50 a day per
inmate is spent' it Denmark. Estimated costs for bringing prison
systems up to Federal standards are high. Alabama estimates that
$200,000,0, )0 would be requited to comply with standards set by
Federal judges. The State is unwilling to appropriate these funds
and it presently circumventing the Court decision through reliance
on already overcrowded county jails.

Overcrowding characterizes both the State and Federal systems
despite the outcries of the abolitionists and pragmatists. In 1977,
the number of persons incarcerated in these prisons reached a
record high of 275,000. Adding the estimated 7,700 persons being
held in county jails because ,of circumstances described above, the
total climbs to almost 283,300, a 13 percent increase over the
numbei leId in 1976,,and 25 percent greater than the number of
Mmates in 1975. Social scientists suggest these figures reflect a
"get tough" attitude toward crime which has resulted iri the
decreased use of probation and increased use of harsher sentences.

By and large, the response to tightening budgets and increased
crowding has been to "sit tight" or, less often, to begin
experimenting with alternative models to imprisonment. The
Federal system, having greater access to funds, has responded by
building nine new institutions within the past 7 years. Presently
the system is holding, 6,000 prisoners beyond its capacity, and

....four institutions are under construction. Appropriations in' 1977
are twice the average figure of the past 4 years.

Mississippi was the only State showing a statistically significant
decline in the prisoner population from 1976 to 1977. The 7
percent decline was attributed to a new work-release program.
Other States are experimenting with alternatives to incarceration.
Louisiana's Commissioner of Corrections, Paul Phelps, states, "The
economists are going to force a revolution in corrections" (Senill
j977).

\ Still, die anticipated revolution has yet to arrive. Although
pressures on the system are growing, the impact of ideas on
correction practices remains weak. This should not be surprising
when one considers the fragmentation of leadership and ideologi-
cal controversy characterizing corrections at all levels. When one
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adds to these factors the power and inertia of I'm entrenched
rJureaucracy, and the low priority which the reeds of prison
populations enjoy in public decisionmaking, it is indeed surprising
that any chalige occurs at all. The need for referm is increasingly
1apparent, however, as State systems are found unconstitutional,
prison populations continue to grow far beyfind the capacity of
prison facilities, and funds become short. Officials, recognizing the
need for change, are seeking institutional and deinstitutional
alternatives to prisons. Whether they will be able to take the tide
at its flood, uniting to develop structures for problemsolving,
committing themselves to experiments with planned change, and
providing the necessary leadership remains to be seen.

The Federal Correctional Institution at
Butner, North Carolina

The first case involves the attempt to implement the Morris
model of imprisonment at the newly constructed Federal Correc-
tional Institution at Butner, North Carolina. This case is an
example of reforms which attempt to establish more open,
"humanizing" milieus within prisons, in contrast to reforms which
attempt to abolish incarceration as a corrections strategy.

History of the Experiment
Opened in the spring of 1976, the Federal Correctional

Institution (FCI) at Butner was to be based on a model prison
proposed by Morris end further operationalized by Steele,
Levinson, and Deppe. Disappointed with the management and
outcome of prisons incorporating the popular rehabilitation model
of imprisonment, the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) was eager
to experiment with new approaches to incarceration. A soon-to-
be-opened Federal facility at Butner was designed to allnw
experimentation with different models for treatment of the prison
population. HoweVer, before the facility could open, opposition to
the notion of experimentation broke out. The warden was forded
to resign when certain prison reform groups attacked his proposed
plans. The attacks were vicious and distorted, yet led to a
congressional investigation. Lacking sufficient supporters, the
warden left. In addition, construction problems plagued the empty
facility. The original company had defaulted, leaving buildings
unfinished for 2 years.

In the meantime, Morris, a law professor and director of the
Center for Studies in Criminal Justice at the University of Chicago,
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had developed a systematic approach designed to eliminate prison%
practices considered inconsistent with rehabilitative goals and to
substitute # more "humane" environment in which a prisoner's
self-motivation would be allowed fruition. Given the thoroughness
and logic of. Morris' reasoning, and in need of a program foil the
Butner facility, the Morris mofTel was selected for implementation
by the Dir.etor of the BOP, Norman Carlson, and the U.S.
Attorney General, Edward Levy.

Morris' model is based on the philosophy of reintegration of
prisoners into society and the "liberation of the rehabilitative
ideal" from its tendencies toward corruption. Morris cites two
fallacious aspects of the rehabilitation approach. First, advocates
of this approach consider inmate behavior while imprisoned a
predictor of future community behavior. This assumed correlation
hasyet to be demonstiated. Second, the medical model underlying
the rehabilitation approach forces inmates to participate in prison
programs so that they may be "cured" and demonstrate their
fitness for release. Morris contends that "facilitated change"
should be substituted for "coerced change." Participation in
prison programs should be truly voluntary, having no bearing on
release dates, and prisoners should be released into the community
gradually, so that problems may be discussed and preparations
made for their impending freedom.

Morris states three goals for the program: (1) the reduction of
recidivism, (2) increasing the levels of emploYment of exoffenders
who have participate-cl in the program, and (3) improving the social
relationships of exoffenders when they are released. These latter
two goals serve to reinforce the first, being based on two of the
important known correlates of decreased recidivism: job stability
and strong family and other social support networks. They suggest
a means through which the prison may try to intervene in the lives
of its inmates in an effort to reduce recidivism. Also, as goals in
their own right, society values working citizens and benefits from
stable social relationships. The Morris model is designed, then, to
reduce the likelihood of an individual's becoming a recidivist
through creating an environment that will lead to increased
employment levels of inmates following release, and that will
strengthen the network of social relationships on which the inmate
can rely upon release.

Morris' model was later operationalized in an article published
by Levinson and Deppe (1976) shortly after the facility opened.
Donald A. Deppe, selected as the first warden of the prison,
modified the program in accordance with limitations imposed by
the rural location of the facility and the practices of the BOP. In
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addition to these changes, Deppe incorporated some ideas from
other programs.

The model consists of five basic components: (1) the prisoner
.population, (2) the prison program, (3) daily life and living units,
'(4) staff selection and roles, and (5) evaluation. These components
will be described largely as Morris and Steele depicted them
originally. Modifications which Deppe made will follow. A brief
report of the status of implementation to date and a look at some
of the factors hindering or facilitating' this implementation will
then be discussed.

The Morris Model
The "deep-end" approach is to be used in the selection of

inmates for the model prison. This involves choosing both males
and females determined to be the most likely to relapse according
to known correlates of recidivism. It is felt that the expense of the
program is better justified if those posing the largest threat are
reintegrated into society. Also, its generalizability has greater
credibility if the program is successful with the "hard core." A
second selection criterion is that prisoners are to be within 1 to 3
years of their first possible parole date. This timing is intended to
lend an air of optimism and seriousness to inmates' attitudes, as
well as allow sufficient time for the program to have some effects.
Individuals meeting Morris' criteria pre to be randomly selected for
the .model prison from the general prison population. The results
of participation +in the model prison are to be gauged by
comparing the recidivism rates of the program participants with
those of the eligible but nonselected control group.

Major characteristics of the prison program include setting the
parole date for each prisoner upon entry into the model prison;
the opportunity of the individual to return without penalty to the
latest prison froni, which she or he was transferred; the develop-
ment of a graduated release plan; and the ayailability of a broad
array of yocational, educational,. recreational, and therapeutic
programs to individuals on a voluntary bissis. As participation in
such programs has yet to be correlated with recidivism, Morris
assuresthat such participation is voluntary through the setting of a
parole date that is contingent only upon the inmates' avoiding
maior, dangerous infractions of prison rules. Additionally, the
certainty of a release date allows the inmate to prepare for his or
her impending return to society. The graduated release plan,
developed shortly after the inmate's arrival, provides the inmate
with the opportunity of readjusting into society more smoothly.
Family and job problems can be managed with the help of prison
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staff. While the prilioner. lives at Butner. programs designed for
self-enrichment will be available so that Mmates may further
develop living and coping skills.

!Daily life at the model prison is to be community oriented.
while retaining inmates' rights to individual privacy. Prisoners are
to live in single rooms paid for by inmates from paychecks
retvived for wOrking full-time in an industry paying reasonable
rates. Prisoners involved in a course of study which interferes with
their working will be exempt from the payment. The rooms are to
be located in small group units of from six to eight inmates. The
group meets daily with assigned staff to share discussions and
meals. They are encouraged to develop programs of mutual
intereSt, to elect representatives to various inmate councils, and to
involve their families in discussions.

Staff attitudes are important in the development of a milieu
generating inmate self-respect and reliance. In an effort to shape
conducive attitudes, .Morris suggests that employees be selected
from among individuals who have never worked in prisons, as well
as from regular prison "workers. The staff memberz are to be
comparable to the prisoner population socioeconomically and
racially. This may increase the likelihood of sympathetic under-
standing of the prisoner's situation and decrease racism, which has
been a problem in prisons. With such a mix, traditional attitudes

. are less likely to hinder the development of the nontraditional
prison envir6nment...

Other means of achieving staff commitment and participation
are through the upgrading of staff roles and through training prior
to assuming responsibilities as well as on the job. Staff are to be
encouraged to participate in open staff meetings. Advancement
oPportunities within the prison should be available. Those filling
top administrative positions, though chosen for personal jlkills and
attitudes, drego be selected from the more "neutral" piofessions
such as educatioh and law, rather than fields in which hierarchical
doctor-patient relationvhips are important, such as psychiatry or
psychology.

Morris and Steele suggest. that the program be located in an
urban area. Job opportunities for work release and halfway house
programs, as well as a wider range of people from whom to select
staff, are more likely to exist in a city.

Evaluation of the program is a key component in its develop-
ment. An independent team of evaluators will determine if the
program is accomplishing its goals of reducing recidivism through
the use of an experimental design involving the random selection
of experimental and control subjects. Observing the development
of the program, evaluators will contribute to knowledge of how

1 2t1
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- such progams are instituted as well as their anticipated and
u non ticipated consequences.

The Morris ,model was further modified by Deppc who was
responsible' for imposing it on the empty facility at Butner. In this
tsffort he, Was confronted with two limitations. The facility had
been designed to meet the specifications of a different program,
and it was located in rural area Of North Carolina. The prison
contains seven units of 38 to 64 prisoners each. Four of these, of
50 beds each, were assigned to the Morris prpgrarn.` The other
three were ufi.d-for a mental health program. Within the units to
iee used for fhe Morris program, facilities far small living groups
were not available. Instead, Deppe emphasized the use of the
larger units as semi-autonomous groups which would conduct
town meetings of about 2 hours ,duration each week at whieh
inmate attendance was tO be mandatory. This unit-level approach
to creatini a prison community is common in the Federal prison
system. Teams were to be assigned to smaller units of inmates to

io review their proposed schedule of activities in the upcoming
months and for general supervision.

The selection of prisoners for the experimental units was 'o
follow Morris' criteria. Women, however,, were to be excluded
from these units. Cultural values, political feasibility, and perhae >.
difficulties in locating sufficient numbers of female offende,
meeting the Criteria may ,have influenced this exclusion.

Due to practicality, the length of tirnii by, which the entering
individual was to receive a parole date was extended from 6 to
approximately 13 weeks. The gradilateti release plan consisted of
release tt) a community treatment center for the last 60 days of
imprisonment. A 'prerelease program was to be set up at. the unit
team's discretion for the last 6 months of an inmate's sentence. .

Levinson and Deppe divided the program into three distinct
phases: orientation, continuation, and prerelease, following the
implicit segments of the original niodel Program days were
divided into three segments, 3VI hours in duration, a common
practice within the Federal prison systent Only one of these was
to be devoted to work experience. The lirnitations in work
opportunities may have motivatedthis change. The other periods
of each day were to be devoted to programs of the individual's
Loice.

Levinson and Deppe would have the prisoner in the prerelease
phase write a resume describing his skills, accomplishMents, and
weaknesses so that potential future emplOers could have an
introduction to the individual. The resumes were to be subject to
ihe overview of other prisoners and staff. This idea was adopted
frcm the Drug Abuse Program in the U.S. penitentiary at
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.

'11. 4w
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Implementation of the Model
The Butner program began in 1976 and many of its aspects

remained in the startup phase at the time of bur own field visit.
Nevertheless, the status of the implementation of certain com.
ponents can be assessed, and variables impeding and facilitating
this implementation can be gauged.

First, regarding prisoner selection, the BOP had been unable to
meet the Morris criteria for the "deep end" approach in choosing
inmates for Butner, claiming that an insufficient number of
inmates met the criteria. Those few who did meet Morris' criteria
were sent to Butner, with the resultant loss of a matched control
group outsicle the Butner. The relief of overcrowding in other
Federal facilities necessitated the sometimes rapid unloading of
prisoners to Butner. Accordingly, only two of the four units set
aside for the Mortis model contained subjects for the experiment.

Only about 30 percent 'of the inmates in the two experimental
units had been given fixed parole dates by the parole board. The
rest are to serve until their terms expire within the next few years,
a fact known before arrival at Butner. The effects of giving
individuals a fixed parole date who would not otherwise receive
one will be difficult for evaluators to assess, for an outside control
goup is lacking for the vast majority of program participants.
Researchers were plannie ng to compare differences in outcome
between individuals within- Butner who receive fixed dates and
those who do not, though the comparability of the groups is
questionable. As the subject of the effects of fixed sentences and
fixed parole dates is controversial, it is unfortunate that this part
of the experiment is largely lost.

The difficulty in implementing the fixed parole date feature of
the experiment stems from the structure of the Department of
Justicei in that the Bureau of Prisons is separate from the Parole
Commission. For whatever reason, the Parole Commission showed
no apparent interest in easing the implementation of the Morris
model. Accordingly, fixed parole dates were given only a minority
of new arrivals, as mentioned previously.

The graduated release plan did not provide as many alternatives
to incarceration as Morris had envisioned. It consisted mainly of a
prerelease class which inmates attended prior to release to
community treatment centers (CTN. Because of financial cut-
backl within BOP, participation was to drop to'50 percent.

Since Butner is geographically isolated from work and study
opportunities, few individuals were rsleased for such experiences.
The prison was developing in-prison programs for work and study,
as are present at other BOP facilities. Vocational training within
the prison was available to a limited number of persons. About 12
inmates participated in a lens grinding shop and 20 in a heating
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and air-conditioning program. Lithited space prohibited expanding
such training.

Work opportunities inside the prison were also limited. Most
-inmatei were employed in -maintenance activities. About fa
worked in a trousers factory sponsored by the Federal prison
industries. This program was to be expanded to 125 employees
within the next few years. Still, pay will remain low. Failure to
implement the wage levels specified in the model results from the
operation of the larger prison system on which Butner must rely
for industrial opportunities. Private manufacturers are not inter-
ested in locating their plants in prisons for several reasons. First,
Federal law prohibits within prisons the manufacture of goods
that are :o be sold on the open market. Goods must be
manufactured for use by government agencies. Second, Federal
law requires that minimum wages be paid for production of these
goods. Considering the "captive" labor market, productivity

. presumably would not compare to that of a. free market.
Therefore, manufacturers perceive themselves as better off locat-
ing outside of the prisons, producing what they wish for
whomever they wish, and hiring as they wish. Therefore, prison
officials must rely on the larger prison system for work opportu-
r ities. They must compete for industry with other prisons that
also need it.

Attempts to develop small living units were limited. The
physical design of the facility prevents the use (3: intimate living
goups as Morris foresaw, although inmates did meet weekly in
groups of 10, with staff, to discuss issues of concern. rhe newly
appointed warden was pressing unit managers to develop programs
within their units to a greater degree. Initiatives had been limited
to a few voluntary programs. The warden had also established
monthly meetings between a group of inmates elected by their
peers and an associate warden.

Another problem in i.nplementing Morris' model involved staff
roles and selection. Staff members must be hired according to civil.
service procedures, and present employees have first chance at job
openings within the system. Accordingly, most Butner employees
were career correctional workeri who had traditional expectations
for a strict hierarchy and a clear definition of their roles. The staff
mobility, flexibility, and demographic features which Morris
desired did not exist within Butner. Little attempt had been made
to develop pre- and inservice training to introduce staff to the
Morris model and to, encourage imiovation. In fact, few of the
staff had much awareness of the model at all.

To summarize, it appears that the Morris model had been
implemented to a very limited degree. The most significant
aspects, experimentation with fixed release dates and the develop-
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ment of programs for the graduated testing of fitness for release,
had not been sufficiently implemented to allow conclusions to be
drawn regarding their effect on recidivism. Difficulties in maintain-
ing pure experimental and control groups limited the nature and
extent of conclusions as well. Other aspects of the reintegration
model, such as work experience on a full-time job, and intensive,
small group relationships, had not developed. Staff involvement in

..the development of these groups ansi program development in
general was minimal.

Certain elements of the model had been introduced, however.
The inmates who had been selected were due to be released within
a couple of years, though some were due for release prior to the
1-year minimum proposed by Morris. Inmates were allowed to
return to their previous prison if they so desired. Program
participation was voluntary. Despite threatened overcrowding,
officials from the BOP had been able to stave off demands for
wide-scale prisoner transfers, although the prison already was
beyond its maximum capacity.

Although the milieu was not completely as Morris envisioned,
the Butner facility-does provide a relatively free internal environ-
ment. Units are spread out and modern. No bars are used on the
windows. Inmates and staff dress as they wish. Visitors may meet
inmates in a brightly colored snack bar and may come as often as
they wish during daily visiting hours. Although inmates are locked
into the units every night, they have access to game tables and.
television within the unit. With keys to their rooms, they may
have privacy as they wish.

Evaluation

Attempts to implement the Morris model of prisons at the
Federal Correctional Institution at Butner represent a case of
planned institutional change. An evaluation of this process
according to Blase's model of institution building is difficult at
this time, although several observations can be made. Butner was
not an independent institution, but rather an operating unit of a
larger system, the BOP. In this sense, it had relatively little control
over the process of implementation. The Federal structure posed a
number of constraints on implementation of the Morris model: (1)
the independent nature of the Parole Commission, (2) the civil
service requirements for promotions and transfers, (3) the nature
of Federal prison industries, (4) fund cutbacks and budgetary
constraints, and (5) overcrowding in the Federal system.

To overcome many of these constraints, stronger enabling and
functional linkages between Butner and the Federal system would
be necessary. Commitment of the U.S. Attorney General would be
useful in securing the cooperation of the Parole CAmmissioner.
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Commitment from the Bureau of Prisons is necvssary to assure
that the prison does not become overcrowded. The availability of
sufficient funds and greater program options also depends, in part,
on outside supports.

This weakness of enabling and functional linkages may stem
from a difference between the implicit ideology of the larger
system and the explicit ideology of the Morris model. Control of
inmates is a key objective in the operation of institutions. As
prisons become overcrowded, the possibilities for maintaining
order diminish. Therefore, authorities may be primarily concerned
in the short run with developing means for decreasing overcrowd-
ing. Given the fact of scarce resouices, implementing a model
prison as described by Morris would require a greater interest in
finding long-range solutions to the problem of recidivism than in
maintaining short-run control throughout the system as a whole.

Other variables which constrained successful implementation
were built into the program's design and therefore lie outside the
implementation process. The geographical location of Butner
hindered the development of a graduated release program because
of the lack of employment in the area. The physical plant itself
limited the development of small living groups, though leadership
was al,le to devise means for minimizing this constraint.

Within Butner, failure to implement the Morris model can be
attributed to the role of doctrine and leadership. In the first place,
the decision to adopt the model was quasi-opportunistic. That is
to say, the decision stemmed not so much from a conviction that
the Morris model was the best concept of a correctional institution
as from the fact thac a new program had to be implemented, and
this was the best one availa6le. Furthermore, once the decision to
implement was made, leadership failed to use doctrine to gain staff
understanding or support for the model. Staff training programs
had been very limited, and few of the staff were informed about
the Morris model. This.oversight is significant when one considers
the anticipated role of staff in program development and in
community life. The employees constitute one of the --feiv
resources over which leadership has any control, yet this resource
by and large had not been exploited.

Massachusetts Department of Youth
Services

The second case involvesan attempt to deinstitutionalize the
juvenile correctional system run by the Massachusetts Department
of Youth Services. It represents an example of reforms which seek

ti
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to establish an altemative to incarceration as a corrections
strategy.

In the forefront of the movement toward deinstitutionalization,
the Massachusetts Department of Youth Services (DYS) reduced
the number of juveniles incarcerated in State institutions frpm
about 1,000 in 1969, to about 100 in 1973. The years of change
were turbulent, and controversy still surrounds the program. DYS
currently is grappling with the problems of building a new system
in accord with the goal of "deinstitutionalization" yet which
meets the needs of all the youngsters referred or committed to the
department by the State's juvenile court judges. A brief chronol-
ogy of the change process will be presented, followed by a
discussion of the current status of the program.

History of the Reform
A key figure in the reforms was Dr. Jerome Miller, who was

selected in 1969 to be the director of the reorganized Department
of Youth Services. The appointment of such a reform-minded
administrator represented the culmination of a series of crises in
the- youth correctional system. Since the early 1960s, concerned
citizens' groups had called for investigations of the State training
schools and demanded administration reforms. From 1965 to
1968, six investigations were conducted, including one by the U.S.
Department -of Health, Education, and Welfare. The media
publicized the investigations, and public fervor was aroused as
reformers charged that the institutions were brutal and oriented
toward custody rather than treatment. In 1969, legislation was
passed which reorganized the system and authorized the develop-
ment of alternatives to incarceration. At the same time a
reform-oriented gpvemor, Francis Sargent, took office. Miller, an
associate professor of social work at Ohio State University, was
chosen as commissioner of DYS because of his known attitudes
regarding reform. He took office with a mandate for reform from
the press, local citizen groups, the State legislature, and the
Governor.

Miller did not enter office with a firmly estblished doctrine of
deinstitutionalization. Rather, the idea developed as he observed
the institutions and noted that more traditional reforms inevitably
failed. As a newcomer to State government and to correctional
administration, Miller was horrified by cond,itions in the 10
inititutions which lie inherited from his predecessors. He planned,
initially, to reform the system along the lines which some other
Statei were taking. Deianing administrative goals and policies
early, the changes were aimed toward giving youth more responsi-
bility for their behavior and establishing small therapeutic corn-
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munities within institutions. In addition, Miller issued immediate
directives eliminating some of the more controver 'sal practices and
permitting youths more freedom of personal expression. Always .
aware of the importance of public opinion, Miller used community
voltmteers as much as possible.

Prom the start, the two major problems plaguing the adminis-
tration were finances and personnel. After the first year, State and
Federal monies became more readily available, although fmancial
problems continued to limit program planning, development, and
monitoring. LEAA funds remain particularly vital to the program
today.

Institutional stafh were a more serious limitation to the success
of Miller's reform efforts. Old-line staff resisted and even
sabotaged new programs. Ohlin, Coats, and Miller (1974) outline
the three strategies which Miller used to alleviate the problem: (1)
He filled job vacancies with more sympathetic individuals while
searching his existing staff for more flexible Members; (2) he
reassigned authority without regard to civil service classifications;
and (3) he retrained and educated existing staff members to his
philosophy. Funding problems constrained the first approach. The
second was adroitly managed, so much so that it became difficult
for an outsider to determine the actual responsibility of staff from
their job titles. The third option wis found to be quite expensive
and divisiVe. Different groups of staff responded differently to the
same training materials, so that programs had to be devised
separately for each group. Staff resistance continued in spite of
Miller's sometimes ingenious use of resources.

A Plan Emerges
By 1970, Miller began losing patience with the slow pace of his

reforms. He concluded that large institutions were inherently
4estructive and could never operate humanely. He closed one of
the most brutal institutions shortly after a visit in which he and
the Governor's wife, a strong supporter, witnessed the beating of
three youths Who had attemptid to escape. He then ordered that
the length of time that juveniles served in training schools be
shortened, resulting in a large decrease in the institutional
population.

By 1971, Miller decided that the other institutions should also
be closed. Fearing the development of a backlash, he stepped up
an already strong public information campaign to inform citizens
of his philosophy and of institutional conditions. Miller capitalized
on the concept that those who favored institutions disliked
children, effectively picturing opponents as wicked- people. During
the next year, with muck public fanfare, two other major facilities
were closed.
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Implementation
Planning staff developed a master plan for tie community

placement of youth. It consisted of two elements: (1) the delivery
of services on a regional basis, and (2) the use of private agencies
to provide the bulk of these services. Both elements continue to be
the basic organizing features for DYS. Administrators chose a
decentralized approach, believing that the needs of children from
different areas of Massachusetts could be best analyzed and met at
the local level. Consequently, the State was divided !'nto seven
regions which were responsible for contracting wita private
agencies for services, and for coordinating the needs of youngsters
with the resources available in the community. The central office
was to monitor programs, provide quality control, and handle
general administrative matters.

The second element, the private provision of services, developed
as a response to the problems encountered by Miller as he tried to
deal with the large bureaucracy. Public programs, bounded by
civil service personnel practices and entrenched bureaucracies,
have proven inflexible and difficult to terminate, and they have a
tendency to expand into small fiefdoms. Administrators felt that
small private programs would be more responsive to the changing
needs of DYS youth. If found unsatisfactory, they could be
terminated with relative ease. However, the limitations of the
private sector in providing for the needs of all of .the children
became apparent as the propam has evolved.

Miller had planned originally to use small, private group homes
as the chief alternative. to institutions. Difficulties in implementing
this approach quickly became evident. Experience proved that
such homes were not less expensive to run than institutions, an
assumption 'that had been a major selling point for the program.
Additionally, some communities resisted the establishment of
group homes in their midst. As a result, many youngsters were
placed in homes in low-income neighborhoods, and a few on the
grounds of institutions previously closed. It was difficult to keep
youngsters in residential programs from escaping, particularly
those children who previously had been confined in the larger
institutions. Recognizing these -problems, Miller began to rely
much more on nonresidential programs, especially day care
facilities. These have grown to become the largest single program
category in the system.

When Miller left the State in 1973, the system was in shambles.
The work of consolidation and program development was left to
his successors. The new commissioner of DYS, Joseph Leavey,
having worked under Miller, was strongly committed to continuing
the policies of deinstitutionalization. During his administration,
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the department inaesised the number of program alternatives
available for the placement of children.

The services received by these youths varied from the least
restrictive alternatives, including parole and nonresidential day,
care; to residential programs of a noninstitutional nature including
group and foster homes; to two categories- of fairly traditional
institutional care, though smaller in scale, involving lockup
facilities. The latter two were known as "secure treatment" or
"intensive care" programs for committed youth, and "secure
detention" programs for youth on detention.

Of the approximately 2,200 children between the ages of 10
and 17 who were under the jurisdiction of DYS when Leavey left in
late 1975, about 800 were on parole and 1,200 in residential and
nonresidential progranis. Of the remainder, about 135 youngsters
were in secure facilities, 60 of these being on detention.

Prop-ams in secure facilities and some residential care programs
came under severe attack in the fall of 1975. The State's four
full-time juvenile court judges were joine<by a television station
and others in issuing scathing indictments bf the system. Critics
charged gross mismanagement, particularly in reference to the five
secure facilities providing intensive care. They complained that
few educational and vocational programs were available to
locked-up youth. Additionally, the court complained that secure
facilities were becoming "revolving doors" for delinquents. Not
only was the escape rate very high, but youngsters were released
without receiving remedial seriices. Recidivism rates had not
decreased under the new prop-am, as had been hoped. Critics also
bemoaned the closing of the best training school, which was a
girls' facility, nOting very few residential programs and secure
facilities were available for girls.

In late 1975, Leavey resigned. The new commissioner, John A.
Calhoun, recognized gaps in DYS services and began developing
means for filling them, while remaining committed to the ideal of
deinstitutionalization. Regarding the charges that secure facilities
were "about as tight as sieves," DYS increased security and
claimed to have reduced the escape rate by 75 percent for the
4-month period ending October 30, 1976. The problem of
insufficient secure treatment facilities continued. In 1977, only 49
beds in such facilities were available. As a result, some youngsters
who should have been in lockup facilities remained in secure
detention facilities after being processed through the courts. The
secure detention program was designed for youths awaiting court
action only. The Office of Children, an umbrella agency having
jurisdiction over DYS, set a 45-day maximum for the amount of
time a youngster could spend in a detention facility. Accordingly,
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if no space opened up in the secure treatment facilities within this
time limit, the youngsters were shifted to another detention
facility.

Estimates of the number of children requiring placement in
secure facilities varied. Calhoun established a 21-member task
force on security to consider this problem. Members included
probation officers, judges, DYS members, and others with aiverse
opinions and philosophies. The group drew a random sample of 10
percent of the individuals in the custody ot DYS on a particular
day. Members of the task force considered the history of each of
the 110 juverales. Of these, 11 percent were considered in need of
secure treatment. By this method, it was determined that 121 beds
were needed. In accord with the conclusions of the majority of the
task force, plans were approved to open three new secure
treatment programs by the winter of 1977, which would increase
the number of beds to about 90.

A difficulty in reliance upon the private sector to meet the
needs of youngsters was reflected in the lack of provision of secure
facilities and services for girls. The secure facilities were operated
by the State because private agencies "skimmed the cream" of
youngsters considered most manageable for their services. The
provision of services for girls had been overlooked by the private
sector as well as the State, leaving, a large and ever increasing
number of girls unserved.

This oversight was being remedied by the development of a new
service network for girls. The new program had two tasks. The
first involved getting the position of Assistant Commissioner for
Girls' Services recognized in the State budget. The placement of
the position high in the DYS hierarchy is crucial to increasing the
influence of the office. In the past, officials responsible for girls'
services had been below the regional directors and had difficulty
gaining the interest of male regional directors in the plight of
female offenders. As the LEAA provided one half ,of the funds for
program development for girls, the Federal Government was able
to pressure DYS to elevate the status of the position. The second
task Mvolved developing placement opportunities for girls. In the
Boston area, no residential treatment facility for girls existed, and
the only secure detention facility housed but 12 girls. Ibis lack
was believed to underlie the fact that girls were bound over to the
adult courts at a higher rate than boys. Girls were often sent to
mental institutions or out-of,4tate when placemenrlocally was not
possible. To alleviate this situation, the Boston DYS region was
considering proposals from private agencies to develop residential
treatment facilities for girls. However, none of the three new
secure treatment facilities was intended for girls.
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Critics of - the deinstitutio alization of youth correctional
services in Massachusetts have attacked the DYS staff, claiming the
caseworkers who operated out of regional offices and handled an
average of 13 youngsterr at a time were untrained and frequently
incompetent. They claimed that some of these persons were
transferred from positions in the old system without receiving any
preparation for their new role. Critics also argued that the staff of
many of the private programs were untrained. The department
responded by developing new positions for staff trainers and teams
that would monitor programs more closely. In addition, the
absence of "credentialism" was defended on the grounds that a
specific educational background does not guarantee the effective-
ness of staff members. Other factors, inchiding cultuiy, street
knowledge, and a sincere interest in the youngsters may be more
important.

Under Calhoun, criticm of deinstitutionalization acknowledged
an increased responsiveness to problems, yet some remained vocal.
Particularly outspoken were the judges who supported a bill, aptly
known as the "Judges Bill," which would return sentencing
poviers to the juvenile court judges. Passage of this bill would
incapacitate DYS, removing discretionary powers for placement
and length of stay from the department. Officials saw little
likelihood that it would be passed.

Although opinions on the outlook for the continuation of the
deinstitutionedized program varied, most officials saw little likeli-
hood of any major return to traditional institutions. The increase
in the number of secure treatment beds was seen by some as a sign
of retrenchment and a warning of creeping "reinstitutionaliza-
tion." However, more saw it as a politically responsive move that
might satisfy program critics and diffuse threatening opposition.
Ironiadly, firiancial limitations, considered a major problem for
program development, also strengthened the likelihood for the
continuation of the present system, for the cost of reestablishing
training schools would be great. Additionally, the ideology of
deinstitutionalization itself appeared to have developed a momen-
tum and tradition of its own, making challenges heretical.

Evaluation
Considering factors leading to the implementation and contin-

uation of the program, one notes the strength of many of the
linkage and institutional variables. An environment favorable to
change laid the groundwork for the arrival of a strong leader.
Enabling legislation creating DYS gave it the authority to establish
alternative programs and vested it with sentencing powers essential
to program startup and success. This support was made possible by
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the articulation of public norms by child advoatcy groups and the
succession to office of a reform-minded Governor. The support of
a public incvnsed over conditions in the traditional institutions
was generated by media campaigns and investigations which
uncovered conditions in conflict with the values of the citizenry.
It is no small wonder that the public mobilized to challenge the
existing system when one considers the time period, the late
1960s, and the traditionally liberal attitudes of the citizens of
Massachusetts. And finally, the existence of LEAA made addi-
tional resources available for carrying out the reform, completing
the environmental linkages favorable to institutional change.

Functional supports were also forthcoming. Althsoh judges
have been critical of the program, their options are limited to
binding serious offenders over to adult courts. Consequently,
children continue to be remanded to the .pustody of DYS. The
provision of alternative services by the private sector, another
critical functional support for the program, has been adequate,
generally, although the State has ha& to augment and redirect the
provision of such service in some cases.

When considering institutional variables, one notes the initial
importance of strong leadership and the increasing importance ok
doctrine to sustain reforms. Miller is remembered for his charis-
matic and determined leadership style. Interpreting the mandate
for reform in the broadest possiLle sense, Miller pushed his
approach through the system. Aware of the value of maintaining
favorable public attitudes toward the program, he was careful to
exploit such support as fully as ponsible. The 'knternal structure
and resources available withir DYS posed prohlems for Miller
initially. He made do as best he could, reshuffliniotaff, obtaining
Federal grants, and finally tearing the system leaving the
rebuilding to his successors. Without a systern to all back on,
Miller's followers were able to build something entirer new with
relatively little opposition. Thg doctrine of cl?instituti alization,
which Miller eventually came to espouse, was useful in obilizing
public opinion, giving supporters a clear goal for his nd later
administrations. After Miller left, the doctrine remained t direct
change. Within 2 years the last cif the traditional insti tions
closed. Whether the doctrine of deinstitutionalization has bèome
institutionalized, or whether the maintenance of noninatitu onal
programs is a losing proposition, remains to be seen.
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CHAPTER 7

EDUCATIONAL VOUCHERS AT
ALUM ROCK

With this chapter, our case study of planned institutional
change turns to the field of public education. Local public school
systems have become a prime target-of institutional change. In the
first place, they provide a service which in certain important
respects cofistitutes a public good. Public education is a primary
vehicle for the transmission of knowledge from one generation to
another. The level and extensiveness of education are considered
to be an important resource for social and economic development.
Public schools are also a primary means by which children and
young people are prepared for adult roles in society as citizen,
parent, and producer of individual and collective wealth. The
public schools specifically are held responsible for preparinglyoung
people with the attitudes and skills necessary for entrance into the
labor. market, which is the principle means in our society for the
distribution of income.

A second reason why local public school systems have been, and
continue to be, targets of planned institutional change is the fact
that such systems are relatively open to influences from their
environment. While disgruntled parents and local taxpayers may
take issue with such a characterization, it must be acknowledged
that, when compared to such institutions as the health care system
or the criminal justice system, local school systems are relatively
exposed and responsive to external pressures for change. They
have a high degree of visibility in their day-to-day operations.
They are physically located-and operate in full view of their local
constituencies. Parents receive almost daily evidence of the
performance of schools through the experience of their children.
Local schools are penetrable by consumer groups. Parents are free
to visit them at almost any time, and parent involvement in school
affairs has had a long history, even though it bften has been more
characterized by cooptation than by collaboration. The schools
are more accountable to their lOcal constituency than any other
public institution through governing boards and taxing powers
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that ate established by direct election. Local and State govern-
ments frequently undertake investigations to evaluate.the opera-
tion of local school systenas.

Over the last 15 years, public education has been under
considerable pressure to undergo substantial changes in an effort
to be more responsive to the needs Of a diverse constituency. Two
such proposals Will be examined in case studies. The most radical
proposal, .as well as the newest, involves the use of educational
vouchers as a means of financing public education. A voucher
market system of public education jnvolves the granting by some
public body of a voucher of fixed value to individual parents as a
claim on public monies set aside for education. These vouchers are
then used by parents to enroll their children in an educational
institution of their choosing. The institution uses the voucher to
seek reimbursement from the public agency for the educational
services provided. The use of educational vouchers is advocated as
a way of making school systems more responsive to the desires of
diverse groups cif parents. By placing purchasing power in the
hands of the parents, parental influence over the educational
program of local schools can be exercized- by the demand
expressed for particular programs. Although the voucher market
system has not been adopted by any school system, it has beerithe
subject of widespread public debate and was tested on an
experimental basis in the Alum Rock Union Elementary School
District near San Jose, California (Cohen and Farrar 1977).

The second proposal; the decentralization of urban school
systems, has a longer history and less radical in nature.
Det*ntralization maintains control ,over educational decisimi-
,making by the local school system, while delegating authority over
such matters as curriculum and personnel to individual schools or
groups of schools within the system. Decentralization is proposed
as a way of allowing a school system to be more responsive to the
diverse constituencies it serves. However, this responsiveness is
controlled by an education9.I bureaucracy rather than by parents.
Decentralization has been a formal feature of school systems in
New York City, Los' Angeles, Washington, D.C., and Detroit.

The use of educational vouchers in the Alum Rock public
schools will be the subject Of this chapter while the decentraliaa-
tion Of the Detroit Public Schools will be discussed in chapter 9.
We will discuss the experimentation with a voucher market system
in the Alum Rock public schools under four topics: (1) a history
of the decision to engage in the experiment, (2) a description of
the Modified Voucher Plan upon which the experiment was based,
(3) implementation of the voucher experiment, and (4) an
evaluation of that implementation.
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The History of Educational Vouchers at Alum
Rock

By the late 1960s, most attempts at major reform of urban .

school systems were disappointing. Faced with the defeat of
"community control," as exemplified by the Ocean Hill-Browns-
ville confrontation in New York City, the U.S. Office of Economic
Opportunity (OEO) undertook a search for more "interference-
proof" means of making school systems responsive to the needs
and interests of low income urban populations. In December,
1969, OEO commissioned a study to identify and recommend
policies and programs which might be pursued toward this end.
The study was carried out by the Center for the Study of Public
Poliqr under the direction of Christopher Jencks, author and
proponent Of the voucher market system in public education. The
study recommended that OEO engage in a field test of the
educational voucher concept and outlined seven alternative ways
in which it could be operationalized.

OEO adopted the regulated compensatory voucher system as
best suited to its objectives. This system had the following
components:

1.. The parent of each child in a given school system was to
receive a voucher equal to the existing average per pupil
expenditure by that syEtem.

2. No school in the system would be allowed to charge tuition'
beyond the value of the voucher. This regulation would
prevent upper income families from purchasing a superior
education to that of low income families through additional
tuition payments.

3. Schools would be given a supplementary voucher for every
disadvantaged pupil enrolled. This supplementation would
provide an incentive for better schools, that is, those
experiencing a high dernand for their services, to enroll
difficult to teach ct.ildren. Otherwise, they niight refuse to
enroll such children because of the sufficient demand from
normal or advantaged students and the greater cost of
teaching disadvantaged students.

4. All edw_ational institutions within a given jurisdiction, both
public and private, would participate in the voucher system.
This participation would maximize the amount of competi-
tion and increase parent choice among educational programs.

5. An educational voucher authority would be established in
each ;urisdiction. Its functions would be to receive public
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monies allocated to education, to dispense vouchers to
individual schools, and to certify the eligibility of schools to
receive vouchers based on their conformity to regulations
governing the voucher system. The rocal board of echication
would continue to function as an administrative body for
local public schools.

In December, 1969, OE0 sent letters to major school districts
around the country, soliciting their interest in being the potential
site for an experimental voucher system. Each district was invited
to apply for a grant with which to undertake a study of the
desirability and feasibility of instituting such a system. ii order to
receive a grant, the school district had to .select an advisory
committee, composed of a cross-section of community interests,
to advise the school board on whether or not to participate in such
an .experiment. Six school districts appliedfor and received
feasibility study grants: Gary, Indiana; Seattle; San Francisco;
Alum Rock, California; New Rochelle, New York; and Rochester,
New York. In four of these districts, the school board decided
against participation. This decision was based on two facts: (1) As
relatively large urban districts they were already burdened by
massive problems which would complicate the implementation of
the voucher system; and (2) some had experienced difficulties
with racial isolation which they feared would be aggravated by the
parent choice provided by educational vouchers. The stand against
the voucher experiment takfm at the national level by the National
Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers
led the teachers' organizations in all school districts except Alum
Rock to oppose participation in the experiment. As a result, the
Alum Rock Union Elementary School District alone decided to
proceed as a potential test site. While Alum Rock did not
represent the prototype of the urban school distrigewhich was the
target of reform, OEO had no alternative. The monies appropri-
ated by Congress for the educational voucher experiment would
return to the general treasury if left uncommitted beyond the
spring of 1972. Unwilling tis forego this opportunity, OEO settled
on Alum Rock as the test site.

Alum Rock's Decision to Participate
In order to understand the experiment with educational

vouchers in the Alum Rock schools as planned institutional
change, we will discuss in more detail the conditions and events
within Alum Rock leading to the district's decision to participate
in that experiment.

The AlUm Roc* Union Elementary School Dislliet serves the
eastern portion df the San Jose, California, metropolitan area
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known as the "east valley." It is a former agricultural area
undergoing rapid urbanization. Fruit orchards are being converted
into low and moderate income housing developments. There is
little of what might be called a downtown area to Alum Rock;
shopping centers are dispersed throughout the residential areas.
One half of the children of the district are poor by Federal and
State standards, yet poor families are not concentrated in any
paiticular area. San Jose is the most integrated Standard Metro-
politan Statistical Area in the Nation (National Institute of
Education).

The school district is governed by a_board of trustees which is
composed of five members, each of whom is elected to a staggered
4-year terieby residents of the district. 'The composition of the
board in 1976 closely reflected the composition of the communi-'
ty: one Chicano, one Japanese-American, one black, one white
male, and one white female. The board has independent taxing
authority and appoints the superintendent.

Alum Rock is a relatively poor district. In 1969, it, received
one-third more State aid per pupil than the average allocated to
school districts in California. However, it is a school district with a
relatively high level of support for its public schools. Only 30 of
California's 723 elementary school districts had a higher tax rate,
even though Alum Rock's median assessed vaivation per ele-
mentary pupil was $5,328, compared to a State median valuation
of $19,600. According to its superintendent, Alum Rock is the
poorest large school district in northern California end one of the
poorest large elementary districts in the State. The student
population in 1969-1970, in, kindergarden through the eighth
grade, was approximately 16,000. Of this enrollment, approxi-
mately 50 percent were o'f Spanish surname, 12 percent were, If
black, and 38 percent were white and Oriental. As is common in'
rapidly growing metropolitan areas of California, the pupil
turnover in Alum Rock is as high as Se percent per year. A
relatively high degree of mobility may ma.ke a school system more
receptive to experimental proposals (National Institute of Educii

1

tion, 1973).
_ In the fall of 1968, William Jefferds was appointed superin-\
tendent by the Alum Rock board of trustees. Under the former
superintendent,.._ whose term had lasted 12 yws, the district was
highly centralized and very rigid in its educati:9nal program. In the
words of one teacher, "on every morning, in every classroom
throughout the district, not only did reading begin at 8:00, but
the second reading group began at 8:20." The district also had
serious financial difficulties. One year it sent broke, ending up
with about $1,000. Upon ascending to the superintendency,
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Jefferds had two objectives for the district. One was to enSaurage
more diversity and flexibility in the educational program by
decentralizing decisionrnaking authority to the building level. The
seeond was to alleviate the financial shortages of the district.

In the spring of 1970, Jefferds attended a meeting ofrt-he
California State P.T.A. at which a representative of the Center for
the Study of Public Policy (CSPP) presented the concept of the
vo.....cher system. Jefferds became interested in the OEO eacperi-,
ment as a way of meeting the needs of Alum Rock and invited die
representatives of CSPP and OEO to Alum Rock to discuss that
possibility. These consultations culminated in the preparation of
an application for .a feasibility study which was unanimously
approved by the district's board of trustees on September 3, 1970.
The application was accepted by OEO, and funds were made
available to Alum Rock in February, 1971.

Pursuant to OEO regulations, an Education Voucher Committee
(EVC) was convened to supervise the study and advise the board
of trustees whether or not to apply as a test site for the voucher
experiment. The committee consisted of 21 members representing
school administrators, teachers, parents, businessmen, community-
wide groups, and minority groups. The feasibility study included
surveys of parents and staff regarding their attitudes toward
education vouchers. These surveys, in general, showed that both
parents and teachers believed that a need for change existed in the
education program, that parents should have more voice in making
such changes, and that a cautious openness existed to the possible
benefits of a voucher market system in bringing about such
changes (Mecklenburger .and Hostrop 1972). The Alum Rock
Education Association (AREA), the local professional teacher's
organization, remained neutral on the issue, leaving the decision of
whether or not to participate in the voucher experiment up to
teachers in individual schools. AREA was very independent of
national professional organizations and had a reputation of being
mrire oriented toward the needs of the local communitir.

By April, 1971, EVC was faced with two areas oif uncertainty in
making a recOmmendation regarding the experiment. Ole was the
fact that the legislation required to enable private schools to
participate in the voucher experiment had not yet passed the
California State Legislature. The other uncertainty wits a pending
election of the district's board of trustees which EVC feared might
be affected by a positive recommendation. Given these circum-
stances, EVC was prepared to vote down the feasibility study.
HoweVi'r, the superintendent intervened and salvaged the proposal
by persuading EVC members to recommend to the board of
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trustees a postponement of any decision until Lifter the State
legislature had acted.

Jefferds realized that a decision to participate in the voucher
'experiment ultimately must come from the principals and teach-
ers. The matter could not be decided unilaterally by the
administration. Support for such a decision required that princi-
pals and teatthers have an opportunity to explore the uncertainties
of the voucher experiment and to overcome their fear of the
changes which would accompany it. Both Jefferds and the deputy
superintendent had backgrounds in the behavioral sciences and
management and realized the importance of inservice training in
any attempt at organizational change. In the words of the latter:

We realized there were so many sacred cows in the hidden
feelings that could block change. We had to get these out in
the open which is a very painful process. We (the administra-
tion) were the absolute controllers of the system.. We
couldn't get any honest participation in decision-making
without human relations training.

Consequently, in the fall of 1971, the district applied for and
received a continuing planning grant from. OEO to engage in staff
training to explore the issues of increased autonomy for principals
and teachers in the six schools which were leaning toward

h)aticipating
in the experiment. The district hired the Center for

iliman Resources an,d Organizational Development (MC) of San
Jose to carry out that training.

Meanwhile, in the fliji of 1971, the California State Legislature
failed to pass legislation permitting firivate schools to participate
in any voucher experiment auried on under the auspices of a
public school system. Therefore, the district asked OE0 to alter its
original specifications and accept a voucher system consisting only
of public schools. Faced with the loss of funds if the Alum Rock
District did not become the test site, OEO acquiesied to the
request and permitted a transitional model to be developed,
thereby eliminating that obstacle to Alum Rock's eventual
decision to participate.

By January 1972, principals of six schools decided to partici-
pate in the voucher demonstration, as a result of the HRC training,
and convinced their teaching staffs of the desirability of this
decision. Thus the principals and administrative staff were able to
wadi agreements that overcame the' objections of each of the
parties to the proposed experiment: Teachers wanted assurance
that 'they would not lose their jobs; principals wanted tutonoity
over their schools; and.0E0 wanted a functional experiment that,
provided educational diversity, comixtition, parent choice, and
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incentives to accept poor children into a given eduaational
program. On the basis of these agreements, the staffs of each of
the six schools voted to participate. On March 8, 1972, the school
board unanimously authorized the superintendent to develop such
a proposal to be submitted to OEO.

In keeping with the , administration's belief that organizational
change requires the active participation of all parties involved.
3-day working conference was organized at Santa Clara COMOIti-
nity College to prepare the first draft of the proposal to OEO. The
conference consisted of 55 participants including parents, princi-
pals, and teachers of each o; the six participating schools; the
central district staff; and representatives of AREA, PTA, CSPP,
!MC, and OE0. The conference was 'organized in the manner of
what has come to be known in the planning literature as a
community charrette (Riddick 1971). A representative of OEO set
forth the principle elements which the Federal government
required of a voucher system. Then the conferenm was broken up
into small poups, each being asaigned a facet of the proposal on
which to develop a position. The preliminary results of each
group's deliberations *ere typed and distributed to all members of
the conference, following which new groups were farmed to
review these preliminary positions and to suggest modifications.
The sequence was repeated with the modified results being
subjected to a third round of small group review and modification.
The final positions were negotiated by all participants of the
conference meeting as a whole and were adopted by consensus.
The conference recommendations became the bads pf the final
proposal presented to the school board.

Participants agreed that the conference was a major success,
both in providing open and frank communication among all the
parties involved and in producing a workable proposal. In the
opinion of a minority parent, all segraents of the community were
represented, although not proportional to their number in the
pop.datinn. Both parent representatives and staff representative*
commented on the honest confrontation of differstit paints of
view and the willingness to work toward a consensus. There is no
evidence that the conference was manipulated by the administra-
tion to produce eertain predetermined results. In the words of the
deputy superintendent:

The administration had no preconceived notion about how
the voucher system should work. Everything was new to the
administration. Therefore, eVeryone at the Santa Clara
conference was in the same boat; we were all starting from
scratch, learning together.
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Conference participants were invited to review the final proposal,
written by the school administration afte the conference was
over, before it was aibmitted to the board of trustees. Both parent
and staff participants reported that the proposal followed faith-
fully the recommenditions of the conference.

One must be impressed With the degree of success in using the
conference to complete this planning task. Such is not always the
case. Many attempts at widospread participation in developing
planning proposals founder on either of two gi-ounds: They are
rigged ahead of time and therefore do not reflect genuine
"participation, or they bog down in conflict between adverse
groups and never yesult in any viable plan. In this case success may
be attributable to two factors: (1) Substantive conflicts between
major actors were negotiated prior to the conference, thereby
eliminating .any barrier they might impose on the conference's
productivity. (2) All participants entered the conference in
positions of relative equality in terms of knowledge or control
over the process. This meant that parents' interest in maintaining
the option of neighborhood schools, which had not surfaced in
prier negotiations, could be dealt with in the recommendations of
the conference.

The district's board of trustees unanimously approved the final
proposal on April 12, 1972, and 0E0 followed almost immeei-
ately with its approval, allowing planning for the experiment to
begin before the end of the school year.

We can summarize this discussion of events leading up to Alum
Rock's decision to participate in the voucher experiment by
indicating the factors which seem to account for that derision. In
the first place, a need was felt by all parties concerned for
decentralization of the school system. This commonly shared
interest provided- the basis for a collective goal for institutional
change. One cannot say that a full-blown ideology was present,
because no clear-cut notion prevailed about how to carry out such
decentralization. Thus, education vouchers came to be seen as an
operational expression of how to achieve this goal, ancl the
experiment was entered into opportunistically. A second factor
was the leadership of the superintendent in clearly articulating the
goal of decentralization, in seeking resources in the school's
environment to help bring that about, in persistently and skillfully
negotiating the interests of the district with OEO, and in providing
the means whereby different parties within the district could
resolve their individual interests with the proposed organizational
change.

In the third place, each of the major parties to the decision had
something importkit to gain from the experiment and very little,
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if anything, to lose. The teachers needed additional resources in
order to develop badly needed innovative programs. The principals
wanted greater autonomy over the administration of their schools.
Patents, at least those involved in ichool affairs at the time,
wanted more flexibility and innovation in the curriculum. AREA,
as a professional organization wanted increased funds for the
district. The administration wanted decentralization, but had no
piogram or resources with which to bring it about. And lastly,
0E0 needed a demonstration site on which to spend its monies
earmarked for a voucher experiment

A fourth factor was the use of techniques to enhance
interpersonal relations as the school system worked its way
through the change process, namely the adoptior. of inservice
training in human relationziind the use of the community charette
in planning the voucher experiment. A fifth factor was the
availability of substantial resources from, OEO amounting to about
$8 million a year, with which to carry out the program of
institutional change. Without that incentive, it is doubtful that
Alum Rock would have contemplated the adoption of a voucher
market system.

The Modified Voucher Plan

The actual voucher system adopted by the Alum Rock School
District departed in several important respects from the regulated
compensatory voucher system specified in the original OEO
prospectus. These departures resulted from limitations imposed on
the Alum Rock schools by ,the State legislature, as well as
agreements reached by parties within the school system to assure
their support for the experiment. While these departures con-
stiained the potential for consulier choice, they did not negate
the notion of a market system of education. The adopted plan
provided competition among diverse providers of education,
parent choice within that competitive framework, and incentives
to providers to accept poor or high-risk children into their
programs. The experiment proposed by Alum Rock, therefore,
was known as the modified voucher plan. It was seen as an interim
step on the way to future testing of the full voucher system
originally propoied by OEO.

The modified voucher plan was based on the voluntary
participation of individual schools in the district. In the first year
of the experiment, six elementary schools were involved. The plan
consisted of the following elements:
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1. Each participating school was to develop two alternative
programs, or mini-schools, between which parents must
choose to enroll their children. In this manner, parents
preferring the concept of the neighborhood school, that is,
to keep their children in the school in which they were
currently enrolled, would still have to make an educational
choice among programs within that school. Parents were to
participate in the planning of these programs. .

2. The parent of each child currently enrolled in a partici-
pating sthool was to receive a voucher worth the current
average cost of educating a child in the district. Compen-
satory vouchers equal to one-third the value of the basic
voucher were given directly to each program or mini-
school on the basis of the number of eligible children that
were enrolled. Eligibility for a compensatory voucher was
determined by a student's eligibility for the Federal lunch
program. The latter in California was based on the
equivalent of a maximum annual income of $4,000 for a
family of four persons. In this manner, eligibility for
compensatory vouchers was self-declared, and did not
require any special testing or "labeling" of individual
students. Compeniatory funds were to be spent on services
available to all participants in a given program, rather than
just eligible children. The budget for each program was to
be determined by the amount of voucher money attracted.

3. To facilitate parent choice each mini-school was to provide
information in writing on the philosophy, practices, and
finances of its program and on the performance of
students to pruents in all participating schools. Community
cpunselors were to be made available by the district to
help bring this information to parents and counsel them in
the process of selecting the program and school in which
to enroll their children.

4. Open enrollment was guaranteed for each program, but
was limited with respect to school buildings. Parents were
guaranteed placement of their children in the program,, of
their first choice. If a program attracted more children
than could be accommodated in the buildinglite in which
it planned, additional space would be made available in
other buildings, a process known as satelliting. With
respect to building choices, previously enrolled children
and their incoming siblings were given first preference. If a
building was oversubscribed, new enrolees would be
assigned on the basis of a lottery. This enrollment
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procedure was accompanied by free transportation for
each child to the building in which he or she was enrolled.

5. Each school was to operate autonomously from the school
district; and each program, whether confined to a school
building or located in multiple buildings, was to be
responsible for its own policy, CUITiCtilum , staffing, texts
and materials, management, and budgeting, within the
limits imposed by the California State Education Code.
This provision left the role of principals undefined. Two
alternatives were suggested. One was that of a program
manager responsible for the conduct of a given program in
one or more buildig; where it operated. In such a role,
principals would have a home bath, but their responsibility
would be to the program being managed, rather than to
the building in which it was located. The management of a
particular building as a facility Would be contracted for as
a service. The second alternative was as a traditional
building principal, responsible for managing all programs
located in a given building. This alternative was seen to
have the disadvantage of putting principals in the position
of favoring one program over another, and thereby
diminishing competition among programs which was essen-
tial to parent clioice. This issue was left unresolved in the
plan and became the source of considerable conflict during
the plan's implementation.

6. An advisory body, known as the Education Voucher
Advisory Committee (EVAC), was to be established to
advise the school board and administration on the im-
plementation of the voucher plan. EVAC was to be
composed of one parent and one staff member from each
school, the manner of their selection to. be determined by
the school.

7. The experiment was to be evaluated by two procedures. A
continuous internal evaluation was to be conducted, under
the auspices of the Notrict, consisting of anntial tests of
academic achievement and attitudes of children toward
school. This information was to be tied as part of th-
information disseminated to parents each year. In addi-
tion, surveys were to be conducted of the attitudes of
parents and teachers toward the voucher system. An
external evaluation regarding the effectiveneu of the
experiment itself was to be carried out by, the Rand
Corporation under contract with OEO.

11 7
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8. The district was to assist any group of individuals outside
the Alum Rock public schools which wanted to start an
alternative education program. Such groups, were to be
provided monies with which to plan their programs and to
cover the startup.costs. The programs would operate under
contract with the Alum Rock School District This
provision was an attempt to minimize the limitation of
choice which resulted from the inability of private or
parochial schools to participate in the voucher experiment.

9. All teachers certified under California law were to be
guaranteed their seniority and tenure rights during the
voucher experiment. If they chose to teach in a voucher
school, their employment in the district could not be
jeopardized by a declining enrollment in their program.
Should such a decline occur, three alternatives were
provided: (a) to transfer to another voucher program,
necessitating that any expanding program must give first
priority in hiring to existing district personnel (b) to
transfer to a school not participating in the voucher
experiment or (c) to have their contract bought up by the
district.

10. Under California State law, the school board could not
delegate legal responsibility for the participating schools; it
.could a ,;_,T delegate responsibility for program develop-
ment and management, and disperse money to those
schools on the basis of vouchera. To assure autonomy of
operation, the plan specifically prohibited EVAC and the
district administration from making any curricular or
expenditure decisions for principals or program managers.
Centralized services such as psychological counselihg,
audiovisual equipment, and curricuhim development, were
to be purchased at the option of participating schools. To
assure the market orientation of the experiment, those
centralized services which were essential to parent choice,
namely, the dissemination of program information, enroll-
ment counseling, and internal evaluation, were to be
carried out by a private consulting firm under contract
with the district The firm WM also to advise the
superintendent on the implementatior of the experiment.

'11.- modified voucher plan established a rather complex
organization and generated certain structural conflicts which made
difficult the plan's implementation (see figure 5). The superinWnd-
ent, es the chief administrative officer of the Mum Rock District,
also became the administrative officer for the voucher experiment.

a_
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This placed the superintendent in the position of administering
two very different and often conflicting educational operations.
The superintendent's responsibility went directly to the mini-
/schools or progams in seeing that they met the statutory
requirements of California law and in transferring vouchermoney
from the district to the indiVidual programs. EVAC, instead of
being an educational voucher authority Tisponsible for running the
voucher experiment, becaine-ari advisory group to the superin-
tendent and the school board. The influence of EVAC on the
experiment could only 'be indirect. Given this lack of autonomy
for the voucher system, the ,district hired the Sequoia Institute,
headed by Joel Levine, a former staff member of CSPP, to advise
the superintendent on the condUct of the experiment and to
perform those functions necessary to maintain the competitive
nature of the system (which would have been performed by a
voucher authority). This design left the principals with little
official power in the system. The principals luicl no established role
in running the mini-schools. In addition, they were superseded in
their influence by two new agents, EVAC and the Sequoia
Institute, which had direct access to the superintendent. The.
principals were left with what informal power derived from their
strong ties with the'superintendent that preceded the experiment.

Implementation
First Year: 1972-1973

In the first year of the voucher experiment, 22 mini-schools or
programs were offered in the six participating schools. This
constituted an average of better than three programs per school.
Since the purpose of creating mini-schools was to provide choice
in educational philosophy and program, the question naturally
arises, to what extent did programs vary? The judgment in this
matter is mixed. Some argue that basically there was little
difference in. philosophy and content from one program to
another, while others argue that there ,was at least a basic
difference in teaching style in each school. It is universally agreed
that one building, the Meyer School, achieved significant varia-
tions in educational philosophy and program. Since the purpose of
the voucher experiment was to see whether or not such diversity
would be generated, we will focus our comments on the school
where it apparently dick occur.

In the view of one of the more successful teachers at Meyer
School, an enormous amount of time and energy went into
planning the mini-schools. Immediately after the OEO grant was
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awarded, the Meyer faculty sat down and outlined as many
different types of programs as they could think of. Having
identified the widest range of choices, the school held a Parents'
Night in which parents were asked to indicate their preferences
among these options. On the basis of this preliminary measure of
demand, the teaching staff narrowed the range of programs to be
offered and proceeded to plan them. Since preregistration for the
first year of the experiment occurred at the end of kiay, 1972,
teachers had little more than a week to prepare programs,
although curriculum planning did go on throughout the summer.
It is generally agreed that too little time and resources were
available for.this purpose at the outset of the experiment.

In the first year, Meyer School offered four programs; in the
second year, five. They were:

1. The Year 2,000, a future-oriented curriculum teaching
children how to solve problems and bow to learn, rather than
transmitting a body of knowledge

2. Fine Arts Currjculum
3. Behavioral Research Laboratory, a commercially developed

program of Mdividualized-learning

4. Basic S:itills, a traditional curriculum emphasizing skills in
reading, math, and language arts
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5. Down to Earth, a free school focused on developing the
motivation of children to learn by an unstructured explora-
tion of their environment

While all parents were forced to make a choice among programs
in a given school, very few chose to enroll their children in a new,
school. Of the 2,650 families served by the six participating
schools, 101 enrolled their children in a new building, while an
additional 95 changed programs within a building during the first
year (National Institute of Education 1973). Additional evidence
ociparental choice is reflected in the fact that 40 percent of
families with two or more children in the voucher schools chose
different programs for different offspring, suggesting that parents
niade an effort to match th 'needs of individual children with the
most appropriate educational ogram.

The voucher mechanism fo allocating funds was implemented
in that dollars were budgeted .to programs on the basis of their
enrollment at the beginning of the year. An income-outgo budget
tying dollars to emollment on a continuous basis throughout the
year was planned but not implemented. Such a budget Was
designed to make the impact of parent choice on the mini-schools
more immediate. The assignment of compensatory -vouchers
created a substantial ;ncrease in resources normally available,
making innovative programs feasible: For the most part, teachers
took over administrative responsibilities for the mini-schools. For
example, in the Meyer school one teacher was appointed coordi-='--.
nator for each mini-school in addition to carrying teaching duties,
and another teacher was appointed budget director. The coord-
inators for each program met periodically with the building
principal to work out common problems. The principal and vice
principal had very little direct involvement. The principal handled
rehitions with the district administration in terms of obtaining
resoumes, and the vice principal handled discipline problems fOr
the teachers. But, in the words of one teacher, "we ran the school;
if the princip hadn't been there, the school would haye gone on
anyway."

EVAC was ganized largely with persons who had participated
in the Santa ra conference. In subsequent years, representatives
on EVAC Were elected from each school. EVAC had little formal
power over the voucher experiment. It saw its role as a "watch
dog" over the implementation of the Modified Voucher Plan and
as a facilitator of communication between the schools and The
community. Community advisory boards were also establizhed in
each school. Their function was to meet regularly with school staff
to advise on community needs and interests in designing and
operating the mini-schools.

1 51
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During the first year, the principals moved to create a position
of power for themselves within the voucher system. They saw
EVAC and the Sequoia Institute as additional layers of centraliza-
tion imposed on an experiment in which the schools -were
supposed to have ineeeaaed autgnomy, In the words of the
principal, "We moved to block Levine from becoming, in effect, a
superintendent of the voucher system, and EVAC from becoming
a board of education." The principals cut off all comratinication
between the scliools ad EVAC. They counteracted Levine's
guidelines for running the experiment by dealing directly with the
superintendent, as was their custom, in negotiating how the
experiment was to be carried out in their individual schools. As a
result, they were able to prevent the implementation of two of the
key elements of the Modified Voucher Plan. They secured an
agreement by which community counselors would be held
responsible to each school building rather than to the Sequoia
Institute, putting the counselors in a position of serving the needs
of the school rather than the needs of the parents. As a result, the
parent who headed the community counselors resigned in protest.
The principals also secured an agreement that there would be no
internal evaluation, during the first year, a 'move which greatly
pleased the tzachers, They argued that early testing of students'
performance and attitudes would be an unfair measure of the
1,iccess or failure of- their programs. As a consequence, testing

could not beg n until the second year, which meant that the
results would not be available to parents until the third year of the
experiment. These agreements gutted any serious attempt to
increase the c2pacity of parents to make educational choices.
Thus, while the principals, for the most, part, were committed to
the voucher concept; their play for.power nullified the regulatory
roles of EVAC and the Sequoia Institute which were necessary to
assure free choice and competitiveness, characteristics essential to
a voucher market system.

A survey was conducted in the, fall and the spring of the first
year to determine the reactions of both parents and teachers to
the experiment (National Institute of Education 1973). In general,
the proportion of parents favoring, the voucher system increased
during the year. Parents who liked ,,a choice in curiiculum
increased from 83'percent in ate fall to 95 percent in the spring.
Those believing that parental choice in enrollment would make
teachers more responsive went from 66 percent in the fall to 76
percent in the st ing. Parenta believing tnat vouchers would
improve the quality of education increased from 77 percent in the
(nil to 89 percent in the spring.
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The survey of teachers showed that in the fall about 50 percent
in both the voucher schools and the nonvoucher schools believed
that educational vouchers would improve education in Alum
Rock. In the spring, 74 percent in voucher schools as opposed to
33 percent in nonvoucher schools believed in such improvement.
Teachers believing that vouchers would benefit students consti-
tuted 83 percent in the voucher schools in contrast to 30 percent
in nonvoucher schools. In referring to the advantages df voucher
schools, 75 percent of teachers cited teacher teamwork; 85
percent cited a curriculum better suited to student needs; 84
percent cited learning experience for teachers; 96 percent cited
opportunity to innovate; and 72 percent cited parent involvement.
Second Year: 1973-1974

In the second year, seven schools were added to the experiment,
bringing the number participating to 13. Forty-five mini-schnols
were provided, which again was substantially greater than the
numbes, called for in the original plan. This represented an
addition of three new programs and a drop of the three existing
programs due to a lack cf demand. There was very little shift in
enrollment among the various programs.

The addition of new schools was opposed by the principals of
the original six schools. These principals felt that by the end of the
first year they had worked out a great number of conflicts and had
begun to make the experiment operational. Now that the
principals had "gotten themselves together," they wanted to
confine the experiment to the original six schools during the
second year so that they could begin to function like a market.
13ut their recommendation was overruled, it was believed, because
of the additional money which the new scho:.. .ould bring into
the district and because the National Institute of Education
wanted to demonstrate success in order to get more money from
Congress.

In a. second year, the policy of open enrollment received its
severest test, and failed. In order for the voucher system to
operate as a market, enrollment in any given program had to
remain open to all comers, allowing the expansion of programs .

with a high demand and the retrenchment of programs with a low
demand. To implement open enrollment required that programs
with increased enrollment be able to expand or satelite into
school buildings with decreasing enrollment. In every case,
attempts at satelliting were blocked or sabotaged by the receiving
school. Programs which attempted to satellite were usually denied
space in other buildings, presumably because the schools involved
were threatened by the success of the expanding program or were
opposed to the voucher concept

4
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The experience of the Meyer School is insightful. During the
second year, the staff of Meyer wanted to fully test the voucher
concept by keeping enrollments open. TheY attracted 1,000
students, compared to their usual enrollment of 750. Meyer
wanted to satellite the:. grades six through eight into a junior high
school and 'consequently urged the distzict to "voucherize" a new
junior high school, Ocala, which was to open that year. However,
parents of other elementary-schools which ware to.- feed into Ocala
were opposed to the voucher concept, leiding the district
administration to voucherize Fischer Junior High School instead.
This decision made sense in that Meyer was a feecizr. school to
Fischer. However, the principal and staff of Fischei wcre opposed
to voucheis. To deal with this situation, the administration
allowed those in opposition to vouchers to transfer to the new
Ocala Junior High School. When the time came for Meyer to
satellite, the staff of Fischer, now a voucher school, did not want
satellites from Meyer School, reportedly because they feared the
competition from what was known as a very successful prokrain.
Faced with this dilemma, the administration decided to put
Aleyer's satellites at the Ocala Schobl, which had extra space and
where the principal and staff were also opposed to the voucher
system. Meyer compounded the error by sending its least
experienced teachers to the satellite. With no support for rOatively
inexperienced teachers, the program lost 'students and eventually
was dropped.

It was in the second year that an attempt was made to
'implement another major element of the plan, the- creation of
alternative schools. It also failed (Cohen and Farrar 1977). A
group of teachers from outside the district applied for permission
to establish a "free school" known as GRO-KIDS. The group was
awarded a planning grant; but to some; the district appeared to
drag its feet on granting .permission for the school to operate,
extending negotiations throughout most of a year. ifowever,
opposition to the alternative school was based more on personnel
matters than educational philosophy. The proponents of GRO-
KIDS wanted the freedom to choose their own Wachers and
determine their own salary scale. The Alum Rotk teachers union,
seeing that GRO-KIDS might attract enrollment out of district
schools and thereby threaten existing jobs, insisted that the
applicants hire certified teachers, have the same student/staff
ratio, and pay the same salary and fringe benefits as prevailed in
the district. The principals of the voucher schools sided with the
teachers union, but for different reasons. They wanted the same
freedom over personnel practices being sought for GRO-KIDS.
Since they were denied that freedom, they did not want

1 5 4
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GRO-KIDS to have it, and thlreby operate with a competitive
advantage over the district's voucher schools. In the end, the
administration sided with the teachers' union arid principals, the
applicants agreed to these terms, td a contract for GRO-KIDS toteopera was awarded. However, y the time the program was
offered, the number of parents who had ioriginally expressed an
interest dwindled to the point where the program was no longer
feasible.

-The second -year -saw implementation of the continuous
income-out go budget. This budget allowed each program to keep
a more accurate acc-ount of its per pupil cost so that a program's
budget could be automatically increased or decreased with changes
in enrollment. The construction of such a budgeting system
consumed an enormous 'amount of time and recordkeeping on the
part of the teaching staff. This burden, in addition to the already
cumbersome tasks of Vroviam management, led many mini-schools
to transfer administrative responsibilities from the teachers to the
principals. Teachers found that they preferred teaching to adminis-
tration.

Third Year: 1974-1975

The failure of satelliting during the previous year led to a
decision to curtail open enrollment in all schools. This policy
meant that programs could enroll students up to their existing
capacity on a first-come, first-serve basis. Parents who could not
be accommodated would.have to seek other choices. The demise
of open enrollment marked the beginning of the end of competi-
tion "between programs, a fate greatly welcomed by teachers.
There were no births or deaths in mini-schools during this year,
and the shift in program size was negligible.

A budget cvisis in the district as a whole dominated- the
experiment in the third year. Local revenues decreased due to anoverall loss of students and cost increases due to inflation.
Teachers and teacher-aids were laid off. However, due to personnel
regulations, this attrition had to occur on the basis of teacher
seniority, rather than a school building's .enrollment. This meant
that mini-ochools had to shuffle their staff to accommodate
district-wide attrition, which involved taking on teachers based on
their seniority rather than their program compatibility. As an
additional economy measure, compensatory funds frpm the
voucher experiment were consolidated with compensatory funds
from other State and Federal programs and used district wide.. For
the second year in a row, excess voucher funds remaining at theend of the year were absorbed by the district to help,balance its
badget. And finally, in order to insure -the future financial
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solvency of the district, class aizes were fixed to allow the district
to predict future teacher needs more accurately. All of these
remedies for the district% fiscal problems served to restrict the
discretion of voucher schools and decrease their resources end
incentive for program innovation.

In the thfrd year, booklets on how to interpret program
options, how to visit schools, and how to select programs were
designed and distributed. Parent education, a basic element in the
voucher plan, was finally introduced. Fnr the first time, parents
eceived information on . students' cognitive perforniance -and
attitudes toward school. However, at the insistent* of principals
such information was distributed only to parents of children
enrolled in each respective program. Comparative information
among programs had to be requested by parents. Thus in the third
year, increased information regarding educaticell progams was
made available to parents.. However, such information came at a
time of declining opportunity for parents to exercise choice.

Fourth and Fiftli Year: 1975-1976, 1978-1977

The changes hi operating procedures during the third year were
reflected in the experiment's steady decline duiing its last 2 years.
In the fourth year, mini-schools continued, but the interest of
parents in exercising choice markedly diminiihed. The number of
parents who made enrollment decisions prior to the deadline was
1,500 fewer than the previous year. The internal evaluation and
parent information program .continued as in the 'third year.
Principals in most schools assumed complete management respon-
sibility for the mini-schools. Teachers further '. withdrew from
competitiveness between. programs. Foi example, In \the Meyer
School the teaching staff felt that teachers were becoming so
identified with the mini-schools that the building as a whole was
not hanging together. As a result, the roles.of program coordinator
and budkét directOr were dropped. Two school-wide task forces
were formed, one for the curriculuni and one for the budget.
Every teacher was &signed to one Usk force.

The fifth year brought a formal end to the experiment. Its
termination did not represent a dramatic change in operating
procedures because many of the features of the voucher system
hid already been discarded, and the voucher achOola were brought
more into conformity with the rest of the district. Only nine
building offered Imre than one program. Budgeting was still tied
to program enrollment. The internal evaluation and% parent
information procedures continued.

i 56
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Evaluation
In evaluating the experimentation with a voucher market

system at Alum Rock, it is important to recognize that two efforts
at institutional change are .0volved. One is the effort by OEO to
change primary and secondary public education through the
adoption of a voucher market system. The other is an attempt by
the Alum Rock SChool District to change itself through decentrali-
zation of decisionmaking. Therefore, two sets of objectives exist
by which the experiment can be evaluated. OEO's objectives were
to make an educational system more responsive to the needs of
diverse groups by increasing parent choice and, therefore, parent
influence over the curriculum. Alum , Rock's objectives were to
create.; more flexibility and variety in its curriculum by decentrali-
zing decisionmz.king within the district.

EvaNation by OEO's Objectives

In order for OEO's objectives to be met, it was necessary to
establish the essence of a voucher market system, i.e., the exercise
of parental cag.iF among clear educational alternatives that were
in competition with eadi other for voucher dollars.. Was such a
system implemented? In a pure sense, the answer is "no," and one
would have to conclude that the experiment was a failure.
However, one would have to acknowledge that some of the
important elements Of such a system were implemented and that
in a partial sense the experiment was a success. Let us elaborate
this conclusion in more detail.

1. A voucher mechanism of a compenAafory nature was estab-
.,,lished with a budgeting sy.stem that permittA funds to be
'attached to enrollment for individual programs, and was
maintained throughout the experiment.

2. Clear educational alternatives were established within 'some
of the schools of the distrkt at the height of the eiperitnent.
Teacher initiative and responsibilipy in depigning and carrying
out innovative and varied educational programs Were dearly
demonstrated.

3. Open enrollment succeeded only at the building level. It
failed at the program level in that mini-schools were not able
to satellite beyond their existing facilitioic

4. No Alternative school outside the public system was estab-
lished.
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5. Community counselors were not used to educate parents
about how to make choices; they were used to advertise, or
disseminate information about schools.

6. The internal evaluation did provide consumers with compara-
tive information about the performance of mini-schools, but
this occurred too late to have any significant inipact on
program development.

7. EVAC and advisory boards for each school were established,
but their impact on the implementation of the voucher
system was restricted.-

One could say from this summary that those elements of the plan
which dealt with diversity in curriciZum and building-level
decisionrnaking were successfully implemented, whereas thrme
elements that dealt with competition and parent choice were not:

We must now ask the question, why was the voucher market
system as originally danceived by OE0 not implemented? The
answer to this question has several dimensions. Some of the failure
is attfibutable to factors which were built into the design of the
experiment, for which responsibility lies with those who planned
it. A part of the failure is attributable to the process by which the
experiment was implemented, responsibility for which must 'be
assumed by those who administered it. Still other factors lie
outside the actions of planners or administrators and therefore
reflect op the viability of the concept itself.

Failure by Design
A principle cause of failure lies in the fact that the voucher

experiment was not designed as a freestanding market system, but
ratl-er as one contained within a larger bureaucratiC system. That
larger system existed prior to the experiment and was to persist
beyond it. 'Therefore, the interests of the larger system prevailed
when they conflicted with those of the voucher experiment. In the
view of one principal:

The Pistrict was unwilling to let the voucher schools be truly
independent and function as a market. They were forced to
play by the District wide rules. The voucher demonstration
consisted essentially of two systems in one, the voucher
system within the larger system, and the larger system won
out.

A second factor was the preservation of teacher seniority and
tenure rights. 'Their enforcement limited the ability of individual
programs to hire the most appropriate personnel for their
philosophy and methods, and prevented the removal of teaching
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personneljudged ineffective on the basis of parent demand. A
third factor was the abaence of any nonpublic schools that would
have bypassed the constraints on the experiment imposed by the
conflicts between the voucher schools and nonvoucher schools
within the district.

And lastly, bypassing the-principals in assigning formal manage-
ment responsibility for the voucher programs created an informal
triangle of power among the principals, EVAC and the Sequoia
Institute (who were responsible for overseeing the voucher plan),
and the supv 'itendent (who was caught between the interests of
the district 41 the interests of the voucher experiment). This
triangular r ..nship allowed the principals to secure an alliance
with the superintendent against EVAC and the Sequoia Insiitute
to block implementation of key elements of the voucher plan. .

Failure by Implementation

Levinson (1976), in a well-informed and respected critique of
the voucher experiment at Alum Rock, attributes its failure to the
incremental process by which it was implemented. Three aspects
of incrementalism are relevant. The voucher plan was broken
down into its components and implemented in stages. Thisi
procedure would have been satisfactory had these components been
serially related, that is, if the successful implementation of one
component were related sequentially to the implementation of
another. However, the voucher plan constituted a system change
in which the components were interrelated, and thus required
simultaneous implementation. Alternative education programs
were introduced the first year, the budget system was introduced
the second year, and the evaluation of programs and parent
education were introtiuced the third year: This staged implemen-
tation _meant that parent choice and its impact on budget
allocations could not have its full effect on program design. In the
words of Levinson:

The problem with incremental implementation is that if the
components are treated as individual entities, rather than as
parts of a whole to be meshed together, then the innovation,
although interesting and beneficial, may not conforin to its
original plan, since the relationship of the components to the
whole can be ignored (p. 15).

A second feature of incrementalism is the preservation of the
old system during the introduction of a new one. The voucher
system was implemented as a Supplementation to the existing
school system, rathey- than a replacement of it. This procedure
allows power over change to reside with the current operators of a

1 5 (.)
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system, those with entrenched. interests, who, because of the
staged nature of incrementalism, can dismantle the innovation
piece by piece when it conflicts with their interests. Thus
satelliting was blocked because it threatened the integrity of
building orpnization and professional control over program
expansion. The establishment of the alternative school, GRO-
KIDS, ,was deterred by teachers who feured loss of employment in
the larger system.

A third feature of incrementalism is decisionmaking by negotia-
tion rather than by plan. The introduction of nevrsystem parts,
while preserving existing ones, leads to decisionmaking which
depends on the agreement of all parties concerned. Such decision-
making results in innovalions being modified or tiocked so as to
minimize conflict with existing practices. When the redesign of a
system is instituted simultaneously, it is more likely to proceed as
planned. Thus principals were able to negotiate a postponement of
internal evaluations, and the teachers union wr able to negotiate
crippling requirements for the proposed alternatie school.

Constraining Factors
Some factors contributing to the failure of the experiment lay

outside its deiign or implementation and therefore suggest
limitations of the concept of the voucher market system. Most key
actors in the experiment agreed that very few parents became
significantly involved in making choices between educational
philosophies and programs when such alternatives did exist. Some
believe that effective parent choice could be developed if a serious
effort at parent eclucation had been made by the district.
However, most agreed that parents, particularly at the elementary
level, are more concerned about choosing teachers than an
educational curriculum. They want to match the, style of the
teacher with the learning style of their children.

A second factor noted by all parties involved was the
tremendous drain in time and morale which competition inflicted
on teachers. Teachers were not happy with having to try to outdo
each other for students. They liked the variety in programs that
came with the voucher system and the. opportunity to work
together in small groups. But they did not like the pressure that
.pitted teachers against each other. In the words of one teacher,
"The whole voucher experience was very painful: it engendered a
lot of conflict and lack of trust." As a result, teachers began to
minimize competition among programs in order to reduce conflict.

Competition is inherent in a market situation. However, the
amount of interpersonal conflict experienced in Alum Rock could
be avoided with a voucher system in which the school building was

1.6i)
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the basic competing unit. In the mini-achools, teachers who wereused to working together on a daily basis were suddenly thrust
into face-to-face competition. If a school building were to work
together as a single producing unit, such personalized conflict
would be avoided. That is exactly the state of affairs to which the
voucher system in Alum Rock eventually gravitated.

The conclusions which we have been discussing should not be
construed to imply that the voucher experiment at Alum Rock
constituted an adequate test of a vdacher market system. With the
number of limitations built into its design and implementation, itcan in no way be so considered. A more adequate test must
involve a system in which the educational programs operate
independently of each other, free to gxow or decline in response to
demand, and with competition preserved and protected by an
overriding authority. What the Alum Rock experiment does
provide is a trial regarding the feasibility of some of the elements
of that system. From this trial it would appear that educational
innovatiim and diversity can be generated by teachers and related
financially to parent demand when competition internal to an
educational unit of production is avoided.

Evaluation by Alum Rock's Objectives

The Alum Rock school district did not have an articulated plan
for achieving decentralized decisionmaking. Neither the nature of
decentralization to which the district aspired, nor a set of actions
designed to achieve it, had been specified. Rather, the school
administration saw in the voucher experiment an opportunity to
advance decentralization and therefore adopted the experiment as
its plan. We therefore have no preconceived notion of decentraliza-
tioj by which to evaluate the attainment of the district's
objectives.

What we have is a statement from key actors about certain
features of the voucher system which did not exist in the district
prior to the experiment, which persisted 2 years after the
conclusion of the experiment, and which therefore can be
considered to be institutionalized.

1. Curriculum variabilityAlthough there is now only one
educntionLI program per school building, that program is
designed by each individual school. This procedure provides
some opportunity for variation in the curriculum on a
systemwide basis. The staff of each school are free to make
decisions about the emphasis which their curriculum will take
and to set priorities regarding the kinds of teachers to be
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hired. Within a given school, teachers are continuing to use
their own style within a gwen curriculum. They can
team-teach or do individual teaching. Furthermore, in some
schools there is decisionmaking by the faculty rather than by
the principal. For example, at the Meyer School the faculty
decided which math and reading programs to adopt and
whether or not an individual teacher can depart from that
program. Teachers decided the discipline policy to be used
within the school and initiated a continuation of the human
relations program to improve working relationships among
the faculty.

2. Open enrollmentOpen enrollment exists in that a parent
can choose to enroll his or her child in any school in the
Alum Rock district. Transportation is provided as long as
funds are available. Furthermore, within some schools there
is a degree of open enrollment between classes. For example,
at Meyer School, when parents come for a conference
regarding the next academic year, they are told who is
teaching at a given grade level and are asked their peeferekce
for the teacher they would like for their child. Howevirr
there is no guarantee that first prefensnces will be honored,
since class size must be balanced.

3. Building-based budgetingThe system of attaching building
budgets to enrollmetit continues, and each building decides
how its budget will be spent. For example, at the Meyer
School, the principal solicits recommendations for program
expenditures for the coming year from,teachers. Thecprinci-
pal integrates these recommendations into the budget total
allocated to the- school on the basis of its projected
enrollment, and returns the proposed budget to the teachers
for review before submitting it to the district. The district
then aggregates all building budgets by use bf a computer and
makes adjustments in the allocated amounts based on any
changes in expected average daily attendence. This budgeting
procedure means that the amount of funds over which the
central administration has dixietionary power went from
$18 million prior to the voucher experiment to $2,000 after
the experiment. In the words of the deputy superintendent:

This budy procedure has radically changed the nature
of my job. Before, when I was responsible for all of the
money in the system, people were afraid to come to me
for advice or assistance. Now they use me as a resource
person.

2 414 -
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4. Human rektions---There is a continuing appreciation for and
use of interpersonal skills learned in the human relations
training carried on during the experiment.

5. Eva WatsonThe internal evaluation has become a permanent
function of the district. Information on students' cognitive
performance and attitude toward school, budget expendi-
tures, staff size, and program philosophy for each building
continues to be distributed annually to all parents.

6. Parent involvementCommunity advisory boards continue to
operate at each school. Although their roIe in decisionmaking
is minimal, it is qualitatively different from that of PTAs.
The former presumes to oversee a school's operation, while
the latter's function is more supportive and social. Parent
involvement never achieved the level of influence hoped ror,
but all parties are agreed that the current level of involvement
exceeds that which cccurred prior to the experiment and that
the school system is much mare sensitive to community
needs and interest. The schools now hay_t_a-L-upro student"
attitude; student feelings are takminterEonsideration. In the
words of one parent:

The voucher experiment opened up communication be-
tween the schools and the community. The schools just
cannot carrk on business as usual without considering the
attitudes and wishes of the community. Whatever else
happens, the schools will never be the same; they can't go
back to working in isolation. The community now feels it
has a right to participate and express its opinion.

One must conclude from this list of carryover effects that the
attempt to decentralize the Alum Rock schools was an unqualified
success. The degree of decentralized decisionmaking ,is not only
remarkable for Alum Rock, but surpasses what one might expect
to ,nd in almost any local public school system. One Might say
t' the operation failed, but the disease was cured; that is, the
a.tenipt to establish a voucher market system failed, but the
attempt to decentralize the school system succeeded. Whether the
Alum Rock schools would have achieved decentralization without
the experiment is a moot question. In the words of a former
employee of the Sequoia Institute:

The people in the district have an enormous sense of failure
about the voucher experiment. That is probably because each
of them feels responsible for their piece of it, and if it failed,
that failure reflects on them personally. Actually, a lot was
accomplished by the voucher experiment.
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CHAPTER 8

DECENTRALIZATION OF DETROIT
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

As any organization or institution grows, effective management .

and efficient productim,become niore difficult. A school systein,
which is basically an institution that delivers educational services,

np exception. At some point it rmds itielf losing touch with its
beneficiaries, separated by the bureaucratic structure and the mus
of red tape that are its inevitable companions. One possible
solution to this problematic situation is to decentralize. Decentral-
ization can increase efficiency by shortening the chain of
command and thus reducing the time and effort invollred in any
decision. And it can improve effectiveness by allowing the
decisicinmaker, who is closest to the specific scene and most
familiar with the particulars of the situation, to make decisions
that are suited to the situation rather than dictated by some
uniform rule. This kind of internal reorganization is administrative
decentralization. It is usually sought and implemented from within
the institution by professionals who wish to improve the institu-
tion's operation. It does not change the nature of the institutiOn's
relations with its constituencythe school system is the provider,
the students and their parents are the recipients.

An alternative form of decentralization is political decentraliza-
tion which raises parents and students to the status of active
participants in school policy and operation. It is Oased on the
presumptions that the sharing of power Li good, that decisions

should be made close to the site of their impact, that people want

to participate in the decisions that affect their lives, and that
decentralization will allow them to do so (Scott et al. 1974). It
also presumes that lay people have or can learn the skills and
develop the expertise necessary to make important decisions about
'the school system. This notion, understandably, can be threaten-
ing to ptofessional educators, and for this reason the impetus for
political , decentralization usually comes from outside the institu-

tion itself. A politically decentralized system is not necessarily
158
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efficient, for it involves many more people in each policy decision;
but it has tremendous potential to improve the community's level
of satisfaction with the services it receives. And because it involves
a radioil reorganization of the power stnicture, the idea of
political decentralization is likely to meet resistance and obstacles
throughout its implementation. Without solid support, a plan for
political decentralization that looks beautiful on paper may turn
out, in practice, to be virtually no different from the previous
status quo. Several communities have attempted it, but whether
any school system has actually achieved political decentralization
is doubtful.

History of Decentralization in Detroit
The Detroit school system has been working with somt form of

decentKahzation for many years. Administrative decentralization
began when stuctural revisions were needed ,to make a growing
system more manageable. In 195G, the elementary schools were
grouped into districts, each of which had a senior nrincipal who
reported to an assistant superintendent and supervised the
implementation of centrally formulated policy in the district. The
principals of the junior and senior high schools reported to
another assistant superintendent and performed a similar policy-
implementation function in their own schools. in 1959, the
district senior principals took over responsibility for the junior and
senior highs; thus nine vertically integrated districts were created
in which senior highs and all their feeder schools were put under
the administrative authority of one person who reported to and
carried out the polif:ies of the central superintendent. The impetus
for this reorganization was the realization that a totally centralized
administration was too cumbersome to be effective. There was
also the gowing feeling, with the beginning of the civil rights
movement and the Country's generally liberal political atmo-
sphere, that institutions had to make themselves more accessible
to those they served. An administratively decentralized structure,
with all the contact points it provides, can do just that and in the
process can adapt more readily to the particular needs of each of
the districts within the school system.

The concern with the school's relationship to the community in
which it is sited' was carried a step further in 1959 with a pilot
project which appointed school-community coordinators for two
elementary and one junior high school. The purpose of the project
was to show that achievement levels could be increased, al)sentee-
ism and vandalism decreased, and parent-teacher relations im-
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proved if the community could become more involved in schoolaffairs. The results of the project were favorable enough to secureFord'Foundation funding for a larger scale operation known as theGreat Cities Improvement Program which began in the fall of1960. Great Cities employed leven school-community coordina-tors or agents who acted as outreach workers. They organized
neighborhood block clubs; provided classes in reading, typing,leadership training, and crafts; developed child and adult recre-ation programs; and encou aged extensive use of school facilitiesafter regular school huurs. Great Cities also funded a remedialeducittiGn program in which tachers stayed after school toconduct special classes, had extracurricular activities, and helpedstudents with homework assignments. After several years ofoperation, the school-community agents developed a statement ofgoals for the program. They described their own role as assistingthe schools, community groups, and individuals vOthin thecommunity to sWengthen their attitudes, cQncepts, and skills sothat there could be maximum democratic participation in effec-tively solving sch.)ol-t ommunity problems. The program's generalgoal was stated as providing the best possible environment for theeducation cf the whole child through the school and the localcommunity. The agent was to help develop mutual trust andrespect among all members of the community, to help thecommunity develop its potential to solve its own problems, tostimulate and provide opportunities .for increasing social andacademic competence of residents, arid to serve as a source of

factual information for the school and the community.
The activities of the Great Cities Improvement Programexpanded the school system's contacts with members of theschool community. It brought more people into the schools andput them in touch with school personnel. It reflected an attitudeof concern with the relationship of the schools, not only to thestudents, but to their -parents and neighbors as well. However,neither the creation of school districts nor the Great Cities

program changed the fundamental relationship between the peopleand the schools. They provided onIy-administratite changes. Thepower structure of the school system remained.centralized. Policymatters were still decided by the central board which .wasgenerally composed of representatives of Detroit's major powergroups: Chrysler, the labor unions, the major charities, and the\professional community. Open acces:. did not mean sharedauthority for decisionmaking. The line was drawn betweencommunity involvement and community control. And that iswhere the line remained until 1969.
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Another facet of the Detroit public schools' relationship with
its constituency, also growing out of the ,civil rights movement, is
its commitment to desegregation. It began in 1964, when the
board of education's election resulted in a working majority 'of
labor people, liberal whites and blacks, all of whom were
concerned with integrating the schools. In 1966, they appointed,
as the new superintendent of schools, Norman Drachler who had
been the assistant superintendent for community relations. Under
Drachler and the liberal coalition, theschool systenfbegan to take
steps toward school desegregation. Between 1966 and 1970, many-
changes took place. The number of blacks holding instructional
positions increased by one-third, and those holding noninstruc-
tonal positions increased by two-fifths. Two blacks were ap-
pointed as deputy superintendents. The number of all-white
schools decreased by one-half, while the proriortion of black
students increased by only one-eight. The Detroit public schools
pushed to increase the numbers of ,blacks holding important
positions in the companies that supplied the school system. They
went so far as to publish their own textbooks when they found
none available commercially that adequately depicted blacks or
dealt fairly with black history (Pilo, 1975). The Detroit public
schools came to bt regarded as one of the Country's leaders in
desegregat ion .

Despite the school system's efforts at desegregation and
community relations, thert still were problems. A fundamental
one was lack of money which in turn vaused othor problems. In
1967, half of the elementary school classes in Detroit were
overcrowded, a condition that could be remedied only with $65
million that the school system did not have. More than half of the
students entering inner-city high schools dropped out before
graduation. Indeed, students had little incentive to complete high
schoolmost personnel directors would not accept their diplomas
as valid. A study conducted in the fall of 1967 at one inner-city
high school showed that 50 percent of the dropouts were
unemployed, while 90 percent of the 1967 graduating class were
unemployed cThe National Advisory Commission on CMI Dis-
orders). Somehow, despite all its efforts, the Detroit public
schools seemed to be failing to give its graduates the skills and
credentials necessary to "make it".in the mainstream of society.
This failure was felt most actively in the black community, an
ever-increasing part of the school system's constituency.

In 1967, Detroit was the scene of severe civil disorders. By no
stretch of the imagination can the responsibility for those
uprisings be laid at the feet of the school system. But the
condition of Detroit's educational system was one part of the

-1 9
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complex of social and economic problems that was the breeding
ground for those riots. The riots had a definite impact on the
atmosphere in Detroit and the future direction ..of the school
system. The liberal coalition 'that controlled the school board
maintained its dedication to desegregation. However, members of
the white community were frightened and felt threatened. They
began to think of escaping from the city and removing their
children from the schools. The black community) which had
previously supported desegregation as a way to improve the
schools and guarantee their children a good education, began
instead to consider community control of the schools as the most
likely means to this end. They believed that they knew best the
needs, wants, and ways of their community, they understood their
children better than anyone else, and therefore they should have a
hand inNeciding how the schools should be run. Tied up in this
ideology was the belief that self-respect is a vital part of education;
and that involvement in the decisions that affect one's own life is
an essential part of gaining self-respect. The sharing of power and
responsibilitypolitical decentralizationwould 1.3e necessary to
achieve tliis goal.

In June of 1967, the Inner City Parents' Council, organized by
the Reverend Albert Cleage, Jr., made the first clunands for
community control of the schools. These demands were takeh up
itzb - the State legislature where, in 1968, two legislators from

troit introduced separate proposals for the political decentrali-
ati6n of the Detroit public schools. One of the bills would have

created 16 autonomous schrvol systems, each with the same status
as all the other independent school systems in. the State. The
second bill called for the school system to be divided into several
regions, each with its own elected school board. This bill retained
and enlarged the central school board which was already in .

existence (grant 1971). Both failed. But the movement toward
political decentralization had begun. The school board began
looking at various proposals for decentralization but was unable to
decide just how much power to delegate to the regions. In .the
meantime, the issue picked 'up support, particularly in the black
community, which began to lobby for strong political decentrali-
zation. Early in 1969, the two legislators who had previously
introduced the decentralization proposals reintroduced their bills,
which were again defeated. In April 1969, the Detroit Chapter of
the NAACP submitted a plan for community control of the
schools to the board of education. On the same day, State Senator
Coleman Young introduced a nearly identical decentralization
proposal into the legislature. Young's proposal had widespread
support. On April 11, 1969, Public Act 244 was signed into law by
Michigan Governor Milliken.

2 69
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The Decentralize* Plan:
The provisions of Public Act 244 were simple.' -The school

systein would be divided into from -seven to eleven regions, each
With an enrollment of frorn 25,000 to 50,000 students. Each
region would be run by an elected nine-member board. The
regions would control the appointment of. regional superinten-
dents, the assignment and promotion of teaching staff, the
determination of the curriculum, the use of school facilities, and
the allocation. of .the regional budget. Originally the pers9ns
selected to chair the regional boards were the highest votegetters
in the regional election; later this provision was changed to allow
the boards to elect their own chairperson. The regional chairper-
sons were to form the citywide central board along with seven
members elected at large. The central.board would handle those
aspects of policy and operations which had systemwide impact or
could be done most efficiently through a central office. These
included taixation, purchasing, payroll management, employee
contract settlement and hiring, special education programs, and
the determination 4-of basic educational standards. The central
board was also to allocate a sum of money to each region, which
the region could then spend at its discretion. Regional allocations
are based on the size of the student population, ihe amount of
State aid received, and the priorities the- regions themselves
establish as indicated by the budget proposals they submit to the
central board. The central board attempts, through its budgett
allocations to provide in all of the regions equal services; although
not necessarily equal amounts of money.

The plan was meant to bring the decisionmaking powers out of
the central school offices and into the regions where, presumably,
the greatest familiarity with local needs and concerns lay. This
would have teen true political decentralization and would have
fulfilled the demands of the black community for control of the
schools. However, the plan actually retained significant authority
centrallythe budgeting and hiring provisions were _particularly
important with respect to community controland could not be
considered a plan for full political decentralization. The potential
for the reallocation of additional authority existed since the
regional representatives made up a majority on the central board.
If they were strong and well-organized, they could seek greater
control for the regions.

The legislature's decentralization plan was to be implemented
by the bored of education. While the board did not object to the
plan, and in fact believed that decentralization could improve the
quality of education in Detroit, it was still committed to

170
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desegregation as the best means for improving the quality of
education. The board sa,w in the decentralization plan ttn excellent
opportunity to further the desegregation of the Detroit public
schooLs. Accgrding to State law, the board of education alone had
the authority to determine internal school district boundaries.
Therefore, the boari drew up the new regional boundaries in such
a way as to provid as much desegregation as possible without a
major busing effort. ,The district lines radiated out-from' the
central city, combining inher-city blacks with whites from
outlying areas in each region: Because black parents were a
minority in the voting population, in many regions blacks would
not gain control of the schools even though their children made up
the largest portion of school enrollment. Thus, without intendingto do so, the effect of the hoard's att?,mpt to promote
desegregation was to limit community control, at' least for the
black community.

The announcement of the new regional boundaries drew
immediate and intense reaction from all sides. Vocal sections of
the black community openly rejected the proposition that
desegegation would improve the schools and raise the quality of
the education received by their children. They also rejected the
distribution of power which would result from desegregation.
because they would continue to lack control over their schools.
Vocal parts of the white community refused to accept the new
racial composition of the schools that desegregation would entail,
and they refused to allow their children to be bused. They feared
that desegregation would mean a poorer quality education for
their children; they wanted their children to go to schools in their
own neighborhood; and they wanted to avoid any threat of racial
violence. New 'antibusing and antidesegregation gt ips sprang up
within the white community and den :.nded the recall of the
prodesegregation members of the hoard of education. / nd in the
legislature, Coleman Young moved immediately to ':lock the
actions of the board .of education.

After a lengthy debate, the legislature replaced Publ,ic Ac 24.4
with Public Act 48 which specified that the Detroit public hools
be divided into eight regions, each with approximatkly 6,000
students, and with the boundaries to be drawn by a commission
appointed by the Governor. Each region would elect a five-mem-
ber board. The chairperson of each regional board would sit on the
central board of education along with five at-large members. The
division of authority between the cen ral .board and the regions.,t
was the same as under P.A.244. Under he new act, enrollment
was to be open so that any student could attend any school as
long as there was room. This provision would allow inner-city
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blacks to attend the outlying, largely white schools and would
allow white students to transfer out of racially mixed schools. (A
later court order revoked the open enrollment provision of the
act). The new act also effectively supported the recall movement

- by shortening the terms of three of the board members who had
actively supported desegregation so that they would leave office in
December, 1970. However, the recall election was held anyway. It
drew a heavy turnout from the white community and succeed0 in
removing from office the desegregationist members of the board.

The issue of desegregation was taken to the courts by the
Detroit NAACP. Court suits continued for years, spirking a great
deal of controversy in Detroit, much more than did the issue of
decentralization While the court cases were going on, elections
were held for the new regional boards. There were 200 candidates
for 45 positions, representing a wide ruge of backgrounds from
housewives to lawyers. The strong black separattst slate was not --
elected; a number of white separatists were. Although black
students were the majority in six districts, black candidates won a
majority on only two of the eight regional boards. In general, the
new board members were much less supportive of desegregation .

and less inclined toward educational innovation than the old
central board, and several of the people who had been elected had
taken firm stands against decentralization. The new board mem-
bers took office on January 1, 1971. The matter of the regional
boundaries was settled by the appointed commission, and
Detroit's decentralization plan, as detailed in Public 'Act 48, was
put into practice.

Implementation of the Plan

School decentralization was not equally successful throughout
Detroit. The region that came to serve as the prime example of
how decentralization could and should work was Region One. This
region is in_ the heart of Detroit; it encompasses the downtown
business district and the innermost residential areas. In comparison
with other regions in 1970, Region One had

the poorest housing conditions: 13 percent of the units stood
vacant, and, 45 permnt of the owner-occupied units were
valued less than $10,000
the highest proportion of families in poverty: 36 percent
the highest proportion or 3ingle-headed households: 26
percent
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.the second highest proportion of parents without high school
diplomas: 63 percent (Board of Education of the. City of
Detroit 1973)

Students' achievement levels in the region were well below the
national average, and parents had little positive involvement in
school affairs. A position paper prepared by the Region One Ad
Hoc Decentralization Committee describes the parents' role prior
to decentralization as "being relegated to sipping tea and
(attending) fund-raising activities" (1977c). Region One was also
the part of ile city in which the most organized and militant
segment of The black community resided. It was in Region One
that the civil disturbances began in 1967, and it was in Region One
that Reverend Cleage organized the Inner City Parents Council and
'made the first demands for community control of the schools.

Soon after its election, the Region One board passed a
resolution that "each local school community within Region One
shall have a permanent democratic structure for effective neigh-
borhood participation in the decisionmaking process of the local
school" (Board of Education of the City of Detroit 1973). The
board drew up guidelines for the establishment of local school
councils' and utilized community organizers to inform community
illpeople of their ex' tem* and to involve them as members and
participants in the councils. Each of the 44 schools in Region One
now has a council which defines the community's needs, orders
those needs according to priorities, and makes decisions on
curriculum changes, physical and material needs, and the employ-
ment of school personnel. The schools and their councils are
grouped into constellations (a constellation cpnsists of an upper
level school and its feeder schools) for the purpose of conducting
leadership training and resolving problems that affect the enti;e
constellation.

The local council has two links to the region board. (See figure
6). The first is through its chairperson who is a member of the ,

Committee of Council Chairpersons. This committee meets before
each region board meeting to exchange inforthation, discuss
problems, and make recommendations to the board. The second
link is through the standing regional committees (buildings and
sites, curriec Juin, finance, personnel, school-community relations,
Title I) which are made up of representaves from the correspond-
ing committees at each local council. The standing 'committees
have input into the formulation of regional policy and also;
disseminate policy decisions from the regional level down to the
local councils. The final piece of the regional structure is the
special committees, formed by the region board to meet special
needs. For example, the Region One Ad Hbc Decentralization
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FIGURE 6 Community involvement in Reiion One, Detroit Public Schooli
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Committee was formed to prepare a position statement for the
region as part of the current evaluation of the success of
decentralization.

Thus, the region board sets policy on the regional level, based
on input from the local councils that is fed through the standing
committees and the Committee of Council Chairpersons. The
policy is relayed to the local councils through the same mecha-
nisms, and the local councils carry out that policy in each school,
adapting it to meet particular school conditions, and, where
necessary, seeking changes from the region board. The structure
far two-way communication is from, the schools and the councils
up to the board, and from thr board down to the schools and
councils.

An example of how the process works can be drawn from the
curriculum policy. On the basis of the parents' expressed need for
more oversight of their children'5 studies and more feedback on
their progyess in those studies, the board established the policy of
mandatory homework assignments which parents must sign before
they are returned to the teachei. The local councils see that this
policy is carried out, that teachers do assign homework, and that
parents do sign it. Where problems arise with either teachers or
parents, the councils work with the people involved. They try to
explain the policy and its rationale and to come to some solution.
If too many problems were to arise or if an evaluation were to
show that the policy was not achieving its intended effect, then
the councils could, through the established channels, seek to have
the policy changed or revoked. A similar process is followed for
budgeting, personnel, and decisiont about the use of school
facilities. The input generated from the community by this
Ltructure is fed to the central board through the region board
chairperson who is an ex officio member of the central board.

Students are also involved in the Region One decisionmaking
structure. Students are members of the local councils and can
serve on the standing committees. There is a student council in
eadh schpol and a school-community council convention is held
yearly to bring students, parents, teachers, and staff together to
discuss school issues and priorities.

Region One has opted to allocate part of its budget to purchase
services from the Central Office of School-Community Relations.
The, region is served by a hierarchy of school-community liaison
personnel who keep community members informed of school
actions and issues at all levels, local, State, and Federal; who urge
parents to become active i3articipants in council committees and
school affairs; and who refer parents to the special individualized
services offered by the schools. Since many of the personnel are
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themselves parents, they bring to their job an understanding of the
problems which parents and students have in the schools. Region
One is also fortunate to receive Federal funds under Title I, and
has used some of these monies to provide workshops on
curriculum development, program planning, budgeting and evalua-
tion, and teacher-parent-student relations. These workshops have
helped to give community people the knowledge and skills
necessary for successful and meaningful involvement in the
schools. Since the onset of decentralization, Region One has been
selective about its personnel, within the limits of its authority, and
has consciously developed a staff that would be responsive to
community needs and involvement. The structure and procedures
used in Region One did not come about overnight; a great deal of
time and effort was spent evaluating and revising them. Eventually
a form was achieved with which all parties could live happily.

Jefferson Junior High is a good example of how decentral-
ization has worked on a microlevel. Its current principal, William
Hollingsworth, did his student teaching at Jefferson and then
returned, after several years, to serve as assistant principal. The
summer before decentralization was put into practice the previous
principal of Jefferson left to take a new position. The central
school board appointed in his place someone who had had no
previous cdntact with the community. This appointment was.
made without consulting or seeking approval from the communi-
ty. The day that school opened in the fall of 1970, parents
picketed the school and refused to !Pt the new principal enter the
building. A 10-day standoff followeu. Finally an agreement was
reached: The school would open without a principal, and, when
the region board took office in January, it would decide upon a
replacement. After many meetings and much discussion, the
community approached Hollingsworth, who had been thinking
about moving on to a new school, and asked him to stay on as
Jefferson's principal.

Between the election of the region board and the time it
actually assumed office, the board members worked together with
Jessie Kennedy, the incumbent regional superintendent, and
members of the community to come up with an organized
approach to community involvement through the local school-
community councils. Jefferson Junior High was one of the first
schools in the region to form a council that met the guidelines and
functioned. It was soon discovered that community people had an
interest in their schools and wanted to get involved. They had
begun with the issue of the principal, and they continued that
interest by reviewing curriculum, student achievement, textbooks,
and school procedures; and by establishing a priority of educa-
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tional goals. Over the years council members have evaluated
prowess toward the achievement of these goals, working their way

- down, the list. This involvement is in marked contrast to that of
the previous parents' organization which consisted of little more
than providing assistance during school parties and trips.

The teachers and staff of Jefferson are all open to commimity
participation in the educational process. This was not always the
case. In the early years of decentralization, Jefferson's population
was declining and the cutbacks that the decline made necessary
were used to weed out personnel who could not or did not want
to work together with the community. Today, according to
Hollingsworth, there is not a single teacher in the school who
would want to work elsewhere, nor is there a single teacher that he
would want to have work anywhere else. He is proud of the fact
that the teachers have sufficient -respect -for each other and
confidence in the quality of education at Jefferson to enroll their
own children in that school. The relations between the school, the
students, and the parents are good. The operation of Jefferson
Junior High has evolved into a mutually satisfying cooperative
venture in which all parties bring their expertise to bear to achieve
goals that they have set together. For them, decentralization has
been a good thing.

Parents elsewhere in Region One concur in this judgment. This
was apparent both in interviews with parents and from documents
evaluating decentralization that were written by parents. (Region
One Ad Hoc Committee on Decentralization 1977a, 1977b,
1977c). They feel that their participation in school affairs has
been legitimized under the decentralized structure. In addition to
their input into school Warming through the local councils,
administrative records have been opened up to the councils while
cotincil signoffs are required on most budgets and plans. The right
of parents to participate and contribute to the 4-unning of the
schools has been acknowledged. School staff not only listen to
their opinions, they also solicit those opinions and act upon them.
No longer is parent interest brushed off as an interference. Parents
feel that their participation now is more effective than it was
under the old, centralized systeM. The regional structure brings
them together with other parents who have similar concerns not
only from their own schools but elsewhere in the region. No
longer do they feel like isolated parents battling an educational
bureaucy: now they are part of a community working to solve its
prciblems. The workshops and training sessions for parents have
provided the necessary skills and knowledge in budgeting, evalua-
tion, curriculum, and personnel matters to talk and work with
school personnel on a fVessional level, to deal with problems

;
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more effectively, and to evaluate programs and proposals. In
addition, parents have gained a much clearer understanding of how
the school system works, what the region hw control over, what
comes under the central administration's jurisdiction, and who the
important personalities in the system are. This means that parents,
having identified a problem, can also identify the place to go and
the procedure to follow to achieve some resolution of that
problem, They are much less at the mercy of the bureaucracy.

Parents also expressed the feeling that the decentralized system
is more responsive to their needs. As one parent put it, "Unlike
with the (old) Centrrd Board, we've never had a Region Board
meeting adjourned on us because they didn't want to hear what
we had to say." Secause of community involvement 0 the
:election of personnel, more administrative positions are filIW by
minorities, reflecting the racial composition of the region. Before
decentralization, 70 percent of the principals were white; now 70
percent are black. Community membeis participate in the evalua-
tion of principals, a practice whi0 makes principals more
accountable and gives the communitk- a better understaliding of
the principal's role. nit administrators, in turn, have gained a
better understanding of the community. Many have come to
regard the schools as just one part of the community and have
become involved with other partshousing, traffic, health, and
safetyas they help parents find solutions to their problems.

Parents reported that they crtn see a difference in their
children's attitudes toward school. As parents, become more
relaxed about going into the schools and develop a more positive
attitude toward school, they have passed these feelings along to
their children. Students have a broader range of choices now that
they know more about the alternatives-available to them, and they
understand better what is expected of them. As a result of their
parents' greater input into all aspects of education and increased
contact .with school programs and personnel, students are getting
an education that is tailored to their individual needs.

Region One parents seem to agree that there are still problems
to be worked out in the system. Some of the problems lie wfliin
the region. Some teachers and administrators are not as open to
community participation or as active in community affairs outside
the schools as they might be. However, this is to be expected in
any large institution. Not aU parents are willing to give their time
to come to meetings, attend workshops, and help make decisions;
and not all parents are aware of how the regional structure works.
The school-community agent's are constantly working to increase
the number of parents who participate on all levels, from
attending council meetings to running for-election to the region
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board. They are satisfied, however, that both the level and the
quality of parental involvement in the schools are better than they
were before decentralization, and that they are improving.

The serious complaints in Region One over decentralization lie-
with the central administration and the matters under its control.
Some of the complaints are strictly administrativeit takes too
long to get things done which have to go through the central
offices. One principal says that lie does most of the repairs on his
audiovisual equipment himself because if he waited for central to
fix it his school would be without it for a long time. And when
new equipment is needed, the waiting time is lengthy. Adminis-
trators feel that such matter, should be handled on a regional
basis. Other complaints have to do with policy. Regional people
would like more control over budgeting. Under the current
procedure a lot of time is spent preparing budget proposals which
go from the principals and local councils to ,the region board and
then to the centrid board. The central board picks and chooses
among the various items, on the basis of system-wide priorities,
and puts together the final budget for the whole school system.
Each Region's allocation does not always bear much relation to its
proposals or to what it sees as priorities. Regional people would
like more control over personnelthe ability to hire teachss and
administrators of their own choOsing rather thaq, ha hire
from a centrally selected pool. Such a pooladoes\ ways
contain persons particularly well suited to a specifi ob. ents
and administrators also complain that, the ce staff and the
central board do nci.. always, provide the fm c and technial
support necessary to carrY out innovative i.eas. The late-r
problem is attitudinal.

The level of policy decisions left to the regions is limited, and
Region One is working within a system that allows only partial
political decentralization. Yet, within these bounds, the people in
the region have succeeded in opening up the decisionmaking
process and sharing the power and the responsibilities that the
region does have. They .have achieved ss much political decentral-
ization as the system's built-in conoitraints allow. And despite the
problems, people in Region One are generally pleased with
decentralization. Many of the. kinks could be ironed out in time,
and in the meanwhile the benefits far outweigh the costs.

The experience with- decentralization in Region One was not
typical of the rest of the school system. Region Eight was modeled
after ,Region One, using .the same structure, conducting similar
programs, a.nd achieving a high level of satisfaction. However, the
other Six regions do not fall into any particular pattern. Some key
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caferences t7tween the general method and structure of. decen-
tralization found in Regipn One and Eight and those found in the
other six regions can be poinied out. First, it is important to note
that the responsibilities assigned to the regions and to the central
board, -uoth for making policy and for everyday operations, are
mandated by law. No matter what kind of structure exists within a
region, it must draw up budget proposals and spend the money
allocated to it, assign leachers and 'principals to schools, hire a
regional superintendent, decide within the set limits what courses
are to be offered in its schools, and how the school facilities are to
be used. The differences between regions arise, not from the
powers each region has, but rather, from the way those powers are
exercised.

Most of the regions do not have a comprehensiVe system of
local school-community councils. Most schools do have some sort
of parent organization; but in the areas that have a higher
concentration of white parents, these organizations tend to follow
the traditional PTA model. They do not serve us advisory boards,
they do not take a hand in making decisions about how the school
should be run, they do not attempt to bring community members
into the school as paraprofessionals or for adult education classes,
they do not involve students in making school decisions. All these
are left to the professionals, if done at all. Instead, the PTA-type
organizations restrict themselves to more traditional activities such
as fundraising, special events, and providing assistance on school
outings. If parents are concerned about their child's progress in
school, or if they see some problem in the classroom, they meet
with the teacher or the principal as individuals, not as a body. Tho
picture presented here is a gener one and does not apply
universally to all schools outside of Regions One and Eight. But it
does represent the, basic approach to decentralization in Regions
Two through Seven.

A corollary to the traditional character of parent organizations
in these regions is the absence of school-community relations staff.
Regions One and Eight have allocated money for such personnel;
each constellation has a community agent, and the agent's work is
coordinated by a school-community relations administrator who
also works closely with the regional superintendent and the region
board. The administrator anti the agents forni a support staff for
the community and the councils. The support they provide is an
important factor in the councils%-effectiveness. The absence of
such personnel in other regions is an indication c.,f their-lack of
commitment to community participation, since the regions decide
how they want to spend their own money. It may be that other
budget items have a higher priority or that parents in these regions
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feel that they have adequate access to school personnel and
adequate input into school policy decisions. Whatever the reason,
without such personnel it becomes more difficult to orgtudze
parents within a school, should the& be the need or the desire,
and it is particularly difficult to establish communication with
parents elsewhere in the region.

Since there is no formal network of local school-community
councils in Regions Two through Seven, there can be no
region-wide committees for buildings, curriculum, finance, person-
nel, etc. Again, this means that there is no coordination on these
matters among the nonprofessional part of the'ichool community,
and there is no established system of communication that feeds
input from the local schools to the regional boards and back down
again. Any input from the community comes from individuals and
is gathered at region board meetings or through Private communi-
cations with board members. Therefore, the input of the region
board into central board decisions is based on a much more
informal information and opinion-gathering process than is the
case in Region One, allowing them to operate with more
autonomy from the community. In this sense they function much
like small scale central boards. They represent administrative
decentralization within the larger school system, but the informal-
ity of the structures in which they work does not fbster
comirtunity input into policy decisions: In other wdrds, these
regions do not represent political decentralization for the Detroit
public schools.

Evaluation

Successful decentralization in twc out of eight regions cannot
be considered a systemwide success. Why was decentralization not
more successful in Detroit? The answer to such a question is very
complex and lies beyond the information available here. However,
a number of factors which contributed to this outcome are
suggested by the frame,ork of institutional change which we have
been using in this study.

One obvious factor was the absence of any clear-cut ideology on
the systemwide level. The decentralization plan grew out of the
militant black comrininity's demands for control ovel their
schools. The idea of community control was clear within that
community, but its implications for a system the size of Detr
and for other communitiesmiddle class blacks, working
whites, professional whites, ethnic minorities, organized labor
were never worked through. The State Legislature responded to
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the demands for a program which made sense in terms of the
ideolow of one community by irriposirfg that program oa the
system as a whole.

Closely related to the lack of a systemwide ideoloa was the
lack of systemwide leadership. The board of education which was
in power when the first decentralization plan was passed professed
belief in decentralization but proceeded to impleinent it in such a
way as to nullify its inherent meaning. Not only did the
desegregition effort frustrate community control, it raised a great
deal of opposition to the decentralization plan with which it wos
associated. This reaction led to the election of a board of
education under the second decentralization plan that was
composed of many disparate elements, sr.ae of whom were
opposed to. decentralization. It is no wonder that the people of
Region One found that the central board did not operate fully in
accord with the principles enunciated in the decentralization plan.

The lack of Eystemwide leadership for decentralization was
consistent with the fact that the formulation of the decentraliza-
tion plan did .not reflect the desires of the broad community. One
poll showed that the majority of both the black and the white
communities favored a centralized, Mtegrated school system and
not the decentralized system produced by the political process. A
survey of parents active in PTAs and 'therefore, presumably, having
an active interest in school affairs, found no particularly strong
support or opposition to decentralization. Most liked the idea of
having as much say as possible in running the schools and so gave
passive consent to decentralization. But, their commitment to the
idea was not strong enough for them tö.take any interest in the
specific details of the decentralization plan (Gipson and Hall
1976). As is probably the case with mast political issues, adoption
is carried through the system by a vocal, committed minority.. But
the implications of this lack of widespread support for a proposal
for political eh:centralization are particularly zerious. Successful
politic:al decentralization depends on the willingness of the
community to take upon itself the respolsibility for sharing in
making decisions. ,

Still another factor limiting the success of political decentrahza-
tion was the opposition of the Detroit FedeFation of Teachers.
The federation did not want to have to barpin wj.th a multitude
of small school systems and feared that community control over
personnel matters would threaten the job security of ars members.
It insisted, therefore, on the maintenance of a centralized tegistry
of certified teacheri from which regional boards must draw their
personnel. This action seriously 'limited the regions' control over
educ.,Lional programs.
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And finally, one can only speculate on whether the decentral-
ization plan represented an incremental approach to the attain-
ment of a more radical objective and thereby resulted in failure by
design. In the decentralization plan, certain functions remained
centralized in oier to protect the public interest. These were
taxation, bud allocation, and the enforcement of minimal
educational standards. The centralization of these functions
provided the basis for the.maintenance of vestiges of power which
could undermine the political decentralization of -the school
s;rt=terh. To minimize this risk, the lay strutture of power was
,reorganized at the center to place control of the system in the
hands of regional representatives. However, it is unclear that the
profes4ional structure of power was similaily restructured. In any
event, these centralized function. could have been exercised either
in a manner which fostered and reinforced political decentraliza-
tion or in a manner which mihimized it. It is apparent that the
latter occurred. It is unclear whether this outcome resulted from
the partial restructuring of the system or from the fact that those
who rose to power in this restructUred system were not committed
to the ideology of political decentralization.

This analysis is'reinforced by a comparison of what occurred in
Region One with what occurred in less successful regions. In
Region One a clear ideology favoring political decentralization
existed. Leadership toward the attainment of this objective existed
in th& community, in the presence of Reverend Cleage and the
Inncr City Parents Council, as .well as among professional school
administrators. A structure WaS established in the form of the local
sehool-community councils; a program was designed, the School-
ComMunity Relations program; and resources were allocated to
make political decentralization work.

In other i gions, where parents hacl not felt a lack of control
over their lives, the eagerness for political decentralization was
absent and the participation was not forthcoming. Regional level
decisions were left to regional boards. People in those regions who
were interested in school ,policies had no formal mechanism
through which to contribute their opinions and no guaranteed
voice in decisionmaking. The ionsideratlion of their input depend
strictly upon the goodwill of the regional board members. Many of
the board members were openly opposed to decentralization and
had no desire to receive input from the community. A number of
board members were.using their position 'as a stepping stone to
bigger political careers. They were more interested in personal
political power than in bringing the community imo the decision-
making process.
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One region board member recounted an experience h he had
when serving her turn as board chairperson. The regional board
had always reported on the business of central board meetings
after those meetings took place, effectively preventing community
people from having an input into those meetings. She proposed
that the agenda of central board meetings be presented to the
region before the meeting of the central board 50.that she could
properly represent the region's position at those meetings. The
suggestion met with strong opposition from her fellow members
on the regional board. Citizens in regions like this one who have
no effective communication with their elected representatives have
less access to the school system than before decentralization. They
cannot deal with the central adininistration because the appropri-
ate channels are through the regions. For them, regional boards are
merely buffersmother layer of bureaucracy to battle when they
want to have some input.

Pilo (1975) hypothesizes that political decentralization of the
public schools, if it can be achieved at all, can only be achieved
through the political system external to the schools, rather than
through the administration internal to the schools. It would seem,
then, that in Detroit where the decentralization plan was imposed
by the legislature, it should have been successful. But the
legislature was the wrong level of government. It was too far
removed from the mass of the Detroit citizenry to ,acCurately
reflect the general will. The legislature picked up on and carried
through the demands of one small part of Detroit. For that small
part, decentralization has worked. But the fact that the plan went
through the State government rather than the city government
meant that the voice of the rest of the city went unheard. All the
parties involved were never forced to sit down together and work
out a set of goals and a program of action to achieve these goals;
they never had to iron out differences and design a system that
would satisfy all of their needs. The lack of support m six of the

regTons suggests that had the issue been on a citywide
referendum, it would never have passed. Decentralization's
success in Region One and Region Eight is excitingit has brought
positive changes in those communities and in their schoolsbut it
is difficult to see how that success can be replicated elsewhere in
the city.

The future of decentralization in Detroit is uncertain. Tl'e
disenchantment of six of the e t regions has raised many
questions about the efficiency and e fectiveness of a decentralized
school system. These objections spirred Governor Milliken arid
Mayor Young in the fall of 1977 to appoint a committee to study
the results of decentralization. The committee held hearings, both
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public and private, with all segments of the school community in
an attempt to evaluate the impact of decentralization on cost,
community involvement, the ease of administration, and the level
of achievement in Detroit's schools. This information never before
had been compiled. What conclusions the committee will reach
cannot be predicted. On November 10, 1977, the House of the
Michigan Legislature passed a version of a bill that woUld
recentralize the school system. A similar, though less extreme,
version of the bill was introduced into the Senate and was to be
considered when the study committee's results became available.
Ironically, the Senate bill Was introduced by Stanislaw Stopzynski
whose political career began when he was elected to the board of
education in Region Six However, the courts, which are still
involved in the desegregation issue, have recently called for a
school-community relations plan that will be difficult to achieve in
a centralized system. How much control the court, will be able to
exercise over the structure of the school system is unclear. Farents
in Region One do not have much hope that they will be allowed to
continue with their present system. But as one parent remarked,
"They can take the word (decentralization) away, but they can't
take away the processpeople have become too accustomed to
it."
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CHAPTER 9

TOWARD AN INTEGRATED
THEORY OF PLANNED
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

In this book we have reported our review of a wide-ranging
literature on the nature and process 'of planned institutional
change, and the role of social science in that process. We have
tempered and refined this review by field studies of four attempts
at institutional change. What have we learned from this review and
observation? In this chapter we report our findings in terms of a
skeleton or outline of an integrated theory of planned,institution
change. We discusw these findings under three topics: (1) th
interrelatedness of theories of institutional change, (2) examples
of this interrelatedness from our field studies, and (3) issues for
further research and development toward an integrated theory or

planned institutional change.

interrelatedness of Theories
In reviewing the literature, we used two sinllar frameworks

with 7hich to organize the various conceptualizations and theories
.of planned institutional change. One was the Blase-Bumgardner
model, and the other was a threefold typology of ideological,
structural, and iodividual level approaches to institutional change.
We will reexamine both of these frameworks in summarizing the
interrelatedness of various theories.

The Blaseaumgardner Model Reexamined
Throughout this study, the Blase-Bumgardner model has proven

to be a useful framework for viewing and underitanding the
process of planned institutional change. The institutional variables
of leadership, doctrine (or ideolov), program, resources, and
internal structure, together with linkages that are enablhg,
functional, normative, and .diffuse, have been found to be
sufficiently comprehensive and useful in depicting the process.
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Based on the literature reviewed in this .study, ,the Blase-
Bumgardner model can be improved in three respects.' gne is the
development of methods for depicting or measuring the relative
strength of linkages Ntween the institution and its environment;
or the external structure of an organization as discussed in chapter
3. The Blase-Bumgardner model discusses the elements which make
up the relationship between an institution and its environment; it
does not provide a way of determining the magnitude of the
various linkages which comprise that relationship..Jacobs provides
such a contribution. In defining the orpnization-environment
relationship in terms of an organization's dependence on and
motivational investment in the resources in tts environment, as
well as the availability and substitutability of those resources,
Jacobs provides a means of depicting or measuring the relative
importance of institutional linkages in any given instance of
institutional change. Downs' discussion of the zones of an
orgaization's domain provides another way of mapping or meas-
uring the relative latitude or stricture of an organization's
relationship with its environment.

A second respect in which the Blase-Bumgardner model can be
improved is the elaboration of the- interactions or interdepend-
dencies among the various institutional variables, and between
those variables and the linkages that bind an organization to its
environment. To this subject we will turn presently in summa-
rizing the utility of our other framework. The third shortcoming
of the model is the limited' discussion of strategies (transactions asthey are called in the model) for manipulating institutional
variables or linkages to bring about intended change. Such a failing
is not uncommon in practice theories. To overcome it requires a
fairly high level of refinement in the knowledge of the processes
inVolved. A beginning in this regard is provided by Benson's
discussion of strategies to alter the external structure or linkages
of an institution.

Ideology, Structure, and Interpersonal Relations
The threefold typology of theories used in this review was

particularly helpful in identifying the interrelatedness of key
variables in the institutional change process. These variables are:
(1) the values or belief system which define the objective and
means of change; (2) the structure of functions and power among
actors within the institution, as well as between the institution end
its environment; and (3) the quality of interpersonal relations
among' actors within the institution that reflects their commitment
and responsiveness to change. It is clear from our review that
ideology is an insufficient basis for institutional change. By itself it

1 S
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can lead to frustration and disillusionment, as dreams become
dashed by the failure to design feasible means for their realization.
The manipulation of institutional structures is also an insufficient
strategy for institutional change. Without the restraint of ideology,
structural changes can lead to the corruption of public or
collective acts ty the attainment of private benefits. Structural
manipulations involve coercion and the exercise of raw power. In
the absence of any consideration of the attitudes and behaviors of
persons involved, st.ch strategies become undermined at best, and
lead to dehumanization at worst. On the other hand, strategies
involving change in the attitudes and behaviors of individuals,
without consideration of the ideology and structure in which such
changes are to be enacted, can lead to exploitation of the persons
involved or their regrission to early forms of behavior that are
more consistent with their social milieu.

The interrelatednesa of these three major variables in the
process of planned institutionsal change can be summarized in
terms of a num r of proptions.

In the absence of an ideology, that is, a belief system shared by
all members of an institution regarding that institution's public
purpose and the means appropriate for its attainment, institutional
i-:hange is most likely to derive, from forces exterior to the
institution, from environmental turbualence. Under such condi-
tions, an organic or lateral internal strotture is most conducive to
the initiation of such change, i.e., to the generation of alternative
responses to the pressure-for change. A mechanistic or hierarchical
structure is most conducive to the implementation of institutional
change.

In the presence of such an ideology, institutional change may
derive from internal forces, i.e., the perception by members of
discrepancy between the institution's prescribed performance and
its actual performance. Although the literature is not clear on this
point, it may be that, in the presence of such an ideology,
institutional change is less likely to derive from environmental
turbulence because the institution has a rationale with which to
defend its performance from external criticism and with which to
sustain the commitment and effort of its members in the face of
adverse cir-cumstances.

When institutional change is internally induced and is ideoiogi-
based, and when the commitment of members to that

ide logy is weak, a hierarchical Jinternal structure is more
co ducive to the initiation of sue change, as in the case of
American Protestant churches. An rganic internal structure is

I more conducive to its initiation when the commitment of
members to that ideology is stio g, as in the case of Israeli
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kibbutzim. The literature Ls unclear on the relative advantages ofdifferent internal structures during the implementation of institu-tional change under these conditions. The presence of an ideology
to which there is strong commitment may result in a reversal inthe relationship that otherwise exists between the internal
structure and stapc in the institutional change process. Such areversal may be accounted for by the fact that ideology definesthe nature of allowable change and enjoys widespread acceptance.Under such circumstances, a hierarchical structure might initiatechange without risking alienation. Similarly, an organic structure
might implement such change since little centralized direction orreinforcement is required.

These several oropositions permit a resolution of a fundamental
enigma that has plagued democratic notions about reform. For
considerable time it has been assumed that democratic processes,
or what have come to be known as citizen participation, increase
he likelihood of institutional change. Yet time and again,lpirical cases emerge waich show the opposite relationship: Theiter the amount of citizen participation, the less likely is anych4nge in the fundamental distribution of power or benefits, atleast when such a distribution is perceived to serve well theinterests of a majority of a population. The propositions which we

have been,evhmining lead us to the following conclusion: Organicor lateral structures in and of themselves do not lead to
institutional change. In the absence of an ideoloo upon which toevaluate the juStice of a given state of affairs, organic structureslead to a "tyranny of the majority." Those states will be
maintained which serve well the majority, and those changes willbe initia)ed which serve the interests of the majority. Under such
conditions, the only basis on which changes can occur that arecontrary to the expressed interests of those in power is through
turbulence in the institution's environment.

When the object of cleinge is the environment and the changeagent is an organization, a different relationship exists between an
organization's internal structure and the change /process. In this
situation the organization is not an institution in the sense in
which it has been defined in this study. Since it is seeking a change
in the larger system, the organization's output has not yet beenvalued by that larger system. When the external structure of the
organization is relatively lateral, that is, when the organization is
relatively equal in power with its environment, then an internal
structure that is hierarchical 'will be most tducive to that
organization's interactions with its environment. ?his situation :s
exemplified by Maoist China in which domestic affairs were
managed by mass participation, but foreign affairs were managed

1 .")
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by an elitist decisionmaking structure. When the extern'al structure
of such an organization is hierarchical, that is, when the
organization is weak relative to its environment, an internal
structure that is extremely unic, i.e., polycephalous and
segmented, will be most conducive to carrying on relations with its
environment. The example of such a situation is social movements
in the United States.

Up to this point we have said nothilig about theories involving
the quality of interpersonal relations aa they relate to planned
institutional change. There is an interdependency Ltwe;:n the
processes of individual change, structural change, and ideology.
Any attempt to altei psychological states, i,e., to make individuals
more open and v<iling to take risks in their relations with others,
must be consistent with the structure within which that behavior
is to occur and the ideology by which it is to be judged or
:valuated. Changing individual behavior as a strategy for institu-
tional change cannot work alone. Attempts to induce individuals
to be more open and willing to take risks in an organization, in
which power can be wielded capriciously by a few individuals, will
make those individuals vulnerable to exploitation and cause them
to regress to more defensive behavior.

On the other hand, attempts to alter the structure or ideology
of an institution must. be accompanied hy psychological states.that
are consistent with that new structure or ideology. The lack of
such congruence will result in the imposition of an informal
structure which is compatible, with those states on that new
structure, rendering the latter less effective witt\ respect to the
purposes for which it was designed. The example of such a
situation is the workers' communes in Yugoslavia in which work
organizations achieved less than the desired level of worker
participation in decisionmaking.

The same type of interrelatedness exists between the use of
economic incentives to induce changes in organizational behavior
and the structure of resources available to that organization. If
such incentives are used to inthice the adoption of new goals or
operating procedures without changing the allocatioTi of estab-'
lished resources among new and old states, the organization will
regress t, the latter when the incentives are taken away.

Utilization of Social Science
Having :xamined a fr4mework for understanding planned

institutional change, we can draw some tentative conclusions
about the role of social ,science in that process. In order for social
science to have any role at all, one of two conditions must eiist:
(1) an institutional ideology tkat provides a commitment to act, or
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(2) a crisis in the institution's environment. It is the ideology or
the crisis which proVides the direction and motivation for change.
Social science provides the rationalization of effective means for
attaining those ends. In the context of t Blase-Bumgardner
model, social science provides the prograz for institutional
change. In order for social science to play that role. one of two
other conditions must be met: (1) The social sciel.,r2 has
demonstrated its utility in priur instances of a similar nate, or
(2) conventional wisdom, or intuition it: judged inadequate as a
basis for dealing with the need to change.

These principles do not mean that social science cannot have a
role in the formulation of ideology in institutional change.
However, to do so social scientirts must go beyond empirically
based or positivist theories to the development of normative
theories. If alternative models of ideal end states are developed,
they, can influence the range of the debate over public purposes
even though they cannot determine its outcome., When such
models are linked to empirieally tested propositions about -the
relative effectiveness of alternative actions in bringing about those
end states, social science can have its most powerful impact.
Normative theory can contribute to the debate over ideolou as
well as influence the program selected to put that ideology into
practice. Empirically based theory can address itself only to
questions of program choice.

r
1

Examples Fiom Field Studies
Haling idertified the basis' for a 1110111 grated theory of

planne:; institutional change, let us review a.ir f 3ur case studies to
see if they sum ort or illustrate the variot ,k,propositions we have
set forth. In oruer to -do so, we must first establish some criterion
by which the efficacy of the propositions can be judged. If we can
arrange our four caseralong a hypothetical continuum of success,
we will have such a criterion. By success we me9.--that the
institutiond change -*vas implemented as planned ,itrid that its
implemeithttion was sustained over some reasonable tiiie period.
Such a critelion is a continuum in the sense that no ch ge is ever
implemented exactly as planned, nor does it last forev . What we
are talking about, therefore, is a relative matter. Furth rmore, the
information we have on each case is highly subjective, consisting
of judgments and impressions that are often obtained from
partisan observers. Our evaluation of each case by tbis criterion
must, therefore, be treated as speculative at best.

On the basis of the information at our 'disposal, we would have
tO conn7ider the deinstitutionalization of the Massachusetts juvenile
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correctional sytteen L.Ls the most successful case. It came closest to
realizing its objectives and has persisted largely intact over an
S-year, period in the face of opposition. The least successful case
would have to bib the Federal Correctional Institution at Butner,
North Carolina. This judgmerit is based on the fact that after a
year of operation many of the basic elements of the proposed
change laid not been imPlemented and, indeed, appear impossible
to implement. Many of the features which were implemented were
already standard practice in Federal prisons. Thus, while the
Butner facility does m fact constitute a very progressive correc-
tional program, it ammmts to little in the way of planned
institutional change.

In between these two extremes lie the voucher experiment in
the Alum Rock Schools and the decentralization of the Detroit
Public Schools. Of these we would consider the Alum Rock case
more successful. Although t,he voucher system failed, a decentrali-
zation of the system which differed markedly from previous
,conditions in the schools did occur as intended and remained in
force 2 years after the termination of the voucher experiment.

In reviewing these cases, therefore, we would expect their
dt quo of conformiiy with the propositions set forth in the
previous section to he in the following order; Massachusetts
Department of Youth Services, Alum Rock '.;chools, Detroit
Public Schools, and FC1 at Butner.

Massachusetts DYS
Ifw deinstitutionahzation of the Massachusetts juvenile correc-

tional system is a case of environmentally induced change. An
aroused public opinion, a new Governor, and the State legislature
combined in their efforts to bring about change. In this connec-
tion`, it is significant that, of the four cases, the DYS had the most
number of environmental linkages which favored change. Embling
linkages were present in the legislature's granting Dys the power
of disposition over treatment, the Governor's consistently appoint-
ing reform minded commissioners, and LEAA's making.available
badly needed funds. Functional linkages were present in the
cooperaiion of voluntary agencies in providing alternative care.
Normative linkages were present in th,2 pronouncements, of pubiic
officals and citizen groups. Diffuse linkages were present in the
form of public opinion formed through the mass media.

Consistent with the e-xternal impetus for change is the fact that
the intt.rnal structure of the correctional system was extret.wly
hierarchical, both in initiating and implementing change. The
leadership of the ,system assumed a very dominant role AV
formutating and Nrrying out. the change process. At the outsel,

I Q4
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the ideology for change was in tlit environment and was only
partially developed. It focused on the need for more humane
treatment of juveniles but did not articulate a program for reform.
Deinstitutionalization emerged out of the change process and
provided a more focused ideology which was able to sustain that
process pnce begun: That the incipient ideology played an
important role is exemplified by the fact that, when the
commissioner encountered initial setbacks in his effors to
introduce more humane treatment procedures, he introduced
more drastic measures rather than retreat to established proce-
dures, a eesponse which would be hard to imagine on the part of
more pragmatically oriented leadership. As the ideoloiw became
snore developed, leadership became less of a driving force; and it
would appear that under the new system there is more participa-
.tion of staff in decisionmaking.

The presence of additional resources in the frm of LEAA
funds was also a critical variable. It is noteworthy in this respect
that these resources were used to dismantle the old system while
building the new. Thus what started out as an incremental process
became comprehensive and radical in order to assure the attain-
ment of objectives. This radical approach, along with the
conscious use of ideology, probably accounts_ jar the persistence
of change over time.

The one major strategy which is not illustrated by this case is
chadging individual level behavior. In carrying out his reform, the
commissioner came to view staff as an obstacle rather than a

.Jacilitator of that reform, a fact which eventilly led to the
ideology of cieinstutionalization. Whether the reorientation of
staff salues and behavior was never seriously attempted, or

a. whether it was attempted and found wanting., is unclear. What is
clear is that the direction which the reform eventually took meant
the elimination of many of the staff who needed to be -otrained.
It may be that, had the commissioner begun with a clear-cut
ideology of deinstitutionalization, retraining of staff could have
iwen more realistically carried out. However, the case does,
illustrate the futility of attemptiMg institutional change through
changing individual level behayior when the structure and ideology
of that Change have not been`established.

Alum Rock Schools

The experimentation with a voucher market system in the Alum
Rol* public schools represents a case of internally induced
change. Though the concept of the experimnt was conceived and
furided by outside sources, the Alum Rock school system chose to
participate because the experiment was designed te take the

Q
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district in directions in which it had aliFady decided to go. In this
connection, it is significant that a clear-cut ideology with respect
to decentralization existed within the system in the sense that all
major parties were agreed on ,what kind of a change they wanted.
With respect to the establishmeat of a voucher market system, a
common ideolow was not apparent, and in terms of that objective
th t! change was not successful.

In initiating and carrying out this change, a lateral or organic
internal structure was used. Although the formal organization of
the school system was hierarchical the superintendent adopted an
egalitarian or organic decisionmaking process in deciding whether
to participate in the experiment and in planning it. It is further
significant that in the implementation stage an organic decision-
making process was used in the sense that the superintendent
negotiated the implementation Of specific elements of the experi-
ment with the interested parties. This adoption of an organic
process is consistent with the results achieved. Those aspects q'
the experiment which were consistent with the commonly
accepted ideology (decentralization) were successfully imple-
mented, and those aspects which werei., consistent with the
ideology about which there was disagreement (the voucher market
system) were not successfully implemented.

Other factors contributing to success in this case were leader-
ship .and resources. The leadership of the school system was
strongly committed to th decentralization which succeeded, and
only loosely committed to the voucher market system which
failed. Furthermore, leadership played a very strong role in
negotiating relations between the system and its environment, ir
keeping with the ideology to which the system was committed.
Resources in the form of OEO funds played a significant role in
enabling the system to carry put the intended change. However,
unlike the Massachusetts case, those funds were used to add new
processes and not dismantle existing ones. Th4 strategy allowed
the school system to revert back to those procures which it did
not wish to give up once the.funCis were withdrawn.

The linkages between the Alum Rock School District and its
environment were consistent with the success of decentralization
and the failure of the voucher system. The district needed little
from its environment to carry out decentralization, except
financial resources and pul;lic support. The former were acquired
through the voucher experiment, and the latter already existed.
With respect to the voucher experiment more linkages were
required: enabling legislation from the State to allow nonpublic
schools to participate and tq-set aside the personnel requirements
governing the employment of public school teachers. Neither`was

I -
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forthcoming, a fact which restricted the attainment of a voucher
market system. The district also needed the support of the local
teacher's union, which it received, but not without further limiting
the market character of the experiment.

Of the four institutions studied, the Alum Rock School District
is the only one that explicitly attended to the quality of
interpersonal relations in the process of planned chang
parties agreed that the human relations training was a siknific
factor in the degree of success which the school system achieved.
However, such a process resulted in a structure for the institution-
al change which protected the job security of the parties involved.
When viewed alongside the Massachusetts DYS case, this finding
suggests that a guarantee of job security is a necessary condition
for the effective use of human relations training in institutional
change.

Detroit Public Schools

The political decentralization of the Detroit public schools is a
case of externally induced change. It was initiated by one segment
of the parent population served by the schools and imposed on the
system by the State legislature. In comparison to the case of the
Massachusetts DYS, the external linkages supporting institutional
change in the Detroit case were weak. State legislation was passed
enabling decentralization, but functional linkages with the teach-
ers' union were inhibiting rather than facilVating. Normative
linkag6s supporting the change were latent at best. Decentraliza-
tion was consistent with basic American values, but there was no
public enunciation of its importance to the welfare of the larger
community. Similarly, diffuse linkages were lacking in that little
public support .for political decentralization existed systemwide.

Within the Detroit public schools, key institutional variables
supportive of change were lacking. There was no ideology of
political decentralization at the systemwide level. Leadership was
not unified in support of the change. What hierarchical powers
that remained in the new structure were used to blunt or minimize
change. In Region One, where political decentralization was most
successful, the opposite pattern of variables emerged. A greater
consciousness of an ideology of political decentralization en-sled,
leadership was strong in support of change, a program was
conceived and resources allocated to carry out the change, anci
widespread participation occurred in its implementation. It is
significant that Region One made widespread use of training to
enable actors to participate effectively in the new, System. This
training occurred, however, after a design for the new structure
had been worked out.

19G
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^
FCI at Butner

The attempt to implement th.! Morris model of imprisonment at
the Federal Correctional Institution at Butner represents a case of
externally induced change. It was external in the sense that the
larger system, the Feder41 Bureau of Prisons, imposed a program on
one of its units, the Institution at Butner. However, unlike the
Massachusetes DYS, the Butner FCI had very few supportive
linkages with its environment. It did have the administrative
authorization from BQP wnich enabled it to undertake the
experiment. But it did not receive financial resources necessary to
carry it out. Functional linkages were weak or absentthe parole
board demurred in its part of the experiment, BOP industries were
lackingN and there was no community employment to carry out
the early release component of the experiment.

Within the FCI at Butner, significant institutional variables were
lacking. A very clear ideology lay at the heart of the Morris model
of imprisonment. However, that model was adopted by the BOP
and the FCI at Butner as a program with which to run a new
facility, not an ideology. There is noAppazent ideology to which
BOP or the Butner administration was committed that dictated
the adoptabn of the Morris model. The success or failure of the
model was little more than an interesting incident in the ongoing
life of a bureaucracy. The lack of ideology goes hand in hand with
a lack of leadership with respect to the experiment. This
conclusion is not to imply a lack of leadership M the administra-
tion of the FCI at Butner; it refers only to leadership for
institutional change as represented by the attempt to implement
the Morris model. And lastly, the experiment at Butner involved
no training to enable staff to adopt attitudes and behaviors
consistent with the Morris model. In fact, many staff were
unaware of the model or the existence of the experiment, further
evidence of the lack of an ideology within the institution by which
its members could be committed to planned change.

The reader should be mutioned against treating this summary
analysis of the four field studies of planned institutional change as
a verification of the propositions we have been discussing in this
chapter. In the first place, the analysis is based on information
which is highly subjective and impressionistic in nature. A more
empirical process is required for verification. Secondly, this
analysis contains the error of post factum theorizing identified by
Merton (1968. pp. 147ff.). This error derives from making
unstructured observations, and then formulating a "theory" to fit
those observations. Such observations in no way can be said to
verify the theory because they do not allow the theory to be
negated. Verification requires the observation of events which

1 9,
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both conform and fail to conforin to the conditions implied in atheory; it involves predicting events before they are obserVedrather than explaining them "after the fact." Post factum
the-orizing is adequate for generating hypOtheses. In this sense, we
can say that our casalysis only illustrates the propositions we have
been discussing. The !act that we applied our propositions, once
formulated, to a reanalysis of our field studies adds very little to
their validity. Tho. cases used for verification are the same cases
from which the propositions were derived. 'Such a practice only
adds to the elegance of the illustration.

Issues for Further Research and
Development

We have decided to.address ourselves in this concluding sectionto issues involving both empirical research and progyam develop-
nwnt. In keeping_ with the nature of planned instittktional change
as we have come to understacid it, research 'has limited Utility
when conducted apart from tfl actions it is intended to inform.
The success of efforts 7..t. collective action may rest as much on the
developinent of rational methods or techniques for facilitating
such action as it does ort.e7ipirical research on the process. When
research nfieds are Identified in iscpation from action methodolo-gies, they are more likely to reflect. a motivation to perpetuate
research rather than to improve action.

The Role of Ideology

The literature we have examined and the field studieS we have
conducted underscore the importance of ideology in planned
institutional change. Yet littre has been written about how groups
come to formulate ap ideology. The process remains much of a
mystery. Research on how ideology is formulated would greatly
enhance the development of rational techniques to assist this
process. Such techniques appropriate for small groups are already
available, but techniques for large-scale decisionmaking are very
much needed (Runyan 1977).

A related issue is the design of techniques for resolving conflicts
in the interpretation of a given ideology. In the example of Maoist
China, a form of high priesthood fulfilled this function; in the

.United States, the Supreme Court is so used. Techniques or
methods that are less costly and that are appropriate for use
within organizations need to be developed.

1
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The role of ideology in large organizations is particularly
problematic, as evidenced by the research of Tannenbaum.
Further research is needed to clarify whether or not a determin-
istic relationship exists between organizational size,, technology,
and internal structure. The literature su ests that, as organization-
al size increases, the use of technology and the specialization of
tasks become necessary to maintain efficiency in production. It is
this use of technology and not ideology, so goes the argument,
that dictates the internal structure of the organization. However,
the evidence is not conclusive, as Argyris points out, and further
research is necessary.

A prOkmatic relationship also exists between group size and
the processNy which ideoloa is formulated. Those who advocate
the use of ideology as a guidance system for mass society, such as
Maoists in China and Friedmann (1973) in the United States, see
the formulation of ideology occurring through a myriad of small
groups, or what has been called a cellular structure. If this
relationship between the formulation of ideology and group size is
deterministic, the kind of techniques or methods appropriate for
ideoloa formation in large organizations is more apparent.

And finally, the consequences of the use of ideology in planned
change need to be examined. Conflicting claims are made with
respect to its effect on productivity and cost. On the one hand,
ideology apparently increases group solidarity, minimizes aliena-
tion, and therefore increases the rate of output. On the other
hand, ideology apparently limits the range of choice among the
means of production or of delivering service, resulting in an
inefficient use of scarce resources. The conditions under which
these respective claims are true need to be verified so that their
conflicting implications fGr action can be resolved.
The Role of Internal Stxucture

A number of issues need to be investitgated with reference to the
nature and function of internal structure in institutional change.
In the first place, a full range of more definitive models of internal
structure needs to be developed. The literature dwells essentially
on two extreme models, but in reality there must be several more.
The matrix, the federated, and the polycephalous are some.
Furthermore, the models which do exist are not always adequately
articulated. The notion of a hierarchical structure has intuitive
clar4 because it abounds in modern industrial society. But the
research on which -the concept of an organic ,structure is based
contains only the vaguest definitions. If research is to usefully
proceed into the relative merits of alternative structures, we must
have fuller and more systematic conceptualizations of .those
structures.,
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The basic relationship between the interr .1 structure of an
organization ant the stages of institutional change needs to be
tested more fully. The research findings from which ,these
propositions arise are consistent, for the most part, but they
embody very inadequate conceptualizations of an organic struc-
ture. The particular point in the process which has not been
addressed by prior research is the shift between the initiation and
implementation stages. The llterature reports that an oqanic
structure is more conducive tb-initiation because it provides the
freedom for exploring a fuller range of alternatives; and a
hierarchical structure is more conducive to implementation be-
cause it provides a single set of consistent operations. &it what
kind of structure is best suited to. selecting thePsingle most
appropriate course of 'action among those generated during the
initiation stage? Presumably the organic structure' lacks tbe
consensus to make a decision possible, and the hierarchical
structure tacks the vision to depart fr6m established practices. The
literature is ambiguous on this crucial point.

Assuming that a single organization operates during all stages of
.the institutional change process, it must undergo tranaitions from
the type 01 structure most appropriate for one stage of change to
'the type most appropriate to another stage. Y4 how can an
organization achieve such planful versatility? The literature is
silent on the subject. It would appear that very few case examples
of such multipurpose Organizations exist. Again, this matter is
fruitful for research.

And lastly, some argue on the basis of normative theory that
organic structures are more effective for all stages of institutional
change. Although this position conflicts with existing evidence, it
may not have been given an adequate test. An adequate test
requires an experiment designed to fully incorporate all of the
conditions necessary to the functioning of an organic structure,
and one which evaluates its consequences with respect to all the
criteria by which it purports to be effective. Tests to date have
simply compared the effects of existing organizations which
approximate various models of internal structure.

The Role of Interpersonal Relations
The effect of the quality of interpersonal relations on the

ability of an organization to respond to a changing environment
has been well documented. Techniques of human relations training
are well developed and in widespread use. Such training is pften
referred to as organizational development, a term which is
specious because it implies a sufficient strategy for resolving
organizational malfunctioning and bringing about change. What is

4,, (i
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not se clear is t4c relationship between human relations training,
structure, and ideolovs in organizational performance. As was
demonstrat'ed in the Alum Rock ease, human relations training,
important as it is, cannot compensate for the effects of an
inadequate structure or conflictual.ideologies.

Research is needed into .the structural and ideological condi-
tions that ali: conducive to the effective use of human relations
training. What is the role of such training in the formulation of
ideoloq?.,What is its role in planned change that isimporaxi from
the ootside, as was the case in the Massachusetts DYS, as opposed
to being generated from the inside, as was the case in the Alum
Rock Schools? What is the role of human relations training in a
hierarchical as opposed to an organic structure? Such research
should be oriented toward the development of diagnostic tech-
niques that identify the orgpizational conditions in whioh human
relations training can ,be used effectively, and the appropriate
purposes it should serve.

Interrelatedness of Ideology, Structure,
and Interpersonal Relations

The major issue identified in this study is the interrelatedness
among three major variables in planned institutional change:
ideology, internal and external structure, and the quality of
interpersonal relations. Several propositions have been set forth in
the previous section. However, they are based only in part on
research, and much of'that research is fragmented nature. The
propositions lack any comprehensive systematic verifica'ion.

Given the current level of distrust in government and the
malaise which overhang many public services, these proposition,s
would appear to justify a major iesearch`effort. Such an effort
would test the several strategies for institutional change or
development, singly and in comllination, against tbsiniteomes
with which they are associated, both with respect to'the various
stages of the change process and the ,institution's overall perfor-
mance. (see figure 7). For example, an institution with a clear-cut

-ideology would be observed to determine whether changes were
more likely to originate externally or intethally to the organiza-
tion; the ease with which alternatives were initiated in response to
the pressure for chanie; the ease with which an alternative was

= selected upon which to act; the degree to which that alternative
was implemLi d as intended; the amount of output in a given
product or service which the institution vas committed to
prOduce; and the cost otproducing that output. ideally, a number
of public bureaucracies would be recruited to experiment with
various strategies. The bureaus should operate in the same domain,

20/
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too as to have a common output by which to compare their
performance.

Such research can be facilitated by the Multivariate Analysis,
Participation and Structure (MAPS) method of organiiational
design developed by Kilmann (1977). The method is based on the
notion that the structure of an organization should be consistent
with the personal needs and styles of its members, as well as the
nature of the collective jasks which are to be performed. It is a
normative model in that it incorporates certain value preferences
about the nature of man: that an individual seeks self-direction
and self-control and seeks rather than avoids responsibility. The
method begins with an elicitation of the preferences for tasks,
work styles, and work colleagues of individual wcirkers, and by use
of a computer program aggregates these preferences into one of
several structural designs appropriate for such tasks and interper-
sonal styles. The work of AlKihnann is unique in that it. provides
systematic and empirical procedures for organizational design
which overcome the conceptual models we have been discussing in
this book. It has the disaivantage of concreteness in that
disagreement with the way cc wepts are interpreted is made easier.
But froM such disagreements come aeater clarity and unity.

Utilization of Social Scieniv

Finally, let us summarize the issues revealed iii our study related
to the utilization of social science in planned institutional change
that require further research and development. Thc principal issue
in this regard is the development RC normative theory in the social
sciences. Initially, work of, a conceptual nature needs to be done
on the nature of normative theory, the process by which such
theories are developednd the way in which such theories (are
used both in guiding empirical research as well as generating
prescriptions for public action. It is apparent that` tiuch tlieories
must integrate a theory of man.with a theory of social groups.

Beyond this, individual'scientists need to be suptiorted in their
efforts to develop normative theory. The implication which
emerges most clearly from this review is that the dilemma facing
the social science community no longer involves a choice between
pure and applied research, but rather a choice between value-based
normative theory and value-free positivist theory,. If knowledge is,
to have its ultimate justification in social utility, social purposes
must be part of its foundation.

And finally, new models of the role of the social scientist must
be developed consistent with the new role of social scierkce theory.
Is the scientist a technician or a social critic, an engineer or a social
philosopher? What distinguishes a value-ortented social scientist
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from a social activist or a politician? We believe there are viable
and useful answers to these questionsthat the possibility exists
for maintaining the unique contribution of the sciertific paradigm
while blending it with service to thescommonweal.
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